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René Boomkens

The Continuity

of Place

From the Socially
Engineered City to
the Global City

René Boomkens

argues that the

contemporary city 

transcends national 

social engineering. 

The city is being

confronted by the 

unpredictable logic 

of a transnational 

publicness. Neither 

the marketing nor

the politicization of 

the use of the city are 

adequate to deal with 

this. What is required 

is a phenomenology 

of the urban experi-

ence that does justice 

to the everyday and 

the unspectacular.
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Whereas the city was once the basis for 
architecture, it now seems to have degener-
ated into a waste product and backdrop.

ZUS (Elma van Boxel and

Kristian Koreman)

Twenty years ago, the city was rediscov-

ered, by administrators, by scientists,

by architects, by project developers and

finally by activists, or to put it a better 

way, by active city dwellers. Not that no 

thought was given to the city before the 

late 1980s, and certainly not that our cities 

were not radically renovated and altered. 

What was rediscovered was what makes

a city urban. Idealists would call it the

essence of the city; pragmatists would talk 

about the historical specificity of the city 

– but that is irrelevant here. After all, what 

makes cities urban is inevitably derived

from an ideal type, which itself refers to

very specific exemplary situations. The

ideal type of an urban lifestyle and cul-

ture is that of an open, diverse and con-

centrated (‘dense’) lifestyle, which forms 

the social foundation for contemporary 

democracy. The rediscovery of the city 

was, more specifically, renewed attention 

to typically urban places. The traditional 

functionalist discourse that had set the 

tone for decades both in politics and in

spatial disciplines such as planning, geog-

raphy and urbanism gradually made way 

for a more culturalist discourse in which

anthropologists, historians, cultural geog-

raphers and philosophers played, and 

continue to play, an important role. Not 

surprisingly, this fresh attention to urban-

ity sometimes resonated with a culturally 

pessimistic undertone, a lament about the

disintegration of a certain kind of urban-

ity. Five writers were often put forward to

feed this cultural pessimism. In historical

order, these were philosopher Hannah 

Arendt, who was cited as the champion

of the idea of the polis; philosopher Jür-

gen Habermas, who in the early 1960s

had warned about the decline of typically 

urban publicness; planning critic Jane

Jacobs, who during the same period had

warned about bureaucrats and planners

who threatened the urban idyll of New 

York’s Greenwich Village; cultural soci-

ologist Richard Sennett, who in the mid-

1970s saw the public urban life that had

once flourished in cities like London and

Paris in the eighteenth century withering

under the influence of suburbanization

and the ‘tyranny of intimacy’ emanating 

from the new mass medium of television;

and finally the politi-

cal scientist Marshall 

Berman, who saw 

the vitality of the

modern, nineteenth-

century city street

being murdered by 

twentieth-century 

project developers

following in the foot-

steps of Le Corbusi-

er’s Ville Radieuse.1

It is not very difficult to paint these 

writers as nostalgists who were glorify-

ing these obsolete forms of urbanity and 

publicness, from the agora of Ancient 

Greece via the salons and coffeehouses of 

the eighteenth century or the boulevards

and arcades of the nineteenth. And this 

was in fact done repeatedly, but at the cost 

of the realization that these authors were 

also the forerunners of another rediscov-

ery: that of a trend in political philosophy 

that had been abandoned, that of repub-

1. See, among others, Han-
nah Arendt, The Human 
Condition (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press,
1958); Jürgen Habermas, 
Strukturwandel der Öffentli-
chkeit (Frankfurt a/Main:
Suhrkamp, 1990 (1962); 
Jane Jacobs, The Death and 
Life of Great American Cities
(New York: Vintage Books, 
1961); Richard Sennett, The 
Fall of Public Man (New 
York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1977); Marshall Berman, All 
That is Solid Melts into Air:
The Experience of Modernity
(London: Verso, 1982).
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licanism, with its

great emphasis on

active citizenship.2

In short, with the

rediscovery of the

urban place and

urban publicness,

the republican in the 

form of the active, 

outspoken citizen

and urban dweller

was also rediscov-

ered. This rediscov-

ery, however, was 

mainly an academic 

phenomenon, 

limited to intense 

debates among col-

leagues in political 

theory, historiogra-

phy and philosophy, 

which found little

resonance in the 

public debate itself.

Or it would have

to be that in the 

1990s such themes 

as citizenship and

the sense of civic responsibility came into

vogue again for the first time in decades 

and were not immediately associated with 

bigotry or moral censorship. And indeed,

this renewed academic interest for repub-

licanism and the renewed public apprecia-

tion for ‘the citizen’ did have something 

in common, even if the academics empha-

sized mainly the freedom of the citizen 

or republican while in the public debate, 

on the contrary, all sorts of demands were 

made of the citizen and all manner of 

gradations of citizenship even emerged.

What the academic and the public dis-

courses shared was a defence of the value

of citizenship, a value that took on the 

guise of a virtue, or as philosopher Michel 

Foucault called it, an 

ethos. In less spec-

tacular terms: a cer-

tain ‘lifestyle’ or ‘way 

of doing things’.3

This new republicanism thereby nes-

tled as a sort of third way between the 

two dominant political discourses of the 

twentieth century, that of socialism (social 

democracy and communism) and that of 

liberalism (including various conserva-

tive parties that in practice differed little

from liberalism). Until recently, socialism

and liberalism were considered the two

main ideological antagonists – the two

absolutely opposite interpretations of the 

Enlightenment ideal of liberty or eman-

cipation. The opposition between liber-

alism and socialism in fact dominated 

the global and most national agendas in 

the twentieth century, in particular the

contrast between individual and collec-

tive and between market and govern-

ment, and in a way that concealed the fact

that both movements essentially shared

a rationalist ideal of social engineering. 

The liberal ideal of social engineering is

grounded in an optimistic faith in the

perfectibility of the individual, as long as

the individual is given the freedom over 

his or her person and property, while the

socialist ideal of social engineering places

every emphasis on the capacity of the

state or the government, on behalf of the

collective, to distribute national wealth 

as justly as possible. As the ideological

dichotomy of market and government is

being artificially maintained, even as by 

now virtually all socialists have become

2. Republicanism rooted 
in, among other things, the 
political philosophy work of 
Machiavelli and Rousseau, 
was revived by the ideas of 
Hannah Arendt (especially 
in her On Revolution, New 
York: Viking Press, 1983), 
which also filtered through 
into the philosophical 
work of Habermas and the 
cultural sociology of Sen-
nett. The renewed interest 
in Arendt’s work dates back 
to the 1980s, when phi-
losophers such as Michael 
Walzer (Spheres of Justice, 
New York: Basic Books, 
1983) and Richard Rorty 
(Contingency, Irony and 
Solidarity, Cambridge, MA: 
Cambridge University Press, 
1989) rehabilitated republi-
canism. Republicanism sees 
the state as a res publica, 
something that concerns 
all citizens. Freedom is not, 
as in liberalism, something 
that people win from the 
state, but something that 
instead only comes about 
by taking part in politics. In
classical liberalism, equality 
is the premise for political 
participation; in republican-
ism, equality is the result of 
political participation. See
also Gijs van Oenen, ‘Over 
liberalisme, republicanisme 
en communitarisme’, Krisis,
tijdschrift voor filosofie, no. 
31, June 1988, theme issue 
on republican politics: on 
passion, schemes and thea-
tre, 7-26.

3. Michel Foucault, Breek-
bare vrijheid. De politieke
ethiek van de zorg voor 
zichzelf (f Fragile Freedom:
Political Ethics of the Care of 
the Self ) (Amsterdam: Kriff -
sis/Parrèsia, 1995).
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liberals of a sort while the vast majority of 

liberals, diehards included, have in prac-

tice accepted various forms of government 

interference and government protection-

ism, the fact that the actual problem lies 

in the rationalist ideal of social engineer-

ing itself remains invisible. The ethos of 

the republican provides no solution to this 

problem (it would result in a third variant 

of the ideal of social engineering) but it 

does offer a possible way out, both from 

the obsolete government-market dilemma 

and from the trap of social engineering, 

the trap of the ‘extreme make-over’ pre-

sented by liberal and socialist ideologues 

time and time again. This way out can

be very accurately illustrated by what I 

referred to above as the problem of the 

urban place, a place that, certainly in the

Netherlands, bears the stamp of more 

than half a century of government inter-

ventions and that has been increasingly 

subjected to the ‘discipline of the market’

over the last two decades.

As I indicated above, this rediscovery 

of the urban place in fact involved a redis-

covery of urbanity, in particular under-

stood as urban publicness. We should 

consider the articulation of this urban

publicness the permanent challenge of a 

modern and pragmatic republicanism that 

transcends the traditional pseudo-conflict

between market and government. Public-

ness is anything but a simple product,

or even a feature, of market operations,

nor is it a unilateral function of the way 

a city is organized. In the last several 

years, cities and urban places have been 

increasingly subjected to a discourse that 

mainly understands (and subsequently 

reorganizes) these places as places of 

consumption. In this discourse, the city 

is understood as a (regional, national or 

global) stage for the experience economy,

and successful urban places as the ideal

facilitators of this economy. In the rest of 

this text I will argue that this discourse

of consumption of urban places repre-

sents a step forward in comparison to the

functionalism that was so characteristic

of modernist urbanism and planning,

because it provides more room for what 

I shall call ‘the use’ of urban places, a

perspective that understands urbanity,

first and foremost, as a specific way to

experience, as opposed to a spatial organi-

zational pattern or a system with certain 

explicit functions. This step forward,

however, is often cancelled out by viewing 

the consumption of urban places uni-

laterally as being determined by market

operations alone.

The Socially Engineered City as

a National Project

The rich tradition of the Netherlands in

the area of urban development and urban

planning is summed up in five Notas 
Ruimtelijke Ordening (National Policy g
Documents on Spatial Planning) and in a

whole series of technical terms that have

since become part of everyday Dutch 

speech, such as groeikernen (‘growth

cores’), woonerven (‘home zones’) and 

even the cryptic vinex-wijken (‘vinex

neighbourhoods’), the residents of which

probably have no idea that this term refers

to the Vierde Nota Ruimtelijke Ordening-
Extra (Fourth National Policy Document

on Spatial Planning-Extra). Everyday 

Dutch also features a whole series of 

more negative or denigrating terms that

place this rich tradition of urbanism in
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a somewhat different light: bloemkoolwi-
jken (‘cauliflower districts’), slaapsteden
(‘dormitory suburbs’) or witte schimmel
(‘white fungus’), while terms like over-
loopgebieden (‘overflow areas’), stedeli-
jke velden (‘urban fields’), de compacte 
stad (‘the compact city’) and d gebundelde
deconcentratie (‘bundled deconcentra-

tion’) roll off the average city administra-

tor’s tongue. Both the rich variety and the 

expansion of planning terminology reflect 

the self-evident presence, even dominance 

of a long-term, consistent policy of spatial

and urban planning, starting in the early 

twentieth century and especially and with

even greater emphasis from the period 

of reconstruction following the Second

World War. The socially engineered city, 

mainly a social project before the war,

became a genuinely national project after 

the war, and seemed to be a self-evident 

part of a whole series of grand ‘national 

projects’, like the impoldering of the

Zuiderzee and the Delta Project. Marshall

Berman pointed out that in the usa too,

the large-scale post-war city expansions 

and the construction of a new network 

of highways and parkways, projects that 

in many cases implicated the demolition 

of whole city districts, were applauded 

by residents themselves as an essential 

modernization. Just as in the Nether-

lands, Americans perceived this ‘extreme 

make-over’ of their cities as part of a 

great step forward, as the beginning of 

a new, more prosperous life in a brand-

new urban environment. The engine 

of this future-oriented and optimistic

transformation process was of course the 

automobile, which signified not merely 

ordinary mobility but primarily social 

upward mobility as well. Whereas the 

explosion of spatial and social mobility in

the usa resulted in an unbridled subur-

banization directed mainly by the market 

sector, the various National Policy Docu-

ments on Spatial Planning in the Neth-

erlands seemed to be the government’s 

attempts to regulate and even limit this 

process here. 

This regulation and limitation were

particularly expressed in the ideal of a 

‘compact city’, which was also a trend

that seemed to break with the modernist 

doctrine of the separation of functions, 

in which the purely analytical distinction 

between the four functions of habitation, 

work, recreation and traffic was actually 

translated into a spatial segregation of 

these functions. Both the increase in scale 

of the urban area and increased mobility,

as well as the increasingly manifest issue 

of the environment, seemed to confirm 

the benefit of this separation of functions, 

and as a result not much of this compact

city was actually realized. Arguments

in favour of ‘densification’ (striving for

a high building density), of mixing of 

functions and of a greater role for public 

transport, which together were supposed 

to make this compact city possible, in fact 

increasingly petered out in the face of the

reality of the neoliberal policy of the gov-

ernment in the 1980s, in which privatiza-

tion and deregulation were supposed to 

reduce the rising costs of the welfare state 

(that jewel of the ideal of social engineer-

ing). And it was precisely at this moment 

that interest in the urban place and urban 

publicness, with which I opened this text, 

revived. As I have already indicated to 

some extent, this interest, to a not insig-

nificant degree, was a reaction to several

decades of centralized urban development 
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and spatial planning, a reaction especially 

to the unintended side effects of the sepa-

ration of functions – according to some 

even a frontal assault on the separation

of functions as such. Yet it was certainly 

more than that. The renewed interest in 

urbanity and publicness was the product 

of a rather ambiguous situation, in which

divergent processes crisscrossed one

another, processes that sometimes rein-

forced one another and sometimes worked

against one another. Within this wave of 

interest the following processes and ten-

dencies resonated:

— the stubborn continuity of striving 

towards a compact city;

— a national government in a process 

of retrenchment, particularly in the

domain of spatial planning and public 

housing;

— the complex of globalization processes 

(liberalization of the world economy,

increased labour migration, the rise of 

a network of ‘global cities’);

— the process of ‘delocalization’ or ‘deter-

ritorialization’ under the influence of 

new information and communication 

media;

— the rise of a global ‘experience econ-

omy’ (mass tourism, global mass 

media);

— the transformation of nation-states, 

national identities and national forms 

of citizenship.

Several of these processes overlap, but 

each represents real problems, or ‘chal-

lenges’, as they are called in neoliberal 

jargon, that are primarily reflected in 

the dynamics of urban reality. The most

manifest and far-reaching consequence of 

this mishmash of process is the decline of 

the socially engineered city as a national 

political project, which was expressed, 

among other things, in the reception

accorded to the final, fifth National Policy 

Document on Spatial Planning: it was

considered obsolete before the ink was

even dry . . .

The Use of the City

In several previous

publications, partly 

following writers

I have mentioned

above4 and partly 

in an attempt to 

develop a historical

phenomenology of 

the urban experi-

ence and the urban 

place,5 I have argued

that publicness can-

not be seen as a function of the modern

city that can be isolated, and that, by 

extension, the urban public space can-

not be seen as a functional zone, as was

the norm in the modernist doctrine of 

the separation of functions. The ideal of 

the socially engineered city was not only 

based on the idea of the four fundamen-

tal functions of the city, but in addition

on a form of spatial determinism as an

instrument of policy. Even in the current 

‘approach’ of the so-called Vogelaarwijken
(‘Vogelaar areas’, after Housing Minister

Ella Vogelaar) or aandachtwijken (‘atten-

tion areas’) or prachtwijken (‘gem areas’), 

this spatial determinism still operates.

Spatial determinism assumes that it is

possible to conduct social policy through

spatial interventions. This was (almost 

self-evidently) the basis of modernist

policy in the area of urban development

4. In particular Jane Jacobs, 
Richard Sennett and Mar-
shall Berman. See René
Boomkens, Een drempel-
wereld. Moderne ervaring 
en stedelijke openbaarheid 
(Rotterdam: NAi Publishers,
1998).

5. Here, too, I built on the
work of others, in particular
the philosophers Walter
Benjamin and Gaston
Bachelard. See René Boom-
kens, De nieuwe wanorde.
Globalisering en het einde
van de maakbare samenlev-
ing (Amsterdam: Van Gen-
nep, 2006), 47-108.
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and spatial planning at the time of the 

post-war construction of the welfare 

state: the light, air and greenery of the 

Bijlmermeer were supposed to make a 

‘new human being’ possible. Every spatial 

intervention was assigned a label, as it 

were, noting its social functionality. But

while the construction of a ring motorway 

displaced the pressure of mobility from

the inner city to its outskirts and in this

way had a positive impact on the traffic 

function of the city as a whole as well as

on the habitation function of the inner

city, the construction of a square does not

lead in a comparable way to the reinforce-

ment of urban publicness. Publicness is 

not an explicit function, but an implicit 

or indirect function, or to put it a better

way, a transcendent quality of the particu-

lar use that is made of the urban space. 

It becomes manifest in and through that 

use, but it cannot be reduced to that use in

the form of a simple causal relationship. 

Incidentally, this also applies to at least 

one of the four classic urban functions,

habitation. Whereas for the other three

functions, traffic, work and recreation, it 

can still be predicted to a certain degree

that their realization coincides with their 

functionality, the same cannot be said

of habitation. Accommodation or hous-

ing fits into a functionalist programme,

habitation or liveability fall outside it.

Habitation and publicness belong to an 

entirely different vocabulary – and here 

I deliberately use the term ‘vocabulary’ 

instead of ‘discourse’, because the latter 

term refers to an explicitly ordered and 

regulated way of speaking and acting, 

while ‘vocabulary’ belongs more to the 

world of the (everyday) use and (everyday)

experience of urbanity and urban places. 

There is no discourse of habitation, and 

one can barely speak of any discourse of 

urban publicness. Both, as transcendent 

qualities (or ‘implicit functions’), belong 

to the domain of a phenomenology that 

interprets phenomena based on the atti-

tude we adopt toward these phenomena in

our everyday actions (or ‘use’). Habitation 

and publicness require a historical and

political phenomenology, because their 

experience can be called anything but an 

anthropological constant; they are per-

manently and even increasingly subject to 

historical transformations and disconti-

nuities and to political and administrative 

interventions. In the work of such phi-

losophers as Walter Benjamin and Henri 

Lefebvre and of a historian and anthropol-

ogist such as Michel de Certeau, we can 

distinguish the contours of a historical

phenomenology of the urban experience 

and of the meaning of urban places or 

urban publicness.6 For a political phenom-

enology of urban

publicness and of the 

current condition of 

the urban dweller,

or the citizen, his-

torical references are

lacking. In the work 

of contemporary 

anthropologists such

as Jesús Martín-Barbero, Nestor García 

Canclini and Arjun Appadurai or a phi-

losopher such as Gijs van Oenen, however,

initial steps towards such a political phe-

nomenology of publicness and citizenship

can be found.

An implicit part of the ideal of the

social engineering of liberal and socialist

theories and ideologies is the assumption

that everyday social existence, in and of 

6. See in particular Walter
Benjamin, Das Passagen-
Werk (Frankfurt a/Main:
Suhrkamp, 1982); Henri
Lefebvre, Le droit à la ville
(Paris: Éditions Anthropos,
1968); Henri Lefebvre, The
Critique of Everyday Life,
Vol. 3 (London/New York:
Verso, 2005); Michel de
Certeau, L’invention du quo-
tidien, I. Arts de faire (Paris: 
Union générale d’éditions,
10/18, 1980).
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itself, is an inert and passive quantity, and

that science (the accumulation of knowl-

edge) and politics (the rational exercise

of power) are the active forces that bring 

about historical change and therefore

can be held responsible for the legitimacy 

of this change. Benjamin, Lefebvre and 

De Certeau were the first to show that 

the meaning of a new technology, a new 

insight or a new political measure is not 

contained in the internal rationality of 

that technology, that insight or that meas-

ure, but is determined to a significant

degree by the use made of it in everyday 

life. That use, in other words, remains

outside the internal logic of the technol-

ogy or measure in question. Or, con-

versely: the meaning of a new technology 

depends to a large extent on the way in 

which users of this technology ‘appropri-

ate’ it. Yet in this very appropriation the

user of the new technology simultane-

ously transforms his or her own percep-

tual environment. This insight is ideally 

suited to shed new – if rather stroboscopic

– light on the use of the city. 

The use of the city has emphatically 

extricated itself from the suffocating 

embrace of national social engineering 

and has become, more than ever, the 

object or work domain of a global distri-

bution of images, messages and informa-

tion. Imagination as such represents a

new force in social existence: ‘fantasy is

now a social practice; it enters, in a host 

of ways, into the fabrication of social 

lives for many people in many societies.’7

This is according 

to Arjun Appa-

durai, who with this

aims to point out that the urban place 

or urban publicness features more than

three dimensions: it is also fashioned

by the fourth dimension of delocalized

media space that has gradually taken

on global forms. Thanks to this ‘fourth

dimension’ the urban place and the

public space acquire a supranational or 

transnational dynamic, which is not only 

supported by the global network of new 

and newer media, but is also reflected in 

that public space itself. It becomes visible

in the way in which international fashion 

trends define the streetscape of cities, but

also in a hodgepodge of clothing styles,

languages and customs introduced by 

labour migrants or asylum seekers. The

transnational character of urban public-

ness is also reflected in the distribution

of international retail and restaurant

chains and in a shadow economy, again

supported by migrants, and finally by 

international show architecture inspired 

by ‘city branding’. Latin American writers

such as Martín-Barbero and García Can-

clini consider the transnationalization of 

the public sphere and of citizenship as the

political dimension of the success of neo-

liberal economic globalization, the earli-

est and sharpest effects of which were felt

in Latin America, with its weak nation-

states: they describe transnationalization 

as a complex and contradictory narrative

that was primarily developed by private, 

commercial mass media, especially televi-

sion. García Canclini: ‘Men and women 

increasingly feel that many of the ques-

tions proper to citizenship – where do

I belong, what rights accrue to me, how 

can I get information, who represents

my interests? – are being answered in the

private realm of commodity consump-

tion and the mass media more than in

the abstract rules of democracy or collec-

7. Arjun Appadurai, Moder-
nity at Large (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota 
Press, 1996), 53-54.
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tive participation in 

public spaces.’8

If we understand 

the use of modern 

urban places as the

spatial reflection 

of public life – and 

therefore as the basis for the function-

ing of modern democracies – this trans-

nationalization of the way in which 

citizenship takes shape necessitates a

reformulation of the meaning and the 

nature of modern urbanity. It no longer 

makes sense to view urban publicness as

an autonomous sphere of disinterested 

intellectual and cultural exchange and

confrontation, explicitly separate from 

the private sphere, and citizenship as 

something separate from (cultural) con-

sumption that maintains a unilateral 

relationship with the national state and 

politics. For several decades now, the use

of the city has been the work of a new,

hybrid subject, the consumer-citizen,

whose political and cultural attitudes and 

behaviours are explicitly influenced by 

the global technological reproduction of 

the popular imagination. In essence, this 

new condition or urban publicness reaf-ff

firms the traditional ‘republican’ analyses

à la Arendt, Habermas or Sennett, which 

speak of a ‘contamination’ of public 

action by private interests (Arendt), of the

monopolization of the public domain by 

multinational cartels (Habermas) or of the

‘intimization’ of the substance of the pub-

lic sphere (Sennett). The analyses of such 

writers as García Canclini or Appadurai 

corroborate similar processes, but they 

offer an alternative diagnosis. What they,

in a certain sense, make implicitly – and 

sometimes explicitly – visible is that the 

negative judgment expressed by Arendt, 

Habermas and Sennett about the state 

of publicness comes out of a unilateral 

interpretation of what I have heretofore 

called ‘the use of urban places’ or ‘the use 

of the public domain’. This unilateralism 

is to a significant degree the product of 

an ahistorical magnification or reifica-

tion of the model situations that form the 

background to their ideal type of public-

ness. Distance and deliberation are the 

crucial concepts that form the core of 

the public sphere for Sennett and Haber-

mas, respectively. Sennett saw distance 

as the core of the theatrical character of 

the early-bourgeois public life in the cof-ff

feehouses, a distance that was required in 

that period of history in order to exclude, 

as it were, during the encounter in the 

coffeehouse, the actual social (class and 

urban) differences among individuals, but 

also their then highly significant religious 

differences. In the public sphere, in other

words, one plays a role, for the duration of 

the encounter or confrontation, because 

all too significant social or ideological 

differences would already be too much 

of a burden for public life. This seems to 

confuse the general form of urban public-

ness with its historically specific content. 

The fact that public life, requires playing a 

role, a certain theatricality, which would 

be perceived as disruptive in the private 

domain, does not mean that this role is 

expected to avoid contents that would be 

crucial in the private sphere. This was a 

crucial code for the eighteenth-century 

public sphere, but in a society in which 

class differences and religious convictions 

play a less decisive role, such a code loses 

its significance. The Gay Parade that takes 

place annually on and along Amsterdam’s 

8. Nestor García Canclini, 
Consumers and Citizens: 
Globalization and Multi-
cultural Conflicts (Minne-
apolis/London: University 
of Minnesota Press, 2001), 
15. See also Jésus Martín-
Barbero, Communication,
Culture and Hegemony 
(London/Newbury Park/
New Delhi: sage, 1987).
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canals is a good example: an extremely 

theatrical event and an example of public 

action par excellence, and at the same 

time, in terms of content, a display of 

extremely private, even intimate prefer-

ences, practices and attitudes. In the same 

way, Habermas’s identification of public 

action and of the public space with delib-

eration suffers from the magnification 

of an early-bourgeois culture of civilized

salon conversations in which erudition 

was the quintessential social standard. 

The contemporary, transnational use of 

the city as a quintessential form of pub-

lic action, in part shaped by global mass

media, can no longer be judged in terms 

of distance or deliberation alone. 

Between Continuity and Struggle

The contemporary use of the city tran-

scends national social engineering but 

now faces a new and demanding monster: 

that of the intangible and paradoxical 

global imagination that has become the

fourth dimension of the urban place. 

Rather than the instrumental rational-

ity of an overly optimistic and clinical 

national planning compulsion, the unpre-

dictable ‘logic’ (or the ‘new disorder’) of 

a transnational publicness has become

the stake of the struggle for political and

cultural hegemony. In comparison with 

the traditional national political game, we

are dealing here with an unprecedented 

and as yet barely theoretically processed 

problem, that is still so ‘open’ that even 

post-political answers are conceivable. The 

classical republican discourse notwith-

standing, urban places are not places of 

intensified debate, but primarily places of 

intensified cohabitation and conjunction 

of differences. This intensification defines

the ethical and aesthetic quality of urban-

ity, which transcends any form of political 

social engineering and in a certain sense

renders it redundant. The most beautiful

dream of modernity was the dream of a 

world without a state, without politics. 

The perversions of this dream shaped

the last century: liberalism, which cham-

pioned the market, or property – with

extreme exploitation and inequality as a

result, and communism, which suggested

that ‘the people’ could take the place of 

the state – with totalitarianism as a result.

Somewhere between market and state, the

city represents something like a concrete

utopia of an open society that actually 

never fell prey to universalizing ideolo-

gies – simply because it already existed. 

The city has proven itself in the everyday 

use that has been made of it. That ‘every-

day use’ of the city, which was the focus

of the work of Benjamin and Lefebvre in

particular, and which in the Netherlands

was charted in more detail by such diverse

anthropologists and urban sociologists

as Talja Bolkland and Arnold Reijndorp,9

among others, forms

the model situation 

for our vision of 

democracy and of 

what, in our view, 

comes close to a 

decent society. Here

I am very deliberately opting for a cau-

tious and modest terminology, precisely 

to steer clear of two temptations: first and 

foremost the temptation of the trium-

phalism of market philosophy and its ‘cre-

ative cities’ that will change everything, a 

triumphalism effectively rebutted in vari-

ous publications by Mike Davis, such as

9. See, among others, 
Arnold Reijndorp, Stads-
wijk. Stedenbouw en
dagelijks leven (Rotterdam:
NAi Publishers, 2004); 
Talja Blokland-Potters,
Wat stadsbewoners bindt.
Sociale relaties in een achter-
standswijk (Kampen: Kok 
Agora, 1998).
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Planet of Slums and 

Evil Paradises.10 But

the temptation of the

other extreme also 

has to be resisted:

that of the auto-

matic pilot of ‘resistance’ or ‘struggle’. We

find that automatism especially in the

almost religiously revolutionary books of 

Antonio Negri and Michael Hardt, or in

Dieter Lesage’s Discourse on Resistance, 

which leans heavily on Hardt and Negri.11

Marketization and 

politicization of the

use of the city both 

fail to do justice 

to the wealth and 

the power of pre-

cisely the everyday character and of the 

unspectacular continuity of the use we 

as consumer-citizens make of that city. 

Before intellectuals like Negri or Lesage 

can claim the necessity of resistance or 

struggle, an interpretation is required

of the way in which all these consumer-

citizens shape the continuity of urban

publicness on a daily basis – and it is pre-

cisely this everyday aspect that is lacking 

in their ‘discourses on resistance’. These

discourses still rely too much on the idea 

of a frontal confrontation with ‘power’

and on a self-aware, rational citizenship

– whatever the simultaneous emphasis 

placed on the fact that the centre of power 

of the empire cannot be located. The

present consumer-citizen, however, looks

entirely different; he or she derives his or 

her self-image from the global circulation 

and distribution of images and messages 

in the mass media. At any rate, he or she

perceives his or her own public presen-

tation in his or her own urban habitat 

through these images and messages. What 

this precisely means is not easy to answer. 

A challenging, albeit very impudent inter-

pretation of contemporary citizenship was 

provided by philosopher Gijs van Oenen, 

who contrasted the classical ‘interactiv-

ity’ of the republican citizen with what he 

calls the ‘interpassivity’ of contemporary 

citizenship: ‘The attempt to rehabilitate 

“public man” collides with a phenomenon

that I refer to as interpassivity, following 

cultural philosophers Robert Pfaller and 

Slavoj Zizek. Involvement or engagement 

is delegated, outsourced. We would like 

to get involved, but we no longer believe

that we can; there-

fore we ask others to 

get involved, on our 

behalf.’12

As a phenomenology of today’s citi-

zenship and of contemporary collective 

life in an urban environment, Van Oenen 

presents a whole series of persuasive 

examples of this ‘interpassivity’, examples 

that, without exception, make it crystal-

clear to us that the self-aware and out-

spoken citizenship that was traditionally 

associated with public life in democratic 

societies is definitively a thing of the past. 

Van Oenen provides no clear explanation, 

however, of this interpassivity. References 

to the mediatization of our lives and to the 

flexibilization of the labour process place

Van Oenen’s interpassivity in the line of 

the traditional Marxist doctrine of aliena-

tion, but the whole idea of the outsourcing 

of involvement also alludes, unintention-

ally, to concepts like simulacrum and

hyperreality, used by French sociologist

Jean Baudrillard to come to grips with a 

social reality mediatized in a multitude of 

ways. And indeed, what Van Oenen and 

11. Michael Hardt and
Antonio Negri, Empire 
(Amsterdam, Van Gen-
nep, 2002); Dieter Lesage,
Vertoog over verzet. Politiek
in tijden van globalisering 
(Antwerp/Amsterdam:
Meulenhoff/Manteau,
2004).

12. Gijs van Oenen, ‘Het 
nieuwe veiligdom. De inter-
passieve transformatie van 
de publieke sfeer’, Open, 
2004, no. 6, 7. 

10. Mike Davis, Planet 
of Slums (London/New 
York: Verso, 2006); Mike 
Davis and Daniel Bertrand 
Monk (eds.), Evil Paradises: 
Dreamworlds of NeoLiberal-
ism (New York/London:
The New Press, 2007).
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Baudrillard share is not the explanatory 

power of their arguments, but the evoca-

tive and robust magnification of diverse 

crucial dimensions of our everyday habi-

tat. In that sense, the notion of ‘interpas-

sivity’ is a brilliant invention. It expresses

and represents our everyday experience 

as consumer-citizens who, through vari-

ous media, feel extremely connected to

the tribulations of the world – in fact

feel compelled to feel connected, which

in a certain sense is a reaffirmation of a

traditional republican virtue – yet at the

same instant ‘outsources’ that involvement 

to others, to a charitable organization, 

a media event or a ‘campaign’ in which 

the consumer-citizen need not partici-

pate in person, because this ‘campaign’

has already been organized and stage-

managed. 

Interpassivity and mega-involvement: 

wonderful terms that perfectly express the

fate of the contemporary urban dweller

and citizen. They raise significant doubts 

about the potential for resistance that 

Hardt and Negri, or Lesage presume of 

the citizen and about any excessively 

optimistic vision of the social engineer-

ing of society, but in no way do they 

refute the possibility of expressing and

if necessary dramatizing the continuity 

of a local imagination, or the dream of 

a very specific, very particular urbanity.

Interpassive citizens indeed hardly look 

like the dreamed subjects of modernity 

Habermas had in mind, but we should not

blame citizens for that. If we had a com-

plaint, it would be directed at the endless

revival performance of the stage play of 

social engineering, this time less aimed at 

the social-democratic champions of the

welfare state but rather at the neoliberal 

champions of the win-win situation, of 

the unbridled flexibility of human beings

as factors in an otherwise unpredictable

and global economic success story. There 

is little to counter that story – only the

continuity of our own urban place, and

that is indeed constantly under pressure

and at risk.
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Marc Schuilenburg

The Dislocating
Perspective of
Assemblages

Another Look at
the Issue of Security

Marc Schuilenburg 
addresses the issue
of governance as
an essential aspect
of the philosophy
of social engineer-
ing. Via the insights
and concepts of 
Foucault and
Deleuze he goes in 
search of a more 
adequate under-

standing of the 
link between social 
reality and govern-
ance. Discussion 
on this should no 
longer be fixated 
on the dichotomy 
between private 
and public, says 
Schuilenburg. 
Society, after all, is 
not an immutable, 
static quantity; it 
has a fluid char-
acter that requires 
thinking in terms 
of surveillance
‘assemblages’.
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During a visit to Canada in April 2008, 
American Homeland Security Secretary 
Michael Chertoff announced to his 
audience that fingerprints are not part 
of a person’s personal data: ‘A finger-
print is hardly personal data because
you leave it on glasses and silverware 
and articles all over the world; they’re 
like footprints. They’re not particularly 
private.’1 A reaction was not long in 
coming. It came 
from Canada’s pri-
vacy commissioner,
Jennifer Stoddart. ‘Fingerprints consti-
tute extremely personal information for 
which there is clearly a high expectation 
of privacy.’ 

The debate about where the private
begins and the public ends has a long 
history. It goes back to the French Revo-
lution. The end of the Ancien Régime,
symbolized by the beheading of Louis 
xvi in 1793, ensured that the sover-
eignty of the monarch made way for
the will of the people. No one had the 
exclusive right to rule in their own name
any longer. Two spheres were created to
express what was understood by ‘life’.
In the private domain, the state was to 
leave the individual in peace. Beyond 
the threshold of the home, everyone was 
free to espouse his or her own desires 
and opinions. In the public domain –
the agoras of the cities – however, the 
individual was a citizen who was to set
aside his desires and opinions for the
common good.

The separation between public and
private worked quite nicely for a couple 
of centuries. Now, however, it seems
its best days are over. Municipal inter-
vention teams, made up of inspectors

from social services, energy suppliers,
representatives of housing corpora-
tions and other organizations, show up
unannounced at the homes of residents
with problems. This campaign is called 
‘beyond the front door’. Various tech-
nologies (security cameras, data mining, 
rfid chips in clothing, dna tests) are 
employed to increase the perception
of security in the broadest sense of the 
word. ‘Police-like’ responsibilities, such
as the security of semi-public areas like
shopping centres, airports and residen-
tial areas, are increasingly being carried 
out by commercial actors. These prac-
tices and measures seem very diverse, 
yet they have a lot in common. They are 
all employed in the same processes of 
the prevention of perceived risks. Sadly,
debate on this new method of govern-
ance has been hijacked by the catch-all
word ‘privacy’. When we look at the
changes in the issue of security without 
bias, however, we see a more fundamen-
tal problem emerge. In all sorts of areas, 
there is a certain overlap between public
and private practices. These overlaps or
convergences are never stable or static.
They are not sharply demarcated and
they are constantly changing: in form,
in reach, in composition. In order to 
uncover the ‘ground’ of this mobility or
fluidity, we need a different ontologi-
cal and epistemological premise than
the private/public dichotomy outlined
above, upon which modern society is
supposedly based.

In this article I intend to approach 
the fluid character of social reality from
two directions. In the first place I want
to make a contribution to the explica-
tion of the relationship between gov-

1. http://thinkprogress.
org/2008/04/16/chertoff-
fingerprints (consulted on 
7 June 2008).
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ernance and social reality. Relying on
Michel Foucault’s analyses of power I 
shall first attempt to go one step further 
into his conceptual world. His analyses 
of disciplinarian practices in which the 
individual is shaped by all manner of 
power operations are my starting point.
Via the work of Gilles Deleuze, and in
particular his concept of ‘assemblage’, 
I wish to give greater depth to the link
between the social and governance. By
relating this concept to security regimes 
in our immediate environment, I shall 
show that this mobility should not be
confused with ‘chaos’ or a ‘new dis-
order’.2 And this leads directly to the
second objective of 
this article. When
we approach the
social based on the 
concept of assemblage, we see count-
less hybrid connections emerge, which
enter into unexpected relationships with
one another. Which relationships are we 
then talking about? How do these attain 
a certain consistency or coherence? 
Through these questions I ultimately 
aim to outline a number of rough
characteristics of how the issue of gov-
ernance has come to circle ever closer 
around social reality. 

Discipline and Biopolitics

Foucault defined the eighteenth century
as a disciplinarian society, in which
power was exercised in a way different
from the sovereign society that had pre-
ceded it. In the sovereign society, abso-
lute power rested with the monarch. A 
violation of the law was interpreted as 
an assault on his body. With the shift 

from a sovereign state to a disciplinar-
ian society, oppression, negativity and 
a vertical structure, hallmarks of what
Foucault calls sovereign power, are
replaced by anonymous and horizontal
power relationships. These branch out 
as a network and penetrate the entire
societal domain. The consequence
is that the exercise of power can no 
longer be attributed to a person (‘the 
monarch’) or to a rule (‘the law’). With 
his assertion that power is never exclu-
sively vested in ‘things’ or in ‘persons’, 
that we must hence learn to think of 
it in terms of prohibition and oppres-
sion, Foucault wants to make clear that
power, in and of itself, is nothing. It
has no essence, Deleuze emphasizes in
his monograph about Foucault’s work. 
Power is purely a relationship between
forces, which essentially means that it
has not been formalized.3 It is only pro-
duced in the rela-
tionships between 
different points. In 
this way, power relationships (virtual, 
unstable, unlocalizable and molecular) 
define the possibilities or probabilities 
of the actual interactions in social real-
ity. The actualization of these differ-
ential relationships, Foucault shows in 
Discipline and Punish (1975), unfolds
in the institutions of the disciplinarian 
society, in its schools, prisons, factories, 
hospitals, army barracks. This actuali-
zation is not a unilateral process, but 
rather the result of a whole series of 
mutually reinforcing effects whereby 
each separate institution integrates the 
power relationships of the diagram 
of the social domain in its own way 
and in its own environment (alloca-

2. See for instance René 
Boomkens, De nieuwe 
wanorde. Globalisering en 
het einde van de maakbare 
samenleving (Amsterdam: g
Van Gennep, 2006).

3. Gilles Deleuze, Foucault
(Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press, 1988),
37.
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tion, classification, consolidation, 
normalization, etcetera).

Unlike in the sovereign society, the
realization that the individual can be 
socially engineered emerges. Building on
the humanist insights of the Enlighten-
ment, various techniques are applied in
the separate institutions to teach socially
desirable behaviour. The consequences
of this are most visible in the army. In 
the seventeenth century, the soldier is
still described as someone one recog-
nizes by his courage or fighting spirit.
This changes, however, in the eighteenth 
century. From a meaningful body that 
radiates energy and honour, the body 
of the soldier is reduced to a cog in the 
machine. The soldier is shaped by exer-
cises in which he learns to hold his head 
high and his back straight and to move 
in a uniform manner. Through correc-
tive exercises, which are aimed at gen-
erating specific and measurable effects,
the soldier is furnished with a coherent 
identity. This disciplining of the body 
does not take place only in army camps.
Discipline-oriented techniques are also 
applied in other societal institutions: the 
prison, the hospital, the school and the
workplace. And simply because its disci-
plinarian effect is equivalent to those of 
a series of other institutions with which 
the individual is confronted through-
out his life, the army can be compared 
to the factory, which in turn has eve-
rything in common with a prison.
Without interruption, the individual in 
fact moves from one institution to the
other: from the family to the school, 
from the school to the factory, and so 
forth. We are dealing with a continuous
progression in a sequence of separate

spaces through which the institutions 
continually refer to one another. At 
school you are told you are no longer at 
home. At work you
hear ‘you’re not at 
school anymore’.4

The picture of society that is pre-
sented here is a succession of separate
spaces, whereby the individual moves 
from point to point as though there 
were constantly something new to be 
added to his life. To emphasize this 
transformation, Deleuze and Guattari 
speak of moving in a segmented or stri-
ated space.5 With this they indicate that 
space in a discipli-
narian society was 
above all an ori-
ented space, that is 
to say an expression
of a progressive perception of time in 
which the individual constituted himself 
as a subject and emancipated himself 
with an eye towards a final state to be 
attained. In reading Discipline and Pun-
ish, however, one is immediately struck 
by the fact that nowhere in it does 
Foucault address the question of which 
power relationship acts on the bodies 
in the spaces ‘between’ the institutions 
of modernity. In other words, what 
forms or categories of power continue 
to operate in the open space of cities? 
For this we must go back to two texts
by Foucault from the first half of the 
1970s. In them he takes a cautious step 
towards an explanation in which the 
public space increasingly becomes the 
domain of an effort towards regula-
tion or control of life. In these texts he 
refers to biopolitics, a form of power
that emerges in the second half of the 

4. Gilles Deleuze, Nego-
tiations 1972-1990 (New 
York: Columbia University
Press, 1995), 177.

5. Gilles Deleuze and Félix
Guattari, A Thousand 
Plateaus. Capitalism and 
Schizophrenia (Min-
neapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 1987),
474-500.
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eighteenth century and regulates social
life from the inside out. With the con-
cept of biopower he derives from this, 
Foucault has a different type of power 
operation in mind than disciplinarian 
power. Whereas discipline is directed at
the individual body, biopower concen-
trates on the populations. The object of 
political strategies is not the social engi-
neering of the individual body, but the
body as a type. The term ‘biopolitics’, 
which would be addressed in greater
detail in The Will to Knowledge (1976), 
first appears in the lecture ‘La naissance 
de la médecine sociale’ which Foucault
delivered at the State University of Rio
de Janeiro in October 1974. ‘For capi-
talist society, it was bio-politics, the bio-
logical, the somatic, the corporal, that
mattered more than anything else. The 
body is a bio-political reality; medicine
is a bio-political strategy.’6 Through 
population control 
biopolitics has a
direct relationship 
with bare life itself.
The population is no longer an abstract 
quantity, nor does it coincide with the
number of inhabitants in relation to a 
habitable territory. On the contrary, it 
manifests itself, in Foucault’s words, 
‘as an object of surveillance, analy-
sis, intervention,
modifications, and
so on’.7

In the process, the conditions under 
which people live and the way their 
bodies function as the bearers of bio-
logical processes (public health, births 
and deaths, average lifespan, popula-
tion growth, education) become part
of the ‘governance’ of society. Foucault 

expresses this method of governance 
with the neologism gouvernementalité.
In it the ratio is not predicated on the
‘control’ of the population of which
Machiavelli’s The Prince (1532) was 
exemplary, but on the ‘management’ of 
relations among people. That is to say, 
the objective is the optimization of all
those aspects of life that promote the 
welfare of the population as a whole. 

Everything is Private and Everything
is Public

In the article ‘Post-scriptum sur les 
sociétés de controle’, Gilles Deleuze 
uses the image of an open space to 
analyse how another diagram is slowly 
replacing the effects of the disciplinar-
ian society. He argues that we are at a 
point where the disciplinarian society is
slowly shifting towards a control soci-
ety, a term Deleuze borrows from Wil-
liam Burroughs, author of the famous 
novels Junkie and Naked Lunch.8 In 
a 1972 interview 
with Penthouse, 
Burroughs alludes 
to this new mecha-
nism of power: 
‘The point is that the means of con-
trol are much more efficient now. We 
have computers . . . So the possibilities 
for control are much more powerful 
than they’ve ever been.’ And in 1959’s 
Naked Lunch he writes, ‘The logical
extension of encephalographic research 
is biocontrol; that is control of physi-
cal movement, mental processes, emo-
tional reactions and apparent sensory 
impressions by means of bioelectric 
signals injected into the nervous system 

6. Michel Foucault, ‘La
naissance de la médecine
sociale’, in: Dits et écrits, 
1954–1988 (Paris: Galli-
mard, 1994), 207-228.

7. Michel Foucault, ‘La
politique de la santé au 
XVIIIe siècle’, in: ibid., 18.

8. Deleuze, Negotiations, 
op. cit. (note 4), 177-182;
Gilles Deleuze, Two 
Regimes of Madness. Texts 
and Interviews 1975-1995
(Los Angeles/New York: 
Semiotext(e), 2004), 321.
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of the subject.’9

In an extension
to this, Deleuze
observes that the closed structures of 
the disciplinarian society are gradually 
losing their hold. The institutions of 
the disciplinarian society have passed
their sell-by date. The walls of schools, 
barracks, factories and prisons are 
tumbling down. There is a general-
ized crisis in the domain of every form
of confinement. The consequences of 
these changes are visible everywhere.
Through electronic surveillance, 
whereby the inmate serves out his sen-
tence outside the walls of his cell, the
prison has expanded to the immediate 
surroundings of the inmate’s home.
Through home care, another institution, 
the hospital, is transposing its activi-
ties to the habitat of the patient. Even 
the transition from school to work has 
become diffuse. At work people are 
constantly expected to continue to learn
through various trainings and courses. 
At the same time, the laptop is taken 
home so that people can keep working 
over the weekend. The significance of 
these transitions lies in the perspec-
tive they provide on the relationship
between governance and the social 
order. Simply formulated, control is not 
discipline. Or, as Deleuze remarked in
an earlier article: ‘You don’t confine 
people with a highway. But by making 
highways, you multiply the means of 
control. I am not saying this is the only 
aim of highways, but people can travel 
infinitely and “freely” without being
confined while 
being perfectly
controlled.’10

Deleuze’s argument that control defines
the relationships of the social sphere 
leads to the objection that it is insuf-
ficiently clear in what way this form of 
power genuinely differs from the two
eighteenth-century poles of discipline
and biopower. Aside from the fact that 
control also played a fundamental role
in the sovereign and disciplinarian soci-
eties, the examples in ‘Post-scriptum sur 
les sociétés de controle’ do not provide a
picture different from that of Foucault’s 
disciplinarian analyses of power. We are 
still dealing with techniques that turn 
individual bodies into productive, effi-
cient and obedient labourers. All things 
considered, nowadays the method used 
on motorways to indicate that a driver 
has committed a violation (‘You are 
driving too fast’, ‘Maintain sufficient 
distance’) has no other purpose than
the immediate correction of the driving 
behaviour. Yet Deleuze undeniably has a 
point when he links spatial transforma-
tions with changes in social reality itself.
Whether we define this development in 
terms of ‘risk’ (Ulrich Beck in Risk Soci-
ety, 1992), ‘security’ (David Garland in
The Culture of Control, 2001) or ‘ict’ 
(Manuel Castells in his network trilogy 
The Information Age, 1996), it is clear 
that the term ‘environment’ has become 
a very broad concept in our present 
society. In particular, Deleuze shows
that the striated space of the disciplinar-
ian society is making way for a smooth 
or open space. Whereas the disciplinar-
ians techniques operated in closed and 
fixed spaces (walls, borders, gates), each
with its specific function, the control
society operates through constantly 
changing networks or open spaces.

9. William Burroughs,
Naked Lunch (New York: 
Grove Press Inc., 1959),
162.

10. Deleuze, Two Regimes
of Madness, op. cit. (note 
8), 322.
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Mobility, flexibility and acceleration are
the new qualities of these environments. 

An open space is no simple concept. 
The word ‘open’ can give rise to all 
sorts of misunderstandings, misunder-
standings related to form, trajectory 
and unity. An open space differs from a 
striated space in three particulars. In the 
first place in its form: the surface of a
striated space is delimited and enclosed;
special spaces are assigned to catego-
ries of persons (school pupils, patients,
prisoners). An open space has no defi-
nite boundaries or a privileged form. It 
can be extended in any direction and is
confined only by a horizon that shifts
as the audience moves. For this reason, 
we can no longer speak of an absolute 
‘inside’ or ‘outside’. Even concepts like
‘distance’ or ‘opposite’ lose their classi-
cal meanings here. In the second place, 
the relationship between point and line 
is inverted. In a striated space a line lies
between two separate points. As we
have seen, each of these points (school,
factory, hospital) has its own customs.
In an open space the point lies between 
two lines, which implies that the sepa-
rate points are subordinate to the tra-
jectory that continues on a horizontal
plane or field. An open space stimulates
and orders separate dimensions without 
turning them into a totalizing whole. 
There is only a continual variation of 
form and size. In the third place, the
nature of the line differs. Whereas in 
a striated space dimensional lines and
closed intervals can be distinguished, 
in an open space we are dealing with
directional lines and open intervals. 
An open space realizes itself in what it
causes to disappear. That does not make 

it a homogeneous or undivided space, as 
though there were no segments or rup-
tures within it. Multiple spaces can be 
present in an open space, just as multi-
ple languages exist in one language. We
should only understand that the rup-
tures between the spaces are no longer 
absolute, as they are in a striated space 
in which one must pass through all sorts 
of physical barriers (gates, booms) in 
order to enter. An open space, in and
of itself, always has multiple meanings. 
Or to put it another way, you can be 
private in a public space and public in a 
private.

‘It’s a Mall World’

An open space is a continuum or surface 
network of different dimensions with
their own details, speeds and effects. 
To enter into an open space means to 
enter into local and unstable environ-
ments, environments that are constantly 
changing in reach and size, in sound 
and colour, in mood and intensity. If we 
take this odd mixture, which is becom-
ing the domain of a stronger and also 
more direct governance apparatus with 
health and security as its most important 
parameters, as a representation of social 
reality, we see, in the words of Deleuze, 
a ‘very strange world’ unfold. In an 
allusion to Leibniz, he speaks of a Har-
lequin suit or a patchwork quilt.11 The 
latter is a peculiar fabric, full of colours, 
contrasts and asymmetrical shapes, in
which countless bits 
of cloth are held 
together by a tangle
of loose threads. Its 
multiplicity is dif-

11. Deleuze and Guattari,
A Thousand Plateaus, 
op. cit. (note 5), 476-477;
Gilles Deleuze and Claire
Parnet, Dialogen
(Kampen: Kok Agora, 
1991), 90.
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ficult to apprehend and define from one
exclusive angle, as is usual in the social 
sciences, where abstract quantities define
inextricable entities that exist by the pre-
sumption of a common order. Just think 
of container concepts like ‘risk society’, 
‘culture of control’, ‘insurance state’,
‘post-disciplinarian society’, ‘security 
society’, ‘exclusion society’, ‘prevention 
culture’, ‘spectacle society’, and so on.
This kind of thinking is still trapped in
a representational logic that does not 
acknowledge social reality as such. For 
this reason, it cannot be sufficiently 
emphasized, says Deleuze, that a society
is constantly escaping in all directions,
never stops slipping away and, he asserts 
in an interview, is flowing everywhere.12

From this standpoint, the main empha-
sis is no longer on abstract quantities, 
but on the fluid character of social 
reality itself.

What does this
mean in terms of 
governance? Or expressed another way,
in what way do all manner of ‘hybrids’, 
to use one of Bruno Latour’s terms,
emerge in our environment, whose
objective is the prevention of potential 
risks? If we look at recent writings on
the imbedding of the issue of security,
we find discussions of ‘surveillance 
assemblages’.13 This term expresses the
fact that surveil-
lance is driven by 
an uncontrolla-
ble need to bring
together actors, 
practices, technolo-
gies and informa-
tion systems and 
to integrate them 

into larger entities. These can be insur-
ance companies, national security, mul-
tinationals, social security, shopping 
centres, and so on. All these separate 
practices have a distinct style of opera-
tion, use their own information systems, 
apply specific definitions of normal-
ity and deviating truths, and all these 
characteristics are aimed at making a 
specific public (or to put it a better way, 
‘publics’) visible. It would therefore be 
inaccurate to identify this public with
an individual or a population.14 Each
medium creates its 
own users. This is 
about the ‘public 
of an insurance f
plan’, the ‘public of
a shopping centre’,
the ‘public of a policy measure’. Becausef
of the growing influence of information
and communication technologies on
contemporary society and the organiza-
tion of the urban space in particular,
this new entity does not manifest itself 
in a demarcated space (‘school’ or 
‘national state’), but rather actualizes 
itself in an open environment in which
people encounter one another differ-
ently and are monitored in a different 
way. To put it a better way, surveillance 
is incorporated into the movement of a 
public through an open space.

Take the example of a Sunday
football match. At 1:29 p.m. I close 
my front door behind me. The lady
who lives across the street looks at me
inquisitively. To increase local security 
she’s signed up with Burgernet (‘Citizent
Net’), a police initiative to enrol citi-
zens in the investigation of crimes. The 
police left a message on her answering 

12. Deleuze, Two Regimes
of Madness, op. cit. (note
8), 280.

13. K.D. Haggerty and 
R.V. Ericson, ‘The surveil-
lant assemblage’, British
Journal of Sociology
(2000), 51, 4, 605-622;
Ed Romein and Marc
Schuilenburg, ‘Are you on
the fast track? The rise of 
surveillant assemblages 
in a post industrial age’,
Architectural Theory
Review (2008), 13, 2, 
forthcoming.

14. See also Mauricio
Lazzarato, ‘Life and the
Living in the Societies of 
Control’, in: M. Fugslang
and M. Sørensen (eds.),
Deleuze and the Social
(Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press, 2006),
171-190.
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machine yesterday with the description
of a man who has broken into several 
cars in the area. If my neighbour notices 
anything she can call a direct number, 
whereupon the dispatcher sends the
nearest police officers to the location.
On the way to the neighbourhood shop
to quickly buy a pack of gum, I am 
watched by a network of intelligent 
cameras that link my face to a database 
of photos of recidivists, comparing me 
to millions of people in 60 seconds. It
is now 1:35 p.m. The neighbourhood 
shop, in turn, is part of the Collectieve 
Winkelontzegging (‘Collective Shop g
Ban’) project. This is an initiative of 
shop owners and shop-owners’ associa-
tions to combat trouble on their own.
If someone behaves inappropriately 
in the shop, be it shoplifting, or being 
rude to the staff, this person can be 
banned. This ban applies not just to 
the neighbourhood shop, but to all the 
other shops in the city centre. By now it
is 1:41 p.m. With a pack of Sportlife in 
my pocket I press my public transport 
chip card against the scanner of the 
turnstile at the metro station at 1:47 
p.m. ‘Easy, fast and secure’ – these are 
the marketing terms printed on the chip
card. Thanks to a unique identification
code, all my travel details are recorded 
in a central database. This provides a
complete picture of the distances I travel 
by metro, bus, tram and train. When I 
arrive at the stadium I show my season 
ticket to the stewards who are responsi-
ble for order and security in the stands. 
It is now 1:56 p.m.

In less than half an hour, from my
front door to the football stadium, I 
have passed five difference surveillance 

assemblages. At first glance we move 
autonomously and without friction 
through the same open space. Yet while 
this environment gives the suggestion 
of being continuous, it is actually popu-
lated by so many different assemblages 
that any openness or smoothness is 
merely illusion. Most of the time the 
unique interplay of concealments and 
revelations remains invisible to the mov-
ing public. This changes only when the 
public transport chip card is blocked, 
facial markers match details in the 
shop-owners’ association register, or the 
stadium stewards have been notified of 
the rather turbulent football history of 
a particular person. While each ‘island’ 
has its own values, its own logic and 
principles, we should not imagine that 
these assemblages have nothing to do 
with one another. These environments 
can just as easily ignore or exclude one 
another – sometimes they even turn 
against one another, but more often they 
reinforce one another, overlap or con-
verge into new assemblages. I have con-
fined myself to a few examples. Private 
institutions are getting more and more 
access to information from government 
departments, and vice versa. Organiza-
tions and institutions such as internal 
revenue departments, police, social serv-
ices, supermarkets and hospitals also 
exchange information in order to chart 
life. In addition, government person-
nel are increasingly working for private 
parties. The largest shopping centre in 
Europe, the MetroCentre in Gateshead, 
England (‘If we don’t have it, you don’t 
want it’), is equipped with the latest 
surveillance electronics, but that has not 
kept its management from increasing 
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security within its walls by hiring police 
officers from the Northumbria Police.
Not only does the police still enjoy 
great symbolic power and authority,
but this also gives the shopping centre’s 
security personnel access to the infor-
mation sources and
intelligence (crime-
related data) of the 
police force.15

In short, infor-
mation travels 
back and forth between practices
over all sorts of complex networks; 
in one assemblage citizens turn out to 
be policemen, in another assemblage
policemen are in the employ of private 
security firms. Unfortunately, research
into the splintering of security measures 
usually focus on one environment, for 
example Burgernet, camera surveil-
lance or private security. Research that
is not limited to a single environment,
but rather outlines how separate ele-
ments affect different practices, is
scarcely undertaken. As a result, too 
little attention is paid to the fact that 
a surveillance is never a starting point 
or an end point, but always a middle, 
literally a medium in which elements
from all sorts of heterogeneous practices
interconnect. Instead of seeing in these 
assemblages a simple curtailment of the 
freedom of movement or an invasion 
of privacy, we must try to understand 
its ontological and epistemological
premise. For one element of an assem-
blage can break away, to a relative 
extent, and go on to function in another 
assemblage. It can be taken out of one
assemblage, concludes Manuel DeLanda 
in A New Philosophy of Society, and 

be incorporated in
another context.16

In turn, this context
is formed by new
variables, unforeseen interactions and 
other outcomes. Order and unity are 
not provided a priori; they form at a
secondary level, from the relationships
within the assemblages. This still does 
not answer the question of the consist-
ency of an assemblage. In other words, 
in what way are heterogeneous elements 
kept together in a surveillance assem-
blage? Is there a specific ‘causality’, and 
if so, how can we explain it?

Content and Expression

The ‘assemblage’ concept is central to 
Deleuze and Guattari’s ambitious work 
A Thousand Plateaus, the second part 
of Capitalism & Schizophrenia. The
French word for assemblage (agence-
ment) expresses the heterogeneous 
and mobile nature of social reality. 
Agencement is terminologically related 
to the Latin agens, which means ‘to 
guide’ of ‘to set into motion’. This
guiding principle (agens) expresses a 
process of ‘arranging’, ‘organizing’ or
‘connecting’. But the guiding force of 
this process never operates outside an
assemblage. An assemblage has its own
force of action. It is something active. 
This self-organizing activity cannot be
reduced to its elements; it lies instead 
in the relationships between the ele-
ments that make up an assemblage. 
Unlike a closed entity, an assemblage 
operates in an open combination of 
heterogeneous elements.

15. Adam Crawford, ‘Net-
worked Governance and
the Post-Regulatory State?
Steering, Rowing and 
Anchoring the Provision
of Policing and Security’,
Theoretical Criminology
(2006), 10, 4, 449-479.

16. Manuel DeLanda, A 
New Philosophy of Soci-
ety: Assemblage Theory
and Social Complexity
(London: Continuum, 
2006), 10.
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Deleuze and Guattari distinguish two 
dimensions that give an assemblage 
order and cohesion, in other words a
basis from which to operate: the hori-
zontal and the vertical dimension. The
horizontal dimension is formed by the 
relationship between expression and
content. By the content aspect of an 
assemblage, Deleuze and Guattari mean 
the interaction or organization of quali-
ties among objects, bodies and animals 
in a concrete practice. They call these 
practices non-discursive formations.
These can be institutions like a school
or a prison, but also political events 
(the French Revolution, 9/11), eco-
nomic practices (insurance systems) and 
(social) processes (exclusion). By the 
expressive aspect they mean the totality 
of signs that links these formations. This
can include linguistic expressions (sym-
bols, words) and non-linguistic expres-
sions, such as the bodily postures or
clothing of persons. For clothing is more
than simply something to keep the body 
warm. It is also used to express a par-
ticular function (police officer, steward),
indicate a social status (a three-piece
suit) or works as a form of self-styling
(football supporter). 

For the foundations of the differ-
ence between the two aspects, they base 
their argument loosely on the work of 
Danish linguist Louis Hjelmslev, who in 
Deleuze’s terms, has developed a Spino-
zaesque theory of language in which
content and expression do not rely on
a predominant signifier. Expression, 
Deleuze and Guattari argue in A Thou-
sand Plateaus, does not coincide with
a signifier. At the same time, content is
not the same as the signified. There is 

no equivalence or analogy – in the sense
of ‘description’ or ‘correspondence’ – 
between the two. Content and expres-
sion function relatively independently
from each other. Relatively, because
they only exist through the relationships
that take place between them. In no
way are content and expression directly 
or absolutely dependent on each other.
In this Deleuze and Guattari reject the
supposed synthesis between content and
expression. Take the statement ‘I swear’. 
This takes on a different meaning when
it is spoken by a pupil to a teacher, by
a minister taking the oath of office, 
or by a defendant during a trial. For 
this reason, it is not enough to observe 
that only the setting (school, parlia-
ment, courtroom) changes. That would 
suggest that the statement remains 
essentially the same. Not only do the
elements or ‘the nature’ of the separate 
settings differ, but the statement itself 
takes on a different expression.

A rather fundamental distinction, 
it seems. Yet the attention of the social
sciences turns sporadically to everyday
interactions among people in divergent 
formations. Criminology, for instance,
seems to nurture a structural distrust
of the incidental character of everyday
reality. In order to safeguard the sustain-
ability and homogeneity of the social,
natural forms of expression (sensation, 
gossip, frustration, kick) and so-called 
coincidental elements (the role of women
in organized crime) are seldom inves-
tigated. These are largely kept outside
‘the order of the discourse’, to quote 
Foucault. Criminology prefers to con-
centrate on patterns or expressions that
can be labelled as rational and that are
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the product of abstract quantities such 
as ‘the economy’, ‘the culture’, or ‘the 
criminal organization’. In this it builds 
on a structure of general laws that can
be applied to individual elements. In this
reduction of social reality to a static-
free order, there
is only room for 
linear processes 
and predictable
behaviours.17

According to Deleuze, however,
expression is in no way the logical con-
sequence of content, in the sense that 
without content no expression can exist. 
Or to put it another way, there is no 
causal link between content and expres-
sion. If there are notable similarities,
this is only because these are the con-
sequences of the relationships between 
content and expression in an assem-
blage. Similarities must therefore not 
be seen as the cause of production. This 
confuses process and product, argues
Brian Massumi.18 Content and expres-
sion are independ-
ent processes that
operate separately
from ‘the incident’
or ‘the case’ to which they refer. In this 
Deleuze and Guattari are going quite 
far. Not only do they call content and
expression two ‘non-parallel formaliza-
tions’, but these also have their own
form and substance that are again
entirely heterogeneous, and sometimes 
even multiple forms and substances.19

From this standpoint there is no final 
form that still 
ensures a connec-
tion between con-
tent and expression.

Between content and expression there is
only a process that links the two forms.
This process itself has no form. Deleuze
speaks of a zone of indiscernibility, a
play of forces, which he characterizes as
pure intensity.

De- and Re-Territorialization

In addition to the horizontal dimension
there is another aspect to an assem-
blage. Deleuze and Guattari call this
the vertical dimension. Here they are 
reasoning in terms of territory. Every
assemblage is territorial. In that regard,
the discovery of the environment (in
the sense of Umwelt, that which is all 
around us) has been a defining feature
of the past century; just think of Henri
Lefebvre’s studies into everyday urban
space and Ervin Goffman’s into the
influence of institutions (prisons, con-
vents, boarding schools, psychiatric
institutions) on the individual. In these
studies the main question is no longer
‘who is man?’, but ‘where is man?’ Nat-
urally this can be an identifiable loca-
tion, like a football stadium or a part
of the city (neighbourhood, metro). But
a territory is more than simply a fixed
place. A place is also something where
something occurs, where something
takes place, where something is expe-
rienced. In other words the problem of 
contextuality, or as Jeroen Brouwers
writes in his novel Datumloze dagen
(Dateless Days, 2007): ‘just as a gold-
fish hates the cat and the cat hates the
water.’ What primarily interests Deleuze
and Guattari is how territorialization,
that which defines the boundaries of a
territory, operates. Take the example

17. See also Patrick Van
Calster, ‘Re-visiting Mr.
Nice. On organized crime 
as conversational interac-
tion’, Crime, Law and 
Social Change (2006), 45, 
4-5, 337-359.

18. Brian Massumi,
A Shock to Thought: 
Expression After Deleuze
and Guattari, (Londen: 
Routledge, 2002), 8.

19. Deleuze and Guattari,
A Thousand Plateaus, op. 
cit. (note 5), 86; Deleuze,
Two Regimes of Madness,
op. cit. (note 8), 242.
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of a gated community. In these areas, 
specific social arrangements are in force
alongside the laws and rules of jurispru-
dence of the national state. These mark 
the transition to rules and prescriptions 
different from those in the rest of soci-
ety. When a house in a gated community 
is bought, the buyer signs a detailed
contract that sums up the locally appli-
cable rights and rules connected with 
the lifestyle and culture of the commu-
nity in question. These rules can vary
from a ban on drinking alcohol to the 
approved place to hang laundry. The 
contract, in other words, expresses the
locally applicable, communal values and
standards.20 Adam Crawford therefore
speaks of a ‘contractual governance’,
whereby local
agreements function
as instruments of 
social control.21 In 
the shadow of the
law, these contracts
produce their own 
normality or local
jurisprudence.

This brings us to the last aspect of 
the vertical dimension. Perhaps the 
misunderstanding that territorialization 
only curtails the mobility of an assem-
blage has been created. The process of 
territorialization does bring about a
unification of a social space, a certain 
cohesion of the place and identity of 
the persons present. But a territory like
a gated community or deprived neigh-
bourhood cannot always maintain its 
form; it does not remain a cohesive 
arrangement of a concrete social field 
indefinitely. An assemblage is only con-
ceivable against the backdrop of an infi-

nite mobility of social reality. In order
to thematize this, Deleuze speaks of a 
line of deterritorialization, a movement 
that sets an assemblage adrift. This 
line escapes every assemblage, which 
means that it is constantly breaking 
open the existing field of arrangements. 
It dismantles every signifying and every 
formative order by creating new open-
ings and new connections. So an assem-
blage can break down at any moment. 
This movement of continual decomposi-
tion always corrects itself. Deleuze and 
Guattari call this reterritorialization. 
The two movements imply each other. 
The one does not exist without the 
other. Every reterritorialization entails a
deterritorialization. 

So an assemblage consists of four
aspects: in addition to content, expres-
sion and territory, deterritorialization 
is also part of an assemblage. This
last notion needs further explica-
tion. There is always something that
escapes an assemblage. Deleuze calls
this alternately a line of deterritorializa-
tion or a line of flight. In Dialogues he 
describes this line as follows: ‘It liber-
ates a pure matter, it undoes codes, it 
carries expressions, contents, states of 
things and utterances along a zigzag
broken line of flight, it raises time to 
the infinitive, it releases a becoming 
which no longer has any limit, because 
each term is a stop
which must be 
jumped over.’22

More specifically, a line of flight has 
two characteristics. In the first place it 
is abstract. Because the line of flight is 
abstract, it should not be understood in 
terms of content or expression. It goes 

20. Marc Schuilenburg,
‘Citizenship Revisited: 
Denizens and Margizens’, 
Peace Review – A Journal 
of Social Justice (2008),
20, 3, forthcoming.
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‘“Contractual govern-
ance” of deviant behav-
ior’, Journal of Law and 
Society (2003), 30, 4, 
479-505.

22. Deleuze and Parnet, 
Dialogen, op. cit. (note 
11), 113.
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much further. It is abstract because it 
ignores not only the difference between 
content and expression, but also the
distinction between form and substance. 
A line of flight is therefore not abstract 
merely because it is immaterial. It is also 
formless. In the second place, a line of 
flight is immanent, which means that 
it is always part of a concrete assem-
blage.23 The line of flight is incorporated 
in the organization
of an assemblage. 
In order to empha-
size the openness of 
an assemblage and the mobility of social 
reality, therefore, there has to be some-
thing that breaks through the order and
cohesion and establishes a connection to
other elements. This does not happen by 
synthesizing or adding elements, but by 
removing them from an assemblage and 
forming a different assemblage by con-
necting them to new elements. This is
how movements of deterritorialization 
form new assemblages. In a dual move-
ment, the territory is continually being
reorganized, and as the principle of a 
deterritorializing movement, no less. For
this reason, Deleuze considers the line
of flight primary; it comes before every-
thing else. A line of flight, after all, has
no territory. Terri-
tories always come 
second.24

Governance and Social Reality

Why is the concept of ‘assemblage’ more
adequate than other terms to character-
ize the relationship between governance 
and social reality? In any event because 
an assemblage makes clear that the 

question of the multiplicity and the vari-
ations of social reality should be given
prominence, in other words ‘the hetero-
geneous’ and ‘the fluidity’ of existence. 
Note: neither concept presents new
abstract principles intended to provide
a new representation of reality. Rather,
they coincide separately with each ‘inci-
dent’ or each ‘case’. This is why we 
cannot take the concept of assemblage, 
which Deleuze also applies to biology
and literature, to the point of individu-
alization and even in the domain of 
warfare, literally enough. It forces us to
think about a different ontological and
epistemological premise from what we
were used to, with binary distinctions
like individual/environment, part/whole,
rational/irrational, and so on. Allow me
to conclude by summarizing the most
significant implications of the concep-
tual apparatus introduced here, mind-
ful of Foucault’s wish to approach it as
a toolbox full of devices to have a go
at reality. I shall do this in three varia-
tions, each dealing with the relationship
between governance and social real-
ity. In other words, how do we break 
with the classic understanding of social
engineering, in which the individual is
described in rational and instrumental 
terms and the effects of which keep soci-
ety as a whole in balance?

1. The idea of social engineering is
based on a distance between an individ-
ual and an environment. Without being
part of it, the individual faces his imme-
diate environment. From an external 
position, he can apprehend and com-
prehend social reality in its entirety. As
an answer to its limitations in bringing 

23. Gilles Deleuze and
Félix Guattari, Kafka: 
Toward a Minor Literature
(Minneapolis: University
of Minnesota Press, 
1986), 7.

24. Deleuze and Guattari,
A Thousand Plateaus, op. 
cit. (note 5), 55.
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about effective changes in society, gov-
ernance should not be seen as a strategy 
one can deliberately strive for. It is not 
based on a subject-oriented approach. If 
we look, for instance, at the technolo-
gies described (camera, public transport 
card, neighbour) in the surveillance 
assemblages, it would be a mistake to
interpret these as neutral instruments
that can purposefully be employed to
achieve long-term objectives. In reality, 
technologies are never value-free. Tech-
nologies are social before they are tech-
nological. Rather than defining this kind
of element in isolation, we should there-
fore look at their context and its effects.
In other words, a ‘co-functioning’ is
needed to achieve meaning. Otherwise
these technologies remain marginal or 
they are little used. This takes us far 
from a traditional subject philosophy 
(‘I think, therefore I am’) in which the 
actions and decisions of a person are 
the product of a free, autonomous actor 
who always remains equal to himself.
We have to assume that the effects of 
an assemblage cannot be ascribed to an 
individual and are not ascribed to an 
individual. Instead, the point is that the
individual himself is an assemblage, a
ceaseless process of transformation that,
as it were, no longer has a beginning or 
an end.

2. Behind the distinction part/whole 
lurks the hypothesis that parts exist 
because of the whole (‘something that 
already exists’). Not only are they part 
of the whole, they maintain the whole
in existence. Evocative examples include 
the well-known theories that speak 
of ‘society’ (‘risk society’) or ‘culture’ 

(‘prevention culture’). Yet when these 
focus on society as a closed whole, one 
can no longer speak of a strategy that 
extends in all directions and operates 
the same way at all levels of society. If 
the analysis that society is not an immu-
table, static quantity, an undifferenti-
ated social space that has a fixed order, 
is correct, then we must stop studying 
the all-encompassing whole, that is to 
say society as a homogeneous entity 
with an internal cohesion. Instead we 
should look for the countless different 
signifying and formative arrangements 
created by new types of relationships 
and the categories and meanings that 
function as a result. In more general 
terms, we should focus on concrete 
assemblages, keeping in mind that there 
are always lines of flight that establish 
connections with unforeseen elements 
in other assemblages. On that point we 
have already observed that an assem-
blage is never self-contained, but rather 
always refers to other environments 
that operate or are yet to operate, with 
as a result an almost unlimited growth 
of completely different transformation 
matrices and productions of social syn-
theses in social reality. 

3. The dynamic in a social constellation 
has traditionally been described in terms 
of a causal infrastructure. Behind this 
idea we find the presumption that the 
actions of individuals are the product of 
the whole (‘society’, ‘culture’, ‘group’) 
these persons are part of. This whole 
precedes the actions of persons, so that 
these actions unfold in an identifiable 
and predictable way. Subsequently, the 
explanation for these behaviours is 
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sought in rational capacities. The degree 
of social engineering then coincides with 
the stubborn view that people select the
option that they expect will benefit them 
most. A characteristic feature of an 
assemblage, however, is that everything, 
in principle, has the same potential 
for meaning. Every connection creates 
something new. Therefore we should
free ourselves of the idea that everyday 
forms of expression such as emotions, 
sensations, gossip and frustration play
no signifying role, behaviours that in the 
philosophy of social engineering are still 
dismissed as irrational and unimportant. 
An assemblage is a matter of an infinite 
potential of relationships that continu-
ally bring about different connections 
between things and people. This lends
unity to social reality. Not that of an 
eternal and static substance, but that
of an unlimited surface upon which a 
unique play of interactions unfolds, 
without these being able to be traced
back to fixed characteristics or rational 
processes.

In short, what matters is that we con-
centrate on an explanation of social 
reality in which stagnation is replaced
by movement, in which prominence
is given to assemblages over chaos or 
disorder, in which the public is given 
a place alongside the individual and 
the population, and in which everyday 
actions and speech in an open space are 
included. Not just as a prescriptive theo-
retical model or an anarchic endeavour, 
but as a practical method to better 
understand the relationship between 
governance and social reality.
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Babylonian Social Engineering 

The socially engineered society was born
in the s and ‘expired’ in the s. 
For such a short-lived phenomenon,
it managed to acquire a remarkable 
historical significance. Perhaps because
the socially engineered society had been
‘a long time in the making’ and, after its 
demise, lives on in societal consciousness, 
be it only as a sort of phantom pain. In 
this article I shall attempt to draw up
a diagnosis of the socially engineered
society, via an anamnesis that, from a 
political as well as an artistic standpoint,
goes back to the s, and stretches on 
both fronts to the present day as well. 

Initially, social engineering made its 
entrance in art: in Situationism, and in 
particular in Constant’s New Babylon. 
About half a generation later social engi-
neering was mentioned in the political 
sphere, only to disappear barely ten years 
later, or in any event to be unrecogniz-
ably transformed. The renewed interest 
in Constant’s work over the last ten years 
shows to what degree social engineering 
– insofar as it still exists – must now be 
understood in spatial terms. As a result, 
architecture and technology literally 
begin to ‘play a role’ in the shaping not 
only of public space itself, but also of 
norms and behaviour within that space.

‘The Making of’ Political Social
Engineering

The Dutch term maakbaarheid (social 
engineering), or maakbare samenleving
(socially engineered society) is of recent
vintage. It only crops up for the first 
time in the public discourse in the late 
s and early s. Odd, actu-
ally, for philosophers have a tendency 

to equate moder-
nity and social 
engineering; even 
I myself recently 
argued that social
engineering is a 
product of the 
French Revolution.

The explanation 
for this apparent
contradiction is also philosophical, at 
least Hegelian: social engineering can
only be understood when its demise is
already underway, by the twilight, in
other words, in which Minerva’s owl 
takes flight. The fact that society under-
stood itself as socially engineered for
only a short time is perhaps due to the 
fact that it exists only in and through
the activity of its engineering, a capacity 
for self-ff formation and self-ff production 
it loses when this capacity becomes 
self-ff reflexive and realizes its potential of 
being accessible to all. Enlightenment
and modernity entailed the promise that
everyone could and should be respon-
sible for the shaping of communal life.
The realization of that promise, which 
ultimately took place in the s and 
s, simultaneously signified its 
demise. Jan Willem Duyvendak and Ido 
de Haan, in their  collection on
social engineering, in fact speak of the
‘tragedy of the concept of the socially 
engineered society’. The tragedy, I
would add, lies
primarily in the fact
that it falls victim
to ‘too much of a good thing’, just as in
tragedy the hero falls victim to an over-
reaching, a taking-too-far (pleonexia( ) of a 
notion that is in itself right or necessary.

. The first academic reflec-
tions can be found in the
collection Maakbaarheid van
onze samenleving, edited by gg
N.H. Douben (Baarn: ambo, 
).

. René Boomkens, De nieuwe 
wanorde (Amsterdam: Van e
Gennep, ), .

. Gijs van Oenen, 
‘Democratie en straf na de
maakbare samenleving’,
Justitiële Verkenningen, /, 
, .

. Jan Willem Duyvendak 
and Ido de Haan (eds.),
Maakbaarheid (Amsterdam:d
aup, ), .
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The first manifestation of social engi-
neering, albeit under a different name,
is represented by the measures Franklin
Roosevelt instituted in the s to 
stabilize economic and social relations in
the usa after the disruptive crisis of the 
late s. Of course this was a contro-
versial, ideologically charged programme:
with his New Deal, Roosevelt was going 
against the prevailing liberal doctrine 
of contractual freedom and economic 
self-ff determination. And he joined
a new current in economics, which 
under the leadership of Keynes and
later Galbraith argued that government 
could and should deliberately conduct 
economic policy.

This, in essence, was the impetus for a 
broader development in public adminis-
tration, in which the concept of ‘policy’
became central. Policy is a product –
perhaps even the product – of the socially e
engineered society. If one aims merely 
to order society, maintain the law and 
perhaps wage war, one can make do with 
‘politics’, that is to say postulate laws 
and regulations and punish violations
thereof. One who aims to make a society, e
however, needs policy.

Policy actually is, or to put it a better 
way, does the following: transform polits -
ical decisions from a fact into a process,
a process in which people – politicians,
bureaucrats, citizens – are addressed as 
parties involved. The premise of policy 
is that to make a decision, and if need 
be to sanction it is not – or no longer 
– enough. In order to realize decisions, 
it is necessary that the ‘parties involved’ 
actually become involved. They must e
be informed about the purpose and
the backgrounds of political decisions; 

they must actively contribute ideas and
cooperation.

Policy thus mobilizes, and not prima-
rily based on force or duty, but based
on insight and persuasion. This makes
policy a characteristic expression of inter-
activity. Initially it was the bureaucrats
within public administration who had to
be persuaded, but at a later stage – the
early s – it was citizens as well. They 
too should not be abruptly confronted by 
policy, but instead become involved in
its creation, understand its rationale and
cooperate in its implementation. All this, 
on the one hand, based on democratic
motives of active citizenship, participa-
tion and involvement. But on the other
hand, and certainly not in the last place, 
on motives of efficiency. Policy contrib-
utes to the creation of public support,
as it is called. With this the paradigm
of social engineering is fully embraced:
government and citizen design and
realize society in unison.

As an institutional expression of this,
the Social and Cultural Planning Office
of the Netherlands (scp) was founded 
in , an initiative of Joop Den 
Uyl’s government. On the one hand
this acknowledged that in this new era 
the government could no longer simply 
consult the older Netherlands Bureau
for Economic Policy Analysis (the cpb, 
founded in ); it needed more insight 
into opinions and practices as they 
existed in the democratizing and plural-
izing society. On the other hand, the 
appellation ‘planning office’ remained
intact, indicating that ‘social engineering’ 
remained a question of central leader-
ship and planning of society by govern-
ment. The two aspects were merged by 
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the then-director of the scp, Louis van 
Tienen, in his characterization of plan-
ning as a ‘deepening of democracy’,
through which ‘everything and everyone 
can be taken into account’. It was not 
planned politics that was undemocratic, 
but in fact unplanned politics, for it did 
not take the desires and needs of the 
population into account. The institution 
of the scp indicated
that social engi-
neering had become 
reflexive and self-ff
aware and was to be
approached through
planning. At the
same time, it was felt at the time that 
reflexive social engineering goes hand 
in hand naturally and seamlessly with
democratization, a utopian idea that 
would not survive very long.

The founding of the scp also provided 
a fine illustration of the initial phase of 
interactive administration – and with it, 
as I shall argue, also the beginning of the 
end of the socially engineered society. In
this the perceptions, opinions and prac-
tices of citizens became relevant factors in 
political decision-making about societal 
reform. In other words, they were signifi-
cant in the formation of ‘policy’. The 
opinions and attitudes of citizens were 
no longer seen dichotomously in terms
of ‘passivity’ or ‘resistance’ to what was 
decided in politics. There was a recogni-
tion that a diversity of opinions existed
and that this, in principle, was a legiti-
mate expression of the particular way 
that modern citizens, according to their 
own lights, attempt to shape their lives.
Society can only be ‘made’, or socially 
engineered, when this diversity is kept in 

mind; policy planning can then antici-
pate and take into account societal feel-
ings, reactions and oppositions.

Initially this was kept entirely in
the hands of the government itself. 
Although they were no longer merely 
passive, and were already pluriform to a 
certain extent, citizens were still prima-
rily objects of politics. In the s, 
however, citizens quickly turned them-
selves into subjects of politics – or as
it came to be called in contemporary 
administrative jargon, they became
‘co-producers of policy’. They took the
initiative. They did not merely wait 
passively, but rather began to form and
express their opinions themselves – asked 
or not, desirable or not. This new spirit 
was expressed in sit-ins, demonstrations 
and new social movements. On the one 
had this created a new form of politics, 
in which the outspoken citizen is central. 
On the other hand the main interlocutor 
of this outspoken citizen was still natu-
rally the government; this was the entity 
to which one directed one’s complaints, 
desires, plans and objections. The 
government might do everything wrong, 
but in principle was capable of doing 
everything right.

Social Engineering in Art

The artistic counter-
part, or forerunner, 
of the scp had been 
created  years
earlier, in the form 
of the ‘Situationist
city’, and in partic-
ular Constant’s New 
Babylon project.

. Jan Willem Duyvendak, 
De planning van ontplooiing
(The Hague: SDU, ), . 
Honesty requires me to note
that in  Van Tienen, 
in his contribution to the 
collection Maakbaarheid van
onze samenleving (see noteg ),
puts the pretensions of social
engineering in quite witty 
perspective.

. Simon Sadler, The Situ-
ationist City (Cambridge, MA:y
MIT Press, ).

. On this see Mark Wigley, 
Constant’s New Babylon: The 
Hyper-Architecture of Desire 
(Rotterdam: , ). And
compare with Deron Albright,
‘Tales of the City: Applying 
Situationist Social Practice
to the Analysis of the Urban 
Drama’, Criticism, /, 
Winter , -.
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New Babylon too had been painstakingly 
designed so as to provide the maximum 
opportunity for individual development
to everyone. It too was a reflection of an
extreme philosophy of social engineering, 
which was not only socially but also
to a large extent technologically situ-
ated. In this, New Babylon fit into the 
spirit of the late s: technology was
widely thought capable of resolving all
major problems of society. In the post-
Marxist utopia of New Babylon, human 
labour, hitherto always carried out with 
great difficulty, throughout history, to
‘make’ the world and make it available to 
man, would be replaced by technology, 
such as the robot, for instance. Human
action and dwelling would be facilitated
everywhere by technology. As such, 
this already entailed that the distinc-
tion between human and technological 
practices would fade and that this would 
usher in the cyborg – at the time still 
under Asimov’s quasi-Cartesian formula,
‘I, robot’.

A central idea in Situationism was 
that of a ‘unitary urbanism’, aimed at
extricating urban life from the private, 
social or political conventions that
kept it fettered. It was inspired by the 
dérive: ‘the wandering that undermines
the structure of the city, by creating 
ephemeral environments that are beyond
the reach of any centrally organized
authority.’ This wandering is made 
possible on the one hand by a massive
architectonic and technological complex 
of corridors, towers and platforms, and
on the other hand by a societal and tech-
nological complex in which labour has 
been superseded by ‘free time’ in which
human beings can develop creatively.

New Babylon is the quintessential
example of the Situationists’ attempts to
use modernist ideas and materials in a 
playful and less formal way, in order to
create a built environment that would 
encourage people to actively create their
own environment, instead of adopting 
the position of passive consumers of effi-
cient, functional designs. New Babylon
is a world that literally and figuratively 
surpasses the spheres of labour and
production. The models and sketches
of this dream world show a potentially 
infinite network of ‘multilevel’ corridors
linked by even larger ‘nodes’ – approxi-
mately like today’s airports – so that
users are ‘free to play’.

The whole design of the complex 
invites wandering and ‘playing’; in a 
sense it compels it. New Babylon is
the paradoxical built environment in 
which the dérive has been elevated to a e
norm and even facilitated through plan-
ning. New Babylon does not feature or
facilitate habitation. Everywhere, the
passer-by is ‘encouraged’, or actually even
obligated, to literally create his or her 
own environment or atmosphere via an 
advanced system of ‘air conditioning’, 
in order to fully ‘make’ the environ-
ment according his or her self-ff developed 
insights. Whereas the (traditional)
modernist city was designed for produc-
tive use, New Babylon, in an ironic twist, 
‘produces’ non-productive behaviour, 
such as wandering and playing. In one
stroke, New Babylon – on paper, and in
the form of a model – represented both
the beginning and the climax of the idea 
of the socially engineered society. And
actually its immediate demise, as well.
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‘The Undoing of’ Political Social
Engineering

The interactive enthusiasm that charac-
terized social engineering at its height 
underwent a radical transformation in 
the s, which we can sum up as 
instrumentalization and institutionaliza-
tion – both possibly inevitable conse-
quences of spontaneous and more or 
less unregulated enthusiasm. This also
explains the oft-heard accusation of 
‘betrayal’ of earlier ideals, the way Chris-
topher Lasch, for example, describes the
s as a betrayal of the s in The 
Culture of Narcissism, widely read at the
time. The institutionalization of inter-
activity actually represents the societal 
and political acknowledgement of its 
significance.

In the s, therefore, we witness 
the rise of ‘efficiently negotiating admin-
istration’, that is to say a method of 
politics or administration that views
this interactivity more as a strategic
process than as a communicative process. 
Involvement becomes primarily under-
stood as ‘stakeholding’, and stakes have 
to be negotiated; public opinion-making 
and democratic representation play at 
most a secondary role in this. This trans-
formation in the democratic experience, 
incidentally, originates from both sides. 
For both the government and the citizen, 
an increasingly instrumental attitude 
goes together with an undiminished 
democratic or interactive engagement. 
That is to say, both sides increasingly 
consider such engagement self-ff evident
and indispensable. 

At the same time, however, there is 
a rapidly progressing lack of orienta-

tion. This applies to politics, in which 
the concepts of left and right begin
to lose their clear meanings. Leftist 
thinkers begin to wonder whether their 
aims can be best achieved through the 
state or through private initiatives (‘the 
market’). And it also holds for society, a 
phenomenon that British Prime Minister 
Margaret Thatcher explicitly declares to
be a mirage (‘there’s no such thing as 
society’). Thatcher’s statement describes
not so much a fact as a liberal trend. 
Emancipated citizens increasingly express 
criticism of collective arrangements and, 
in their interactivity, begin to focus more 
on their own interests, with the nimby
activist as the best-known product. 

In an environment in which people
are primarily focused on themselves and 
their own interests, in which the collec-
tive orientation on values and goals 
has become subordinate to individual 
autonomy and in which ‘society’ evokes 
above all the frustration of one’s own
individual plans, it is no surprise that this
society begins to be perceived as a threat.
Society has changed from a reassuring 
organizer of welfare to a source of poten-
tial dangers and threats. This transforma-
tion was thematized by Ulrich Beck in 
the mid-s as the ‘risk society’, in 
his book of the same name that came 
out one month after the fall-out at 
Chernobyl. 

In the process, the whole concept
of ‘society’ as the object of collective
formation, administration and delibera-
tion loses its positive meaning. It now 
acquires a negative meaning instead: 
an incalculable collection of others. 
Whereas the socially engineered society 
was still predicated on a mutual trust
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between government and citizen, in the
neoliberal society this has been replaced
by mutual distrust. Whereas the socially 
engineered society was still a whole of 
citizens and institutions that lent itself to 
design through collective deliberation,
the neoliberal society manifests itself as
a fragmented collection of individual
fractional interests and an ‘unsurveyable’
and difficult to govern whole of societal 
processes – a conglomerate that can
not be ‘made’ but at most disciplined, 
controlled and punished.

We might also say that social engi-
neering has not so much disappeared as 
taken on a different, negative meaning. 
As Pierre Rosanvallon says: citizens no
longer dream of taking over power in
order to exercise it; instead they are 
intent on weakening it or making it 
‘transparent’. Whereas in the philosophy 
of social engineering 
policy is still made
from a drive to
reform society, based on collective delib-
eration about objectives, the intention
of policy is now defensive: government 
measures are now meant to protect citi-
zens from what threatens their individual
pursuit of self-ff actualization. Building 
on this, we can argue that a loss of social 
engineering coincides with a demand 
for security.

Social engineering thus makes way 
for security. Or we might also say that
security is the distorted guise in which
social engineering manifests itself in 
the risk society. After all, people still 
believe in social engineering in the sense 
that risk analysis and risk management 
are thought to be possible, whether
through further technological manage-

ment and limitation of dangers, or 
through repressive and proactive action 
by the government, through police and 
judiciary action, in other words. Both 
possibilities imply a loss of trust in the 
capacity of people to guide their own 
actions based on the norms that, in the 
era of social engineering, were in fact 
embraced as an expression of the success 
of emancipation. 

People may still be emphatically 
convinced of the capacity and the impor-
tance of making choices themselves, but 
at the same time they believe less and
less that this enables them to exercise 
any meaningful influence on society. Or 
that such influence is still worth pursuing 
for individual citizens, or even a positive 
value at all. We still want to be explicitly 
involved in the process of policy and 
decision-making. But at the same time 
we have few illusions about, and little 
interest in, the concrete results of such 
processes. Interactivity itself now seems 
more important to many citizens than 
the goal that was initially pursued by 
engaging in this interactivity. 

One consequence of this interactive 
frustration – or as I also call it, interac-
tive metal fatigue – is that citizens no 
longer can or want to take the organi-
zation of their common environment 
into their own hands. An operative situ-
ation emerges that goes beyond inter-
activity, whereby interactivity is now 
merely a question of ‘going through the 
motions’ – albeit that these motions, as
stated earlier, are still seen as a signifi-
cant achievement. Because they are no 
longer able to put these capabilities into 
practice, citizens begin to hold others 
responsible for civilized intercourse in the 

. Pierre Rosanvallon, La 
contre-démocratie. La politique 
à l’âge de la défiance (Paris: 
Seuil, ), .
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public sphere. In this way they are indi-
cating that they no longer consider them-
selves able to produce the interactive 
capabilities necessary to act according 
to public norms to which they them-
selves, as emancipated and outspoken 
citizens, subscribe. 
This self-ff declared 
incapacity to behave
socially forms the 
core of what I call
‘interpassivity’.

Interpassive tendencies can be identi-
fied in various domains of political and 
societal life. Interpassivity, however, is
intrinsically related to the problem of 
security because the outsourcing of citi-
zenship capacities is a significant cause of 
the emergence of the whole thinking and
perceiving in terms of security. We could 
even define security, in principle, very 
simply as the ‘outsourcing of citizenship’. 

If we now ask, ‘outsourcing to what 
or to whom?’, a significant part of the
answer is ‘not to interactive institutions
anymore, but to prescriptively organized
environments’. In other words, to the 
built environment, to the objects and 
structures all around us.

The Legacy of New Babylon

As previously stated, the founding of 
the Social and Cultural Planning Office 
in  marked the advent of interac-
tive administration, and with it both the 
climax and essentially the demise of the 
socially engineered society. It is no acci-
dent that the establishment of this office 
coincides almost exactly with the evapo-
ration, around , of Situationism, 
as it was represented by Guy Debord 

in the s in particular, and with the
dismantling of the New Babylon project 
in . From the s onward the 
societal problems and contradictions 
described above, which were in essence 
already visible in the design of New 
Babylon, or which become visible in 
retrospect, began to manifest themselves. 
Such as galloping individualization, 
problems of governance in public space,
and an ‘atmospheric’ form of control 
over the living environment.

New Babylon was intended as a 
playful environment that lends itself to 
an infinite number of transitory contacts, 
whereby one hops from one temporary 
meeting place to the other in an idealized 
form of interactivity. This mobility and
detachment would create new worlds and 
establish new communities. According 
to Constant, the New Babylonian ‘at any 
given moment in his creative activity is 
himself in direct contact with his peers’ 
and ‘all action loses its individual char-
acter’. Yet Constant’s own sketches of 
the project offer – in 
the eyes of today’s 
reader – an entirely 
different impression: that of lonely, lost 
individuals who can no longer find any 
direction or goal and, in the immense 
spaces of the project, are primarily 
searching for themselves. They never 
seem genuinely engaged with anything 
or anyone; in fact Peter Sloterdijk calls 
them ‘flux existentialists’. One might 
say that the princi-
ples of dérive ande
détournement were t
implemented a little too fundamentally in 
the design, so that any form of substan-
tive social engagement quickly – indeed

. Gijs van Oenen, ‘Languish-
ing in securityscape. The
interpassive transformation of 
the public sphere’, Open, no. 
(Rotterdam/Amsterdam: NAi 
Publishers in collaboration
with SKOR, ), -.

. Constant, ‘Outline of a 
Culture’, in: Wigley, op. cit. 
(note ), .

. Peter Sloterdijk, Sphären 
III: Schäume (Frankfurt: e
Suhrkamp, ), .
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– ‘derails’. Or, in the risk society, turns
into its opposite: today, public spaces 
modelled after New Babylon are those
quintessentially perceived as ‘unsafe’.

The change in the character of the
public space, in part because of the rise
of the media, is partly responsible for this 
development. As Rem Koolhaas argues
in ‘Generic City’, in the new metropolis,
the ‘generic city’, an ‘evacuation of the
public domain’ is taking place. The 
generic city is perhaps ‘liberated from 
the captivity of center’, but it is now 
kept in check by 
other mechanisms. 
Whereas television 
used to be the way 
to turn an unsurveyable human mass 
into an audience, the situation is now 
reversed: the mass is made surveyable
by an extensive system of live cameras. 
Public spaces are increasingly being 
subjected to monitoring and surveillance 
in this way – Ctrl-
[Space], as the zkm
in Karlsruhe so 
cleverly thematized y
it in .

Finally, there is the atmospherics of 
New Babylon, an aspect in which the 
project explicitly and strikingly preludes 
Peter Sloterdijk’s notion of ‘spheres’.

New Babylon 
is conceived as 
entirely isolated from the outside world, 
which makes total control of the envi-
ronment possible, precisely in terms of 
‘atmosphere’, of regulating light and air 
conditions. In this regard too it forms 
a model for the contemporary develop-
ment of urbanization, in the sense that 
the strongest forms of urbanization are 

now taking place in tropical regions and 
thus that the governmentality of these y
cities will be more 
a question of air 
conditioning than of 
politics.

In this case too this control is cast 
in highly individualistic terms. In New 
Babylon everyone can form a small 
atmospheric ‘bubble’ for himself, a little 
private habitat, in public space – approx-
imately what Sloterdijk calls ‘foam’, 
and what for the modern, mobile and 
threatening environment René Boom-
kens has christened ‘capsularization’: an 
‘immunizing’ disconnection from the 
environment. This can take place physi-
cally, by way of the 
automobile, for 
instance. But today 
it is increasingly electronics that produce 
the ‘membranes’ with which we form our 
own ‘virtual’ foam particle or capsule: 
the mobile phone, gps, mp player. The 
environment can even do this for us or in 
our name. Through electronics and the 
Internet, this creates what is now called 
Ambient Intelligence: the environment 
that anticipates our presence by adapting 
to our personal preferences, in terms of 
light, air and sound – a radicalized form 
of ‘air conditioning’, in other words. But 
this personalization of the environment 
is ambiguous, because it simultane-
ously opens countless opportunities for 
surveillance and control; at the same 
time, it is a quin-
tessential example
of the outsourcing 
of citizenship and 
of a new form of 
(inter-) passivity.

. OMA, Rem Koolhaas, 
Bruce Mau, ‘Generic City’, 
in: idem, SMLXL (Rotterdam: 
 Publishers, ), -
.

. Thomas Levin, Ursula 
Frohne and Peter Weibel 
(eds.), Ctrl-[Space]: Rhetorics 
of surveillance from Bentham
to Big Brother (Karlsruhe/r
Cambridge, MA: zkm/MIT 
Press, ).

. Compare with Sloterdijk, 
op. cit. (note ), -.

. Rem Koolhaas, ‘In 
Search of Authenticity’, in: 
Ricky Burdett and Deyan 
Sudjic (eds.), The Endless City
(London/New York: Phaidon, 
), -.

. Elaborated by Lieven 
de Cauter in The Capsular 
Civilization (Rotterdam: 
NAi Publishers, ).

. Compare with Mike
Crang and Stephen Graham, 
‘Sentient Cities. Ambient
Intelligence and the Politics 
of Public Space’, Information,
Communication, and Society, 
/, , -.
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It should therefore come as no surprise
that politics today, to a significant extent,
can be understood as spatial planning, 
and that in  a Netherlands Institute
for Spatial Research began operating 
alongside the Social and Cultural Plan-
ning Office. This new planning office 
exercises, in a certain sense, an institu-
tionalized version of what the Situation-
ists called ‘psychogeography’: ‘the study 
of the specific effects of the geographic
environment, whether consciously organ-
ized or not, on the emotions and the 
behaviour of individuals.’ It too, viewed 
from this standpoint, deals with the 
dérive, described by Debord as ‘a tech-
nique of passage through various ambi-
ances’. Of course Constant and Debord 
did not foresee or 
intend that New 
Babylon, the dérive
or psychogeography should become a 
form of science of control or surveil-
lance. And we could still argue that, 
for example, its very floating character 
makes the dérive a form of – interpase -
sive! – resistance against surveillance and
control science, and perhaps even forms 
the core of criticism in the twenty-first 
century. Yet there
is no doubt that
psychogeography 
has a great future, primarily as the science
of the directive design of public space.

If we extrapolate this further, we
might also say that because of this devel-
opment, ‘objects are starting to show us
the way’, an idea that dovetails with the 
work of Bruno Latour. This could be 
called a ‘new New 
Babylon’. In this 
environment, it 

is the objects, and 
more generally the
physical design of 
the space, that leads
us or compels us
into behaviour we 
are no longer able to
bring ourselves, as a result of our inter-
passivity. These can be simple objects like 
speed bumps, roundabouts or hotel keys,
or ‘vandal-proof’ upholstery on public
transport, glass panels kept clean and 
whole in Publex bus shelters, but also
chip-operated turnstiles for public trans-
port or biometric systems that regulate
access between different physical or insti-
tutional spheres. 

This is, on the one hand, a menacing 
form of ‘control’, in which our behaviour
is monitored and guided by systems and 
no longer by interactively developed and 
internalized norms. Objects not only 
instruct us in how to move and behave, 
but they also ‘tell’ researchers and detec-
tives how to reconstruct these move-
ments and behaviours, as the popular 
television series Crime Scene Investigation
shows us night after night. 

On the other hand, viewed more posi-
tively, the ‘intelligent environment’ is a 
form of ‘support’ that the objects provide 
us with. They help us to achieve the 
behaviour that, in principle, we would like 
to display, but are not (or no longer) able
to. While we still use the objects instru-
mentally, and in that sense are still in the 
grip of the modernist philosophy of social
engineering, we have achieved a curious 
about-face: it is the technological objects
that have to help us remember our human 
norms, that have to help us remain 
human. We have indeed come a long way 

. Merlin Coverley, Psycho-
geography (Harpenden: Pocket y
Essentials, ),  ff.

. Scott Lash, ‘Power After 
Hegemony’, Theory, Culture 
& Society, /, , .

. See for instance Bruno
Latour, ‘From Realpolitik to 
Dingpolitik or How to Make 
Things Public’, in: Bruno

Latour and Peter Weibel 
(eds.), Making Things Public:
Atmospheres of Democracy
(Karlsruhe/Cambridge, MA:
zkm/MIT Press, ),
-. And compare with
Huub Dijstelbloem, Politiek 
vernieuwen. Op zoek naar 
publiek in de technologische 
samenleving (Amsterdam: Van g
Gennep, ).
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since Isaac Asimov: instead of the robot
developing a sense of self, of ‘I’, it is now 
the robot that has to teach us to say ‘I’.

And perhaps it goes even further.
Perhaps the intelligent environment
can lend us not just moral support, but
also free us, in the expressive sphere, of 
our obsession with a public space that
must be secured. The revival in interest 
in New Babylon also has to do with the
playful quality that was characteristic 
of this project, and of Situationism in 
general. The same is true of the compa-
rable project by the
English architect
Cedric Price in
-, ‘Fun
Palace’. Price had
in mind a ‘laboratory of fun’, in which
an almost unlimited design of the envi-
ronment would also be possible, for the 
benefit of artistic and relaxing activi-
ties such as dancing, making music and
acting on stage. The original design was
never realized, but a more modest version
was, under the name InterAction Centre
in the Kentish Town area of London.

The challenge
to architects, urban 
planners and spatial 
designers, then, is
to maintain or even introduce this play 
dimension in the public spaces of the
future, which will inevitably be mainly 
attuned to interpassivity and capsulari-
zation. This challenge has already been
taken up by Liane Lefaivre and Henk 
Döll, who raise the urgent question of 
how ‘playgrounds’ can be established
in the present-day 
city. They see
playgrounds not

as isolated, incidental spaces purely for
the activities of children, but rather as
a ‘network’ of places in the city that are 
kept ‘open’ by and for what you might 
call their potential for play. In this view, 
inspired by Aldo van Eyck, the public
space itself forms a ‘polycentric net’ that
fills open spaces throughout the city 
and thereby invites one to a temporary 
‘playful sojourn’ in all kinds of locations. 

This also seems to me the best lesson
for the present out of the more or less
tragic history of New Babylon: how can
we create playgrounds in public space
– in the literal and the metaphorical
sense – that promote the interactive
capabilities of human beings and thereby 
contribute to their being able to act in
accordance to their own norms. Then we
will have made something of the socially 
engineered utopia of Constant and the
Situationists after all.

. Compare with Libero 
Andreotti, ‘Architecture and 
Play’, in: Tom McDonough 
(ed.), Guy Debord and the 
Situationist International
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 
), -.

. Stanley Mathews, From 
Agit-Prop to Free Space: 
The Architecture of Cedric 
Price (London: Black Dog e
publishing, ).

 Liane Lefaivre and Henk 
Döll, Ground Up City: Play 
as a Design Tool (Rotterdam: l
, ).
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Wouter Vanstiphout

Social Engineering

of the City and

Urban Design

Ideology as an

Achilles Heel

Using two urban

development plans 

for a new city 

grounded on ideo-

logical doctrine 

– one in a totali-

tarian regime and 

one in a democratic 

society – archi-

tectural historian 

Wouter Vanstiphout 

demonstrates how 

the identification of 

urban planning with 

a political societal 

system ultimately 

turns against itself. 

Urban planners

would do better 

to see the city not 

as something that 

can be made out of 

nothing, but rather 

as an unruly reality 

for which they 

develop instruments 

so that it can grow 

in all its complexity 

and layeredness.
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In the cellar of the Akademie der Bildende 

Künste in Vienna, the same school where e

both Otto Wagner and Joost Meuwis-

sen taught – and which expelled a young 

Adolf Hitler twice for his meagre talents

at drawing as a student – is the Anato-

mie Saal. Rigid wooden benches stand ll

in a steep gallery arrangement around a

platform bearing a blood-encrusted slab 

of white marble. This is where corpses 

used to be dissected before an audience 

of art and architecture students. The dark 

and stuffy room is now used occasionally 

as a classroom, mostly by the architec-

ture and urban planning programme of 

the academy.

It was here that a student, after my 

lecture was over, asked, ‘Are you basi-

cally saying then that there is no point 

in studying architecture, and that we 

should become politicians or social work-kk

ers instead?’ ‘No, no, no, on the contrary, 

you should . . . etc.,’ I hastened to say,

worried that I had seriously failed in my 

duty as a teacher. What had so bewil-

dered this student? My lecture was yet 

another in a series in which a new-build 

city of the s and s was looked 

at, how it had been designed, what had

happened to it subsequently, and how 

people now felt compelled to radically 

transform it again. The case study this 

time had been Toulouse – Le Mirail, the 

famed Ville Nouvelle by Candilis, Josic & 

Woods in the south of France. The stu-

dent’s question as to whether he would 

not do better to become a social worker 

or politician had come after a number of 

examples of how forces that have nothing 

to do with architecture ultimately turned 

out to determine the fate of cities like 

Toulouse Le Mirail.

The design for Toulouse Le Mirail, 

like other examples from the oeuvre of 

Candilis, Josic & Woods and that of the 

other architects who were part of the 

Team  movement of the early s,

were embarrassingly familiar to the stu-

dents, even if many were seeing it for the 

first time. The organic metaphors, the 

endless stacks of rectangular units in ge-

ometric excrescences that evoke the com-

puter game Tetris, the patio patterns, the 

fantasizing about the residents’ individual 

uses of the space, the floating pedestrian 

platforms, the collages of abstract archi-

tecture with scenes from films and out 

of lifestyle magazines, and especially the 

harsh critique of technocratic and rigid 

building production matched what they, 

in , were producing in the studios 

of the academy, this time with comput-tt

ers. They blanched, like someone who 

suddenly recognizes himself in the face 

of a much older person, when they saw 

how little their idealistic projects differed 

from those of their forebears, which they 

had barely researched. When, quoting 

Karl Marx, I said that everything in 

history happens twice, the first time as 

tragedy, the second time as farce, they 

were not reassured, certainly not when I 

described the tragedy. 

The plan for Toulouse Le Mirail was 

presented by its architects at the time 

as a radical break from the technocratic 

urban design of the s. They were in-

spired by sociological and psychological 

studies that demonstrated how soulless 

life among the tower blocks in a green 

setting could be, in comparison to that 

in the old cities. The organic, respon-

sive, complex towers and megastructures 

that make up Toulouse Le Mirail were 
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to be seen as a radical break from the

conventions of the industrialized hous-

ing construction of the time. In spite of 

this break from the grands ensembles and s

cités built in the same period, Toulouse s

Le Mirail suffered exactly the same fate,

decades later, as all those soulless blocks

in green settings in the periphery of 

French cities: immigration, unemploy-

ment, crime, alienation, frustration, riots. 

The discontent reached a climax in the 

early autumn of : Toulouse Le Mi-

rail figured in the top five of the hotbeds, 

a list compiled by comparing the number 

of burned-out cars found in the morn-

ings. In this light, the endless series of 

neo-Team  projects being produced 

by the students did have something of a 

farce about them.

This is not a plea for more teaching 

of history, or a lament about the super-

ficiality of today’s students. On the con-

trary, the reaction in the anatomy room 

indicates that this new generation of 

architects measures the success of archi-

tecture by the degree to which it actually 

improves society. When this fails, the 

disappointment is great. It is a symptom 

that shows that architecture still dreams

of the social engineering of society. It 

still sees a direct and linear connection 

between the form architecture takes and 

the form society takes. Just as Candilis, 

Josic & Woods thought they could create 

an organic urban society with their or-

ganic city form, today’s students and ar-

chitects still think in architectonic terms 

about society, more than they think in 

societal terms about their architecture. 

But the fact that they think about soci-

ety, and dedicate themselves to it with 

admirable tenacity, is certain. 

The reaction to the story of Toulouse 

Le Mirail shows that it is difficult, cer-

tainly for young architects, to think in 

strategic and dialectic terms about their 

work. They generally see architecture as 

a means of changing society, but at the

same time as the physical expression of 

an already changing society. This ambig-

uous interpretation of their craft makes 

them vulnerable to acute episodes of 

profound disillusion. It is ironic that this 

pure interpretation of architecture as the 

expression of the social order that drives 

the young architect should be shared by 

the very powers that seem to overrun ar-

chitecture. It is precisely bureaucrats and 

technocrats who use the unity of form 

and content as an argument for generally 

radical physical interventions of which all

sorts of immediate social and economic 

effects are expected for the residential 

areas and cities involved. 

This architectonic interpretation of 

society – as a permanent reconstruction 

in the most literal sense – has placed the 

architect himself, however, in a generally 

marginal, dependent and purely servile 

role. By building a historic-looking city 

centre, people hope to produce the au-

thenticity of the historic city. By build-

ing varied façades in a residential area, 

people hope, through the same logic, 

for a diverse and varied local culture. By 

demolishing the impoverished and mo-

notonous high-rise districts, people hope 

to resolve the problems that exist there. 

The old technocrat and the young idealist 

seem to agree on one principle: archi-

tecture = society, society = architecture. 

The former does not really believe it, as a 

rule, but uses it as a rhetorical strategy to 

generate public support in a simple way 
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for his generally clumsy actions; the lat-

ter usually genuinely believes it, so that 

he and his craft sometimes end up in a

most peculiar position.

I would like to use two examples to 

illustrate that this is not limited to the 

disappointment of the young architect, 

but instead that the identification of 

architecture with a particular ideal of 

society can lead to bizarre situations and 

unexpected twists. The first in Tehran,

the other in Amsterdam.

Bad Urban Planning is Better than

Good Urban Planning

On  January , after months of 

fighting and riots, the Shah of Iran fled 

to Egypt. On  February, Ayatollah

Khomeini, the spiritual leader of the 

rebellion, returned to Tehran after more

than a decade in exile and called on the

population not to listen to the interim 

government of Prime Minister Bakhtiar 

and to accept the Islamic government 

proclaimed on  February as the sole

legitimate government. The referendum 

of  April resulted in  per cent sup-

port for the establishment of the Islamic 

Republic of Iran, headed by a council of 

clergymen under Khomeini’s leadership. 

This brought to an end  years of rule 

by Shah Mohammed Pahlavi, to  years

of rule by the Pahlavi dynasty and – ac-

cording to the Pahlavis – to more than 

, years of uninterrupted monarchy, 

since the founding of the Persian Empire

by Cyrus the Great in  bce.

It also brought an end to the White 

Revolution, one of the greatest and most 

comprehensive modernization cam-

paigns ever undertaken. The Shah used 

his close ties with the usa and the bil-

lions of dollars in oil revenues to drag 

the country into the twentieth century 

in one fell swoop. Land reform, suffrage 

for women, literacy, nationalization of 

water and agricultural land and many 

other campaigns were encompassed in 

a -point plan that was put into opera-

tion at a breakneck pace starting in . 

Every aspect of the country was consid-

ered engineerable, including the pace at 

which a country develops. The expansion

and modernization of the capital was to 

be the most monumental demonstra-

tion of this extreme philosophy of social 

engineering.

In a country lacking any institutions 

for master planning, urban design, in-

frastructure and architecture, drawing 

up and implementing a master plan for 

Tehran was an immense undertaking.

It resulted in an invasion of consultants, 

engineers, architects, planners and other 

professionals, who not only had to cre-

ate a plan out of nothing, but also build 

up the organizational infrastructure to 

carry out this plan. The drawing up of 

the master plan, which was supposed to 

take Tehran forward by  years, and in 

the process multiply its area several times 

over, was entrusted to the Los Angeles-

based firm of Victor Gruen, who worked 

with the Iranian architect Abdol Aziz 

Farman Farmaian. Gruen, a Viennese

Jew, inventor of the shopping mall and 

designer of dozens of American down-

towns, integrated the old Tehran into a 

hierarchical system of highways, parks 

and greenbelts, as well as satellite cities 

each accommodating hundreds of thou-

sands of new inhabitants. The new Te-

hran, from the regional scale to the scale 
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of the front door, was defined with pre-

cise allocations and typologies for each 

income class. The green valleys that ran 

down from the Alborz Mountains to-

wards the more densely built areas below 

were incorporated in the plan, conduct-tt

ing air, greenery and water through the 

city in the process. The best American 

and European architects and landscape 

designers were employed to build new 

cities, landscape parks, universities, pal-

aces, monuments and hospitals. In addi-

tion, a fully elaborated infrastructure was 

put in place for zoning plans and process

management. Foreign consultants were 

hired to monitor building applications 

on behalf of the government and fill law 

books with new regulations. The con-

struction of the city was subjected to a 

meticulous schedule of phases, with con-

tours that were extended every five years, 

so that the city would expand outward

in an even pattern. The planning horizon

was , the year when the new Tehran

would reach its maximum extent. 

When Ayatollah Khomeini landed at 

Tehran Airport after more than  years

in exile, he must not have recognized 

the city: the framework of highways, the

controlled expansion and in particular 

the huge and hypermodern, fashionable 

high-rise district of Ekbatan, right by 

the airport, with its glittering swimming 

pools among the tower blocs, must have

left him flabbergasted. It was more than 

astonishment: everything established and 

left behind by the Shah and the despised 

Americans was considered repulsive and

evil and therefore had to be erased from

memory. Sometimes this was done physi-

cally, such as with the mausoleums of the

Shah’s ancestors; sometimes it was done

symbolically, by renaming monuments, 

or by covering the modernist buildings in

murals depicting the Ayatollah and later 

the martyrs of the war with Iraq. But 

what to do with an entire city, and its at-tt

tendant master plan, that could be seen, 

as a whole, as a monument to the hated

deposed ruler?

At first the Islamic government did 

the predictable: it had a new master plan

drawn up, one that did reflect the ideas

of the Islamic Revolution. This plan, 

however, was never adopted, firstly be-

cause it contained no urban design ideas

that could be considered revolutionary,

and secondly because there were no 

resources to implement the plan. The

war with Iraq meant there had to be 

cutbacks; municipal departments had to

support themselves, and furthermore one 

of the promises of the new regime had 

been that every Iranian should be al-

lowed to build his own house.

This led to a concept that can be

called brilliant in its cynicism, or at least 

postmodern, particularly in the combina-

tion of neoliberalism and religious fun-

damentalism. The Gruen plan, with its 

regulations worked out down to the most 

minute detail, and its precise management 

of open space, building density, separa-

tion of functions, greenery, infrastructure

and landscape, was thoroughly despised

on ideological grounds. In spite of this, 

or rather because of it, it was decided to

maintain the plan. The authorities, how-

ever, with the plan in hand, began to sell

applicants the right to exceed maximum 

building densities, to violate the zoning 

plan, to build in areas designated as parks. 

The whole infrastructure of regulations, 

designs and monitoring agencies was in
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full swing, but as a giant supermarket of 

exemptions. To reinforce the influx of ap-

plicants with deep pockets even further, 

the city’s contours were immediately 

extended to the final  situation. Te-

hran’s huge population growth did the

rest. The master plan played a crucial 

and indispensable role in creating, in a

matter of a few decades, one of the most 

chaotic, densely built, insalubrious and

yet fascinating and spectacular cities in 

the world. In its spectacular location at 

the foot of the mountains, with the per-

manent blanket of smog that hangs over 

it, it resembles Los Angeles, but without 

the ocean, without palm trees and with 

millions of cars immobilized in one of the

most chronic traffic jams in the world. 

The billions generated by cannibalizing 

the master plan served in part to pay the

hundreds of thousands of municipal offi-

cials. They also paid 

for immense prestige 

projects like the con-

struction of Navab

Street and the still-

unfinished Imam 

Khomeini Airport.

If you fly over Tehran with the master 

plan on your lap, you can still make out, 

like an archaeologist, the lines and areas

of the Gruen plan amid the endless mass 

of houses. Here and there, moreover, a 

modernist monument breaks through the

chaos, like an abandoned temple in the 

jungle. This city, in a few years, has man-

aged to do what it took medieval cities 

hundreds of years: to absorb the original

grid in the unplanned chaos. For the aya-

tollahs of the Islamic Revolution, a hated 

and bad plan like Gruen’s was far more 

useful and better for their objectives than 

a so-called ‘good’ plan that they would 

have had to implement and pay for.

Because the plan aimed to provide the

counterform for a society that was the

opposite of what the ayatollahs believed

in, they could use it not only to generate

one of the biggest urban growth spurts

the twentieth century had ever seen, but 

to make a huge amount of money out of 

it to boot. The degree to which the plan

contributed to this is proportional to the

degree to which its makers were aiming 

for precisely the opposite.

The Best Urban Design Is No Urban

Design at All

Tehran after the Islamic Revolution

seems far too extreme to be instruc-

tive for us in Western Europe; yet the

mechanism behind it can be seen in

urban projects in our barely expanding 

democracies as well. The similarity lies in 

the use, in a negative sense, of the ideo-

logical passion that inspired the project 

of the previous generation, and in the 

sometimes violent dismissal of the whole 

discipline of urban design in the proc-

ess of realizing the most recent type of 

social engineering.

We can find an interesting example 

of this in the Bijlmermeer. This satel-

lite suburb of Amsterdam was built in

the s and inspired by an ideological

urgency rare for the Netherlands. The

Urban Development department was 

keen to show that, after the seventeenth-

century ring of canals, Berlage’s Plan

Zuid in the early twentieth century 

and Van Eesteren’s General Expansion

Plan in the s, it too was capable of 

making another giant stride forward.

. See Ali Madanipour, 
Tehran, The Making of a 
Metropolis (Chichester: John s
Wiley & Sons, ); So-
heila Shahshahani, ‘Tehran: 
Paradox City’, IIAS News-
letter #r , July , ; 
Wouter Vanstiphout, ‘Te-
herans “Lost Civilization”’, 
in: Stadtbauwelt (), , 
, -.
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In addition, there were the actions of a 

very principled alderman, named Joop 

den Uyl, who felt the plan had to be im-

plemented as an essential and therefore

uncompromising statement about new 

collective housing – no hybrid forms of 

high-rise and low-rise buildings, in other 

words. The Bijlmermeer was therefore 

built as an ideological statement about 

how people should be housed. Unprec-

edented quantities of square metres of 

housing space, greenery, collective facili-

ties, accessibility by car and public trans-

port, would be available to everyone.

People would be able to live together in 

high densities and establish a new collec-

tivity in the common spaces and routes 

where they would encounter one another.

The plan for the Bijlmer was influenced 

on the one hand by East German and 

Russian urban planning manuals, and 

on the other by Toulouse Le Mirail, and

of course by the great fountainhead: Le

Corbusier’s La Ville Radieuse. 

In part because of the delayed 

demolition of the Nieuwmarkt area and 

therefore the delayed influx of Amster-

dam residents, because of the construc-

tion of Almere, because of Surinam’s

independence and because of immigra-

tion in general, the Bijlmer, instead 

of a hypermodern residential district 

for Amsterdam’s white middle-class 

families, became ‘the Netherlands’ first 

Third-World City’. Instead of an uni-

laterally built statement about modern

living, it became a fascinating amalgam 

of Caribbean and African communities,

with hard cores of white believers, who 

all used the Bijlmer in all of sorts of 

ways its planners had never foreseen. 

When the Bijlmer evolved in this

way over several generations, the plan-

ners decreed that the ‘experiment’ had 

failed and that it was time to tear it 

down. Precisely when the Bijlmer was

just getting somewhere. The many hous-

ing corporations that owned the Bijlmer 

high-rises had been privatized in the 

late s, and they began to merge

until in reality a single housing corpora-

tion owned the whole of the Bijlmer. 

It took the demolition of the Bijlmer 

high-rises and their replacement by sin-

gle-family homes and market-dictated 

apartment buildings 

firmly in hand.

Whereas the original urban develop-

ment department, under the direction 

of head designer Siegfried Nassuth, and

supported by Alderman Den Uyl, suc-

ceeded in exercising total control over the

design of the Bijlmer, and was even able

to go quite far in keeping to the concept 

during its implementation, there were 

two other levels over which they had far 

less control. Firstly, groups of Amsterdam

middle-class families – for the reasons

summarized above – did not snap up the

flats in sufficient numbers, and entirely 

different people came in their place.

Secondly, the urban development depart-tt

ment had little influence over other de-

partments, such as public housing, traffic

and transport, economic affairs, so that 

many elements fell through the cracks of 

the plan and in general were either not 

implemented or implemented in a totally 

different way, such

as the collective

spaces and the park-kk

ing garages.

Things were very different for the 

housing corporations  years later. Be-

. ‘De Nieuwe Bijlmermeer’,
Archis (s ), no. , -.

. Wouter Bolte and Johan
Meijer, Van Berlage tot 
Bijlmer, Architektuur en
stedelijke politiek (Nijmegen: 
Socialistische Uitgeverij
Nijmegen, ), -.
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cause of their mergers and because of 

the fact that with the idea of demolition 

they presented the city authorities with 

a fait accompli, which the city, it must 

be said, quickly supported, there was 

far greater control over all aspects of the 

immense operation to wipe out the Bi-

jlmer in favour of a more up-to-date city 

district. This time the corporations also 

had control over the influx and outflow 

of residents. More to the point, this was

not simply a condition for the success 

of the operation, it was the objective of 

the operation. In addition, housing cor-

porations are increasingly taking over 

the responsibilities of public housing. 

They build schools, they take part in the 

development of neighbourhood shop-

ping centres, they have more and more 

influence on the organization and use 

of public space, they participate in job-

creation programmes, they work with 

mosques and churches, they even build 

mosques and churches, they invest huge 

sums in information, identity campaigns

and branding projects, under the label 

of reputation management. All of this 

is called the integral project, whereby 

there is a conscious affirmation that re-

structuring is primarily a socioeconomic

project, in which the physical aspect is 

merely a means to an end. In addition, 

an elaborate arsenal of resources is ap-

plied to create a harmonious, socioeco-

nomically profitable, ethnically varied 

but not excessively diverse residential 

area, with heavy emphasis on social co-

hesion, participation, integration and 

emancipation. Seldom has the apparatus 

for realizing a socially engineered society 

been so elaborate and been applied in 

such self-evident fashion. ‘We touch your 

life in every way’ is the terrifying slogan 

of the development agency of the Indian 

capital of Delhi; it would be better suited 

to the housing corporations that carried 

out the restructuring of the post-Second 

World War residential areas of major 

Dutch cities.

The regeneration of the Bijlmer was

first and last an intervention in the 

demographic structure of the Bijlmer, 

whereby the physical interventions were 

merely an instrument. By demolishing 

the high-rises that housed concentrations 

of Ghanaians, Sierra Leoneans, Suri-

namese, Vietnamese, etcetera, where ille-

gal and legal residents lived side by side, 

where there were significant levels of 

crime and little employment, a new so-

cioeconomic reality could be established 

at the local level in a very short time. By 

subsequently allocating the new dwell-

ings to those residents of the Bijlmer who 

did pay their rent and met all manner 

of requirements, and by putting the rest 

of the dwellings, in a sophisticated way, 

onto the high-pressure Amsterdam hous-

ing market, it was possible to construct, 

with great precision, a community that 

was radically different from that which 

originally existed, but which retained 

enough elements to be understood as a 

renewed and improved version of the old 

Bijlmer. This is social engineering on a 

massive scale, integrally implemented 

and, according to the criteria its planners 

had themselves set, extremely successful. 

Moreover, it is a form of social engineer-

ing that penetrates further into the per-

sonal living sphere of its residents and in 

the demographic composition of society 

than was possible in the time of Nassuth 

and Den Uyl. 
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Urban design played an important role

in this massive and heavily ideologically 

charged intervention – by its absence. 

In the first phase of the regeneration,

the sectional plans were still bound to-

gether by a largely metaphorical master 

plan by Ashok Bhalotra, who repre-

sented the multi-ethnicity of the Bijlmer,

now acceptable only as a simulacrum,

with his street for a thousand cultures.

Ultimately thisy

planning perspec-

tive vanished from 

the regeneration, 

even from its representation. The housing 

corporations and the urban development 

department declared large-scale master 

plans relicts of a bygone era, when people 

still thought society could be socially 

engineered. It was asserted that we now 

live in an era of individualization, and 

that the city must therefore develop or-

ganically. The organic growth of the Bijl-

mer became the urban design statement 

that had to eclipse the statement of the

satellite city of the 

future, or that de-

rived its very power 

from its rhetorical

contrast with the 

unity of form of the 

old Bijlmer.

In the process, the Bijlmermeer is 

now being covered in buildings with-

out a master plan, as a collage of sec-

tional plans drawn up by developers

and corporations, resulting in a generic

structure of low-rise neighbourhoods,

depressing avenues of brick apartment 

buildings, shopping centres, and on the

other side of the railroad tracks an of-ff

fice park deserted at night and on the

weekends. It is precisely in the absence 

of urban design intention, in the au-

tomatism of its urban growth, in the ba-

nality and entropy of its results, that we 

can recognize the organic growth of the 

Bijlmer. This even goes so far that one 

of the project managers of the Bijlmer 

regeneration, Willem Kwekkeboom, in

an essay about it, cheerfully relates how 

an architect was commissioned to design 

buildings that were supposed to effect 

the transition in scale from the new low-

rise structures and the old high-rises,

but that it was ultimately decided to tear 

down the high-rises, with as a result an 

unpredictable and incomprehensible en-

semble of medium-rise tower blocks be-

tween two low-rise developments. This,

according to Kwekkeboom, in fact shows

how diverse and adventuresome the 

organic growth of a city can be. The dys-

function of the most elementary urban 

planning control is 

seen as evidence of 

how up-to-date the 

project is.

The sweeping and intricate social 

engineering applied to the socioeco-

nomic structure of the Bijlmermeer has

been given a spatial counterform that 

is intended to express its very opposite: 

organic growth and bottom-up trans-

formation. The absence of urban design 

camouflages the excessive presence of 

the corporations in the development of 

this area; the lack of spatial control is 

a smokescreen for the excess in socio-

economic control. The intelligent thing 

about this lies in the fact that it was 

clearly realized that the discipline of 

urbanism was not capable of presenting 

a convincing picture of organic growth, 

. Marieke van Giersber-
gen, ‘Afscheid van een 
utopie, interview met Ashok 
Bhalotra’, Archis (s ), no. 
, -.

. Anne Luijten, ‘Een mo-
dern sprookje, de Bijlmer 
in verandering’, in: Dorine 
van Hoogstraten and Al-
lard Jolles (eds.), Amsterdam
ZO, Centrumgebied Zuidoost 
en stedelijke vernieuwing 
Bijlmermeer 1992 – 2010
(Bussum: Uitgeverij Thoth, 
), -.

. Willem Kwekkeboom,
‘De vernieuwing van de
Bijlmermeer  – , 
Ruimelijk en sociaal’, in:
Van Hoogstraten and Jolles,
ibid., -.
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not even Ashok Bhalotra, but that the 

elimination of urban design control and 

the deliberate admission of generic, cha-

otic process do lead to the desired result.

Achilles’ Heel

The examples from Tehran, the Bijlmer-

meer and even Toulouse have in common 

that the profound identification of an

urban planning project with a particu-

lar societal ideal or system ultimately 

turned against the completed projects

themselves. This took place in the most 

perverse way in Tehran, by using the 

political untouchability of the plan to 

allow its cannibalization and to let the 

city expand with the greatest possible 

speed. With the Bijlmer and Toulouse 

Le Mirail, however, this took place in a 

much more refined way. There, with an 

appeal to the historical and cultural sig-

nificance of the original project, an ar-

chitectonic scapegoat for socioeconomic 

problems was found, thereby providing 

an immediate political spin to a radi-

cal intervention in the areas themselves,

instead of revealing it as a coup by the 

corporations themselves, an imaginary 

liberation from a caricature of s

planning. In all three cases, the greatest 

power of these projects, their ideological

energy, proved to be their Achilles’ heel. 

But in all three cases, the city itself was 

also the real victim in this immolation of 

urbanist utopias.

In the case of Tehran we can only 

guess how the Gruen plan would have

ultimately turned out, if it had been 

absorbed step by step over decades by 

Iranian urban life, which could have

manifested itself in a variegated patch-

work of dense and open, green and

urban, park-like and commercial ele-

ments, in all sorts of ways. In Toulouse 

Le Mirail and the Bijlmermeer, however, 

it was evident that the so-called failures 

of the original concept – because entirely 

different people from those it was built 

for came to live there, who then used 

the complex in an entirely different way 

as well – had resulted in something that 

was far more layered, more complex, 

more organic and more flexible than in 

their wildest dreams, and also than what 

those in charge of their restructuring 

now say they want to create. And it is 

precisely this that is now being implac-

ably demolished.

The problem of the new social engi-

neering we find in urban regeneration 

and restructuring areas in Europe and in

the Netherlands in particular, is that it is

so unspoken and euphemistic, and yet so 

powerful, paternalistic and unavoidable. 

Because this new social engineering can

no longer be expressed in unilateral and

recognizable urban planning models, it 

is now difficult to criticize. In this far-

reaching postmodern phase of the urban

project, in which social engineering is 

disguised in a cloak of ‘unengineerabil-

ity’, and the absence of the urban design

has taken over the role of the urban de-

sign, and private enterprises increasingly 

take on public roles, the reality of the 

contemporary city is steadily being rel-

egated to the background.

If we reason from the very limited

perspective of architecture and urban-

ism, it is imperative that these disciplines

no longer be used as symbols, models 

or icons of a particular societal system 

or ideology. In most cases, after all, this
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will only end up turning on the projects 

themselves after a couple of generations.

But most of all it means that architects

are confusing the shaping of new icons 

for one political ideal or the other (‘Crea-

tive City’, ‘Gem Area’, ‘Organic City’, 

‘Sustainability’) with the actual realiza-

tion of a societal effect. If we defined 

social engineering as ‘realizability’, archi-

tects could then apply their inventiveness

and tenacity and idealism to the devel-

opment of instruments that, based on a

very specific professionalism, can resolve

particular problems and demonstrate new 

possibilities that no one else could have 

come up with. This would also mean that 

they would not see society as ‘engineer-

able’, in the sense of ‘constructable’, but 

would accept that it is an unruly reality, 

far more complex than anything socially 

engineered could ever be. The role of 

architects could be to supply this unengi-

neerable palimpsest with new elements, 

impulses, lines and places, and thereby 

make it even more complex, better and 

richer. 

But we must also resist the temptation 

to immediately formulate an optimistic 

new perspective. Perhaps the confusion

that so easily arises in the minds of ar-

chitecture students is the best the current 

design world as a whole could achieve. 

An openly acknowledged identity crisis, 

precipitated by three or four decades of 

ever more rapid cycles of societal em-

brace and rejection might perhaps lead 

at last to a reconsideration of what archi-

tecture and urbanism themselves want of 

society. With this article, I hope to have

made a modest contribution to this.
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Marc Schuilenburg

The Refugee

as Homo Sacer

A Short Introduction
to Agamben’s ‘Beyond
Human Rights’

In discussions 

about ‘makeability’

or social engi-

neering, specifi-

cally when they 

concern manage-

ability and biopoli-

tics, references are

often made to the 

ideas of philoso-

pher Giorgio 

Agamben. Open is n

republishing his key 

1993 text ‘Beyond 

Human Rights’, 

with an introduc-

tion by philoso-

pher and jurist 

Marc Schuilenburg. 

According to 

Schuilenburg the

figure of the homo 
sacer that Agamben r
presents in this and 

other writings leads 

to many misunder-rr

standings. He also 

addresses the differ-rr

ences in Agamben’s 

ideas about 

biopolitics and 

those of Foucault.
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In 1993, Giorgio Agamben (b. 1942), 

an Italian political philosopher at 

the University of Verona, published a 

text about the status of the refugee,

‘Beyond Human Rights’, in which he

links the issue of refugees with human

rights. The first article of the Uni-

versal Declaration of Human Rights 

incorporates the motto of the French

Revolution (liberté, égalité, fraternité): éé
‘All human beings are born free and 

equal in dignity and rights. They are 

endowed with reason and conscience

and should act towards one another 

in a spirit of brotherhood.’ Yet while 

the article speaks of ‘human beings’, 

Agamben argues that human rights are 

not compatible with ‘the human’, the

merely alive, as such. In the case of the 

refugee, his or her political and legal 

status is considered a temporary state, 

Agamben writes in ‘Beyond Human 

Rights’. Having arrived in another 

country, he or she, following a positive 

assessment by the Immigration and 

Naturalization Service, is subjected to 

all sorts of control mechanisms (citizen-

ship exams, shaking hands, language 

tests, etcetera) intended to turn him

or her into a ‘full-fledged citizen’. 

Goodbye refugee, welcome citizen.

To Agamben, the treatment of 

refugees demonstrates how modern 

politics work. According to Agamben, 

who is significantly influenced in this

by Michel Foucault, life is dominated 

by biopolitics, which he defines in his 

book Homo Sacer as ‘the assimilation r
of natural life in the mechanisms and 

calculations of state

power and poli-

tics’.1 Power over

life is not exercised in this by a sover-rr

eign ruler; statistics are used as input 

for the actions of the government.

To Agamben this biopolitics did not 

originate around the mid-eighteenth

century, as Foucault writes in The Will 
to Knowledge (e 1976); it is at least as old 

as Western political history. As far back 

as the Ancient Greeks a distinction was

made between ‘the human’, which was

called simple or natural life (zoè), and 

a ‘qualified life’ by which the specific

form of life or lifestyle of an individual

or group (bios) was meant. Neither is 

biopolitics based on an optimization 

of the conditions of life in order, as 

Foucault asserts, to control the ‘body as

a type’ through all manner of measures

in the area of public health, dietary 

customs, housing, immigration, but 

rather, Agamben writes, on ‘life that is

has been excommunicated’, in order 

to ‘indicate the boundary that connects

and separates what is inside and what 

is outside’.2 Ulti-

mately Agamben’s view of biopolitics 

remains strongly focused on a general 

legal argument (which, with his notion

of a ‘state of exception’ furthermore

plays out largely on the politico-con-

stitutional level of the nation-state).

Foucault, on the other hand, breaks 

with a legal consideration of power 

and mixes biopolitics with disciplinary 

exercises of power actualized in local 

practices in a ‘particular period, in a 

particular country, 

as a response to 

particular needs’.3

According to Agamben, the position

of the refugee coincides with that of the

homo sacer, a figure in Ancient Roman rr

1. Giorgio Agamben, De 
soevereine macht en het naakte 
leven (Amsterdam: Boom/n
Parrèsia, 2002), 9, 129.

2. Ibid., 142.

3. Michel Foucault, Ervar-rr
ing en waarheid (Nijmegen:d
Te Elfder Ure, 1985), 85.
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law whom anyone could kill without 

committing a murder (in the legal

sense). Agamben sees the ambiguity 

contained in this definition in the status 

of the refugee. Although he or she is

a living being, he or she has far fewer 

rights than the citizens of nation-states. 

This cancels out the principle of the 

equality of all human beings as sentient 

beings. Human rights, Agamben writes,

are not capable of bridging the gap

between the two ‘forms of life’. Accord-

ing to Agamben, and in this he follows

Hannah Arendt, the expression ‘birth’ 

in the first article of the human rights 

declaration coincides with ‘citizenship’. 

The consequence of this analysis is that 

there is no longer any room for merely 

being alive, the most elementary char-rr

acteristic of any living being. Life is con-

sequently absorbed in abstract variables 

called ‘nation-state’ or ‘society’ or ‘law’

or ‘citizen’ (and so forth). From this

perspective, human rights turn out not 

to be genuinely universal, but in fact 

the property of citizens.

This does not mean that the refugee 

is outside society. He is assimilated as e
an element within society (just as the 

outlaw is always ‘in the law’). The set 

‘outside-inside’ (inclusion and exclu-

sion) cannot be reduced to a binary 

dichotomy. Both forms make people

part of a homogeneous and unifying

whole that explains nothing in itself, 

but rather is constantly being rede-

fined. Agamben calls this the ‘inclusive 

exclusion’ of bare life with the social

form of life (bios). In the terms used 

by French philosopher Alain Badiou: 

‘being human’ has become here an

intensional collection characterized 

by the unifying and reducible prin-

ciple of citizenship. In the process 

human rights conceal from us those 

individuals and groups who are not 

represented by these rights, that is to 

say people whose legal status has not 

fully been resolved. In Roman times, 

the homo sacer could not, under any r
circumstances, live in the city of the 

citizens. He was driven out (like the 

illegal refugee today) to the margins 

or the ‘black holes’ of society, situated 

far from the sight of the average city 

dweller. Today the refugee also appears 

as a margizen, whose life is qualitatively 

distinct from that of the citizen and of n
a temporary resident (denizen).4 He or 

she is a person who

has no access to the

collective goods

and services of our

society (security,

insurance, work,

etcetera).5

The figure of 

homo sacer leads to r
many misunder-rr

standings. Isn’t 

everyone a homo
sacer: criminals, rr
gays, squatters, the 

mentally handi-

capped, feminists, 

the unemployed, 

beggars, the home-

less, addicts, artists? 

Even American neo-Republicans, Slavoj 

Žižek once told his audience, refer, to 

Agamben’s great chagrin, to the fact 

that they lead a life that is steadily being 

marginalized. Although Agamben 

writes that ‘today a clear figure of the 

4. A denizen is a person n
who maintains close links 
with a country without 
being a citizen of it. Not 
only does he or she live 
there, he or she also 
speaks its language, has 
had children there, has 
a job or goes to school 
there. Until the nine-
teenth century the term
was used for a foreigner 
who was assigned the 
status of a subject by the 
king through ‘letters of 
charter’. The longer they 
remained legally in the 
country the more rights
these persons obtained, 
becoming semi-citizens or s
denizens. Ultimately deni-
zens had fewer rights than s
citizens but more rights
than foreigners.

5. Marc Schuilenburg, 
‘Citizenship Revisited:
Denizens and Margizens’,
Peace Review – A Journal of 
Social Justice, ee 20, 3, 2008,
forthcoming.
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homo sacer no longer exists’, he names r
several concrete examples of what 

he means by ‘bare life’ in his unfin-

ished series of works devoted to the 

figure of the homo sacer. In addition to rr
the refugee, he talks about the issue 

of euthanasia and the fate of coma 

patients. And in State of Exception hen
addresses the position of captured 

Taliban fighters at Guantánamo Bay.6

With powerful 

words he equates 

the legal posi-

tion of the Jews in the concentration

camps with those of the ‘detainees’

of Guantánamo, who are being held 

without any form of trial and without 

charge. The prisoners have the status 

of ‘enemy combatants’, a category that 

does not exist in international law, so 

that they are not covered by the Geneva 

Convention on the protection and 

treatment of prisoners of war.

What now? In ‘Beyond Human 

Rights’ the phrase ‘a coming political 

community’ is formulated, a notion 

that Agamben had already cautiously 

addressed in his article about the 

student uprising at Tiananmen Square 

in Beijing in 1989.7 What this com-

munity looks like

remains very vague.

It is clear, however,

that Agamben, in 

the parts of the homo sacer cycle that r
have yet to be published, intends to

make it a field of study, a potentiality 

that breaks through the prevailing order

and coherence and makes a connection 

to other elements, ‘beyond’ the point at 

which every living being is turned into a 

controlled and manageable object.

6. Giorgio Agamben, State 
of Exception (Chicago: The n
University of Chicago 
Press, 2005), 3-4.

7. Giorgio Agamben, The 
Coming Community (Miny -
neapolis: The University 
of Minnesota Press, 2003), 
85-87.
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Giorgio Agamben

Beyond Human Rights

In 1943, Hannah Arendt published an

article titled ‘We Refugees’ in a small

English-language Jewish publication,

the Menorab journal. At the end of this ll
brief but significant piece of writing, 

after having polemically sketched the 

portrait of Mr. Cohn, the assimilated 

Jew who, after having been 150 percent 

German, 150 percent Viennese, 150
percent French, must bitterly realize in

the end that ‘on ne parvient pas deux

fois,’ she turns the condition of coun-

tryless refugee – a condition she herself 

was living – upside down in order to 

present it as the paradigm of a new his-

torical consciousness. The refugees who

have lost all rights and who, however, 

no longer want to be assimilated at all 

costs in a new national identity, but 

want instead to contemplate lucidly 

their condition, receive in exchange for 

assured unpopularity a priceless advan-

tage: ‘History is no longer a closed 

book to them and politics is no longer

the privilege of Gentiles. They know 

that the outlawing of the Jewish people 

of Europe has been followed closely 

by the outlawing of most European

nations. Refugees driven from country 

to country repre-

sent the vanguard

of their peoples.’1

One ought to reflect on the 

meaning of this analysis, which after 

fifty years has lost none of its relevance. 

It is not only the case that the problem 

presents itself inside and outside of 

Europe with just as much urgency as 

then. It is also the case that, given the 

by now unstoppable decline of the 

nation-state and the general corrosion 

of traditional political-juridical catego-

ries, the refugee is perhaps the only 

thinkable figure for the people of our 

time and the only category in which 

one may see today – at least until the 

process of dissolution of the nation-

state and of its sovereignty has achieved 

full completion – the forms and limits 

of a coming political community. It 

is even possible that, if we want to be 

equal to the absolutely new tasks ahead, 

we will have to abandon decidedly, 

without reservation, the fundamental 

concepts through which we have so far 

represented the subjects of the politi-

cal (Man, the Citizen and its rights, but 

also the sovereign people, the worker, 

and so forth) and build our political 

philosophy anew starting from the one 

and only figure of the refugee.

The first appearance of refugees as a 

mass phenomenon took place at the 

end of World War I, when the fall of 

the Russian, Austro-Hungarian, and 

Ottoman empires, along with the new 

order created by the peace treaties, 

1. Hannah Arendt, ‘We
Refugees’, Menorah 
Journal, no.ll 1 (1943), 77. 
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upset profoundly the demographic

and territorial constitution of Central 

Eastern Europe. In a short period, 1.5
million White Russians, seven hundred 

thousand Armenians, five hundred 

thousand Bulgarians, a million 

Greeks, and hundreds of thousands of 

Germans, Hungarians, and Romanians 

left their countries. To these moving

masses, one needs to add the explosive 

situation determined by the fact that 

about 30 percent of the population in

the new states created by the peace trea-a

ties on the model of the nation-state

(Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia, for 

example), was constituted by minorities 

that had to be safeguarded by a series 

of international treaties – the so-called 

Minority Treaties – which very often 

were not enforced. A few years later, the 

racial laws in Germany and the civil war

in Spain dispersed throughout Europe 

a new and important contingent of 

refugees.

We are used to distinguishing 

between refugees and stateless people, 

but this distinction was not then as

simple as it may seem at first glance, 

nor is it even today. From the begin-

ning, many refugees, who were not 

technically stateless, preferred to 

become such rather than return to 

their country. (This was the case with 

the Polish and Romanian Jews who 

were in France or Germany at the end 

of the war, and today it is the case with 

those who are politically persecuted or 

for whom returning to their countries 

would mean putting their own survival 

at risk.) On the other hand, Russian, 

Armenian, and Hungarian refugees 

were promptly denationalized by the 

new Turkish and Soviet governments. It 

is important to note how, starting with

World War I, many European states

began to pass laws allowing the denatu-

ralization and denationalization of their 

own citizens: France was first, in 1915, 

with regard to naturalized citizens of 

‘enemy origin’; in 1922, Belgium fol-

lowed this example by revoking the 

naturalization of those citizens who had

committed ‘antinational’ acts during

the war; in 1926, the Italian Fascist 

regime passed an analogous law with 

regard to citizens who had shown them-

selves ‘undeserving of Italian citizen-

ship’; in 1933, it was Austria’s turn; and 

so on, until in 1935 the Nuremberg 

Laws divided German citizens into citi-

zens with full rights and citizens without 

political rights. Such laws – and the 

mass statelessness resulting from them

– mark a decisive turn in the life of the 

modern nation-state as well as its defini-

tive emancipation from naive notions of 

the citizen and a people.

This is not the place to retrace the

history of the various international 

organizations through which single

states, the League of Nations, and later, 

the United Nations have tried to face

the refugee problem, from the Nansen 

Bureau for the Russian and Armenian 

refugees (1921) to the High Com-

mission for Refugees from Germany 

(1936) to the Intergovernmental

Committee for Refugees (1938) to the

UN’s International Refugee Organiza-aa

tion (1946) to the present Office of 

the High Commissioner for Refugees

(1951), whose activity, according to 

its statute, does not have a political 

character but rather only a ‘social and 
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humanitarian’ one. What is essential is

that each and every time refugees no

longer represent individual cases but 

rather a mass phenomenon (as was the

case between the two world wars and is 

now once again), these organizations as

well as the single states – all the solemn

evocations of the inalienable rights of 

human beings notwithstanding – have 

proved to be absolutely incapable not 

only of solving the problem but also of 

facing it in an adequate manner. The

whole question, therefore, was handed

over to humanitarian organizations and

to the police.

The reasons for such impotence lie not 

only in the selfishness and blindness of 

bureaucratic apparatuses, but also in 

the very ambiguity of the fundamental 

notions regulating the inscription of 

the native (that is, of life) in the juridie -

cal order of the nation-state. Hannah 

Arendt titled the chapter of her book 

Imperialism that concerns the refugee m
problem ‘The Decline of the Nation-

State and the End of the Rights of 

Man’.2 One should try to take seriously 

this formulation, 

which indissolubly 

links the fate of the 

Rights of Man with 

the fate of the modern nation-state in

such a way that the waning of the latter 

necessarily implies the obsolescence of 

the former. Here the paradox is that 

precisely the figure that should have 

embodied human rights more than any 

other – namely, the refugee – marked 

instead the radical crisis of the concept. 

The conception of human rights based 

on the supposed existence of a human 

being as such, Arendt tells us, proves

to be untenable as soon as those who 

profess it find themselves confronted

for the first time with people who have 

really lost every quality and every spe-

cific relation except for the pure fact 

of being human.3 In the system of the

nation-state, so-

called sacred and inalienable human 

rights are revealed to be without any 

protection precisely when it is no 

longer possible to conceive of them as 

rights of the citizens of a state. This is

implicit, after all, in the ambiguity of 

the very title of the 1789 Déclaration des 
droits de l’homme et du citoyen, in which it 

is unclear whether the two terms are to 

name two distinct realities or whether 

they are to form, instead, a hendiadys 

in which the first term is actually always 

already contained in the second.

That there is no autonomous space 

in the political order of the nation-state

for something like the pure human in

itself is evident at the very least from 

the fact that, even in the best of cases,

the status of refugee has always been 

considered a temporary condition that 

ought to lead either to naturalization or 

to repatriation. A stable statute for the 

human in itself is inconceivable in the

law of the nation-state.

It is time to cease to look at all the dec-

larations of rights from 1789 to the

present day as proclamations of eternal 

metajuridical values aimed at binding 

the legislator to the respect of such

values; it is time, rather, to understand 

them according to their real function

in the modern state. Human rights, in

fact, represent first of all the originary 

2. Hannah Arendt, Imperi-
alism, Part II of The Origins f
of Totalitarianism (New m
York: Harcourt Brace, 
1951), 266-298. 

3. Ibid., 290-295. 
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figure for the inscription of natural 

naked life in the political-juridical 

order of the nation-state. Naked life 

(the human being), which in antiquity 

belonged to God and in the classical 

world was clearly distinct (as zoe) from 

political life (bios), comes to the fore-

front in the management of the state

and becomes, so to speak, its earthly 

foundation. Nation-state means a state 

that makes nativity or birth [nascita]

(that is, naked human life) the founda-aa

tion of its own sovereignty. This is the 

meaning (and it is not even a hidden 

one) of the first three articles of the

1789 Declaration: it is only because 

this declaration inscribed (in articles 

1 and 2) the native element in the

heart of any political organization that 

it can firmly bind (in article 3) the

principle of sovereignty to the nation 

(in conformity with its etymon, native
[natío] originally meant simply ‘birth’ 

[nascita]. The fiction that is implicit 

here is that birth [h nascita] comes 

into being immediately as nation, so 

that there may not be any difference 

between the two moments. Rights,

in other words, are attributed to the 

human being only to the degree to 

which he or she is the immediately van-

ishing presupposition (and, in fact, the

presupposition that must never come to 

light as such) of the citizen.

If the refugee represents such a dis-

quieting element in the order of 

the nation-state, this is so primarily 

because, by breaking the identity 

between the human and the citizen

and that between nativity and nation-

ality, it brings the originary fiction of 

sovereignty to crisis. Single exceptions

to such a principle, of course, have 

always existed. What is new in our time 

is that growing sections of humankind

are no longer representable inside the 

nation-state – and this novelty threat-tt

ens the very foundations of the latter.

Inasmuch as the refugee, an appar-rr

ently marginal figure, unhinges the

old trinity of state-nation-territory, it 

deserves instead to be regarded as the 

central figure of our political history. 

We should not forget that the first 

camps were built in Europe as spaces 

for controlling refugees, and that 

the succession of internment camps-

concentration camps-extermination

camps represents a perfectly real fili-

ation. One of the few rules the Nazis 

constantly obeyed throughout the

course of the ‘final solution’ was that 

Jews and Gypsies could be sent to 

extermination camps only after having

been fully denationalized (that is, after 

they had been stripped of even that 

second-class citizenship to which they 

had been relegated after the Nurem-

berg Laws). When their rights are no 

longer the rights of the citizen, that is

when human beings are truly sacred, in d
the sense that this term used to have in

the Roman law of the archaic period: 

doomed to death.

The concept of refugee must be reso-

lutely separated from the concept of 

the ‘human rights’, and the right of 

asylum (which in any case is by now 

in the process of being drastically 

restricted in the legislation of the

European states) must no longer be 

considered as the conceptual category 
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in which to inscribe the phenomenon 

of refugees. (One needs only to look 

at Agnes Heller’s recent Theses on 
the Right of Asylum to realize that this m
cannot but lead today to awkward con-

fusions.) The refugee should be con-

sidered for what it is, namely, nothing

less than a limit-concept that at once 

brings a radical crisis to the principles 

of the nation-state and clears the way 

for a renewal of categories that can no

longer be delayed.

Meanwhile, in fact, the phenomenon 

of so-called illegal immigration into the

countries of the European Union has

reached (and shall increasingly reach

in the coming years, given the esti-

mated twenty million immigrants from

Central European countries) charac-

teristics and proportions such that this 

reversal of perspective is fully justified. 

What industrialized countries face

today is a permanently resident mass of 

noncitizens that do not want to be and 

cannot be either naturalized or repat-tt

riated. These noncitizens often have 

nationalities of origin, but, inasmuch

as they prefer not to benefit from their

own states’ protection, they find them-

selves, as refugees, in a condition of de 

facto statelessness. Tomas Hammar has

created the neologism of ‘denizens’ for 

these noncitizen residents, a neologism

that has the merit of showing how the 

concept of ‘citizen’ is no longer ade-

quate for describing the social-political

reality of modern states.4 On the other 

hand, the citizens 

of advanced indus-

trial states (in the 

United States as 

well as Europe)

demonstrate, through an increasing 

desertion of the codified instances 

of political participation, an evident 

propensity to turn into denizens, into 

noncitizen permanent residents, so 

that citizens and denizens – at least 

in certain social strata – are entering 

an area of potential indistinction. In 

a parallel way, xenophobic reactions 

and defensive mobilizations are on the 

rise, in conformity with the well-known 

principle according to which substan-

tial assimilation in the presence of 

formal differences exacerbates hatred 

and intolerance.

Before extermination camps are reo-

pened in Europe (something that is 

already starting to happen), it is nec-

essary that the nation-states find the 

courage to question the very principle 

of the inscription of nativity as well 

as the trinity of state-nation-territory 

that is founded on that principle. It 

is not easy to indicate right now the 

ways in which all this may concretely 

happen. One of the options taken into 

consideration for solving the problem 

of Jerusalem is that it become – simul-

taneously and without any territorial 

partition – the capital of two different 

states. The paradoxical condition of 

reciprocal extraterritoriality (or, better 

yet, aterritoriality) that would thus 

be implied could be generalized as a 

model of new international relations. 

Instead of two national states separated 

by uncertain and threatening bounda-aa

ries, it might be possible to imagine 

two political communities existing on 

the same region and in a condition of 

exodus from each other – communities 

4.Tomas Hammar, Democ-
racy and the Nation State: 
Aliens, Denizens, and 
Citizens in a World of Inter-rr
national Migration (Brookn -kk
field, Vt.: Gower, 1990).
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that would articulate each other via a 

series of reciprocal extraterritorialities 

in which the guiding concept would no

longer be the ius (right) of the citizens
but rather the refugium (refuge) of them
singular. In an analogous way, we could

conceive of Europe not as an impos-

sible ‘Europe of the nations’, whose 

catastrophe one can already foresee in 

the short run, but rather as an aterrito-

rial or extraterritorial space in which

all the (citizen and noncitizen) resi-

dents of the European states would be 

in a position of exodus or refuge; the 

status of European would then mean 

the being-in-exodus of the citizen (a 

condition that obviously could also be 

one of immobility). European space 

would thus mark an irreducible differ-rr

ence between birth [nascita] and nation

in which the old concept of people

(which, as is well known, is always a 

minority) could again find a political 

meaning, thus decidedly opposing itself 

to the concept of nation (which has so

far unduly usurped it).

This space would coincide neither 

with any of the homogeneous national

territories nor with their topographical
sum, but would rather act on them by 

articulating and perforating them topo-
logically as in the Klein bottle or in the y
Möbius strip, where exterior and inte-

rior in-determine each other. In this 

new space, European cities would redis-

cover their ancient vocation of cities of 

the world by entering into a relation of 

reciprocal extraterritoriality.

As I write this essay, 425 Palestin-

ians expelled by the state of Israel find 

themselves in a sort of no-man’s-land. 

These men certainly constitute, accord-

ing to Hannah Arendt’s suggestion,

‘the vanguard of their people’. But that 

is so not necessarily or not merely in

the sense that they might form the orig-

inary nucleus of a future national state, 

or in the sense that they might solve

the Palestinian question in a way just as 

insufficient as the way in which Israel

has solved the Jewish question. Rather, 

the no-man’s-land in which they are ref-ff

ugees has already started from this very 

moment to act back onto the territory 

of the state of Israel by perforating it

and altering it in such a way that 

the image of that snowy mountain has

become more internal to it than any 

other region of Eretz Israel. Only in a 

world in which the spaces of states have

been thus perforated and topologically 

deformed and in which the citizen has

been able to recognize the refugee that 

he or she is – only in such a world is the 

political survival of humankind today 

thinkable.

This English translation
of the original Italian text 
(1993) was first published 
in: Giorgio Agamben,
‘Means without End. Notes
on Politics’ in: Theory Out 
of Bounds, Vol. 20 (Minne-
apolis/London: University 
of Minnesota Press, 2000).































































































































IDENTIFICATIONAA
In 2005 a group of young enthusiasts who found
common ground in their urge to move & to 
move on founded Partizan Publik. Intrigued by 
the possibilities and impossibilities for people to 
manipulate their surroundings, Partizan Publik
is always looking for new ways of confrontation,
inspiration and development in the public sphere.

Partizan Publik is a think and action tank 
devoted to a braver society. The Partizans explore, 
produce and implement social, political and
cultural instruments, which generate positive and 
sustainable change to people and their surround-
ings. As such we take part in the complex and 
continuous process of global social engineering.

EXPLALL NATIONAA
‘Social engineering’ is a controversial and highly
politically incorrect term. We know. The practice
of engineering societies is associated with 
colonial and apartheid repression and oppressive
rule. We despise. In our brave new world in
which colonisators, colonials and postcolonials 
battle for identity and space social engineering
might be more complex, but nevertheless just as
present. We REclaim. Partizan Publik and others 
examine to what extent societies are shaped,
stylised, organised and eventually created by
power over people.
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VOLUME #16: ENGINEERING SOCIETY
Publication
Global

 January 2008 – June 2008
 To provoke thinking and discussion on

social engineering, and architecture as an
instrument to that end.

 Collaborative publication, due June 2008.
Project Volume is a cooperation between Archis 
Foundation, OMA, C-Lab.

ARMENIA DREA AMING
Collaborative research and exhibition.
Yerevan, Armenia

 May - June 2008
Yerevan is a dream city, a city construct-

ed out of myth, utopia, desire, dreams and
longing. Through building a Dream Depot of 
post Soviet urban imaginaries in Yerevan we 
intended to engineer an understanding of the 
intentional and unintentional forces that are 
shaping this post-Soviet city.

 Group exhibition, Dream Depot.
Dutch Art Institute, Vardan

Azatyan, Vahram Aghasyan, Utopiana.am, 
Open Society Institute.

DETROIT UNREAL ESTATT TE AGENCYAA
Research, action and exhibition.
 Detroit, Michigan
 March 2008 onward

Detroit is a post-capitalist city: the world-
famous case of the shrinking city. After Ford 
and GM ripped the economic heart out of the 
city, what is the value and use of the 90.000 
something empty plots in Detroit?

 project on-going
Andrew Herscher, Mireille 

Rodier, Malkit Shoshan, Femke Lutgerink

SOCIAL ENGINEERING IN 
THE AMSTERDAM METROPOLE

Research and action course
 Amsterdam
 February - June 2008

Social change at the Damrak, Timorplein, 
in Nieuwendam-Noord and Westerpark. To 
develop a new praxis of social engineering, to 
conjure up a result-oriented university course.

 project on-going.
 Amongst others, Martijn van Tol,

University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam Municipality,
Ymere housing cooperation, Stichting Doen.
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KAKK BUL: SECURE CITY, PUBLIC CITY
Research and publication
Kabul, Afghanistan
October 2007

 Returning refugees made Kabul one of 
the fastest growing cities in the world. A radical 
choice in this make-shift metropolis is wheather 
to strive for inclusive or exclusive security.

: To critique the appropriation of public space
and to contribute to a more just spatial politics.

Local network, publication, plans for 
a two week artist/architect/activist clinic on 
urban development.

 Amongst others, Niloufar Tajeri, 
Ajmal Maiwandi, Jolyan Leslie, Jeanno Gaussi,
Ole Bouman, George Agnew and Lilet Breddels.

MUTATT NNABI CAR BOMB WRECKS
Workshops, lectures, exhibition of 

wrecks and public action
Amsterdam, The Hague, Enschede,

Rotterdam
 June 2007 – December 2007
On March 5 2007, a car bomb exploded on 

the famous Mutanabbi Book Market in Baghdad.
What is the extend and value of our personal, 

political and moral empathy with such an act?
 A public research into the boundaries of 

personal empathy and collective responsibility.
Amongst others. Robert 

Kluijver, Saleh Hassan Faris, Abdelkader
Benali, Chris Keulemans, Aysel Sabahoglu,
Evert-Jan Grit, Jonas Staal & Jack Segbars.

ZOOM IN ZOOM OUT
 Publication
 Netherlands
 May 2007

 In the European view on the Middle East,
the oriental gaze seems to have smoothly mor-
phed in a different, equally determinist gaze:
that of the region as a conflict zone.
We compiled a 32 page magazine that
proposes an alternative cultural politics
concerning this region.

 Single issue magazine distributed
with Vrij Nederland magazine

 Robert
Fisk, Stephano Boeri, Rami Khouri, Amirali
Ghasemi, Geert van Kesteren.
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SIM POLITICS: A WAY OUT OAA F THE WAR
Simulation of Afghanistan peace

negotiation
Amsterdam, Utrecht, Ottawa

 June 2007 - September 2007
 Six years into the war, a military solution

seems a far cry. What are the possibilities to
negotiate a way out of the war? A simulation
exercise for policymakers, politicians, activists 
and academics to provoke a pro-active policy 
path for change.

 Public sessions in the Netherlands, 
closed session and media scandal in Canada.

Clingendael Institute,
Fatma Wakil, Ahmed Rashid and the Senlis 
Council.

STUDIO BEIRUT
Design workshops and public actions
Beirut

 July 2007
After the July 2006 war, Beirut is under-

taking yet another fierce project of rebuilding.
What is the role and function of public space 
in this fragmented city? Interventions on four 
public spaces: the former Central Station, the

Cola district (refugee camp), the Corniche 
(littoral boulevard) and the Garage Charles 
Helou (international transport hub).

 Research, interventions, exhibition 
and publication of design solutions.

Beirut Municipality,
American University Beirut, Academie 
Lebanais des Beaux Arts, Archis and Pearl
Foundations, and many many more.

THE LOST ROOM
Research, action and exhibition
 Beirut
 summer 2007

 The Lebanese National Museum gives
an account of the history of the country 
starting in a glorious Bronze Age, ending
halfway the nineteenth century. A modern 
national history is contested terrain. We
set out to give an account of a possible
contemporary national history.

 A real-life annotated history of Beirut 
along collective memories of favorite places and
sweet memories.

Studio Beirut workshop par-
ticipants, Edwin Gardner and Dirk-Jan Visser.
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POST SOVIET URBAN
TRANSFORMATION IN AA TBILISI

Design workshops and public actions
 Tbilisi
March 2007

 Georgia’s post soviet transformation 
is a messy process. The virulent economic
development misses out on a number of groups
in society, leading to displacement and urban
disintegration. The workshop intervened on 
three sites: Hotel Abkhazia (a refugee building),
the Varketili district (typical Soviet blocks) and
the Kirov Factory (an industrial area).

research, design, interventions,
exhibition and publication.

 F.A.S.T., Nana Qutateladze,
Levan Asabashvili and Vakhtang Kasrelishvil.

AS TURKEY TURNS
Research, debate and publication
 Amsterdam
December 2006

To provoke the discussion on the 
influence of Turkish media on sense of identity

amongst Turks in the Netherlands.
A tactical map of Turkish parties, 

media outlets and others in defense of 
‘Turkishness’.

Selli Altunterim, Nuri 
Karabulut, Mehmet Ülger and Press Now.

PUBLIC SPACE INVADERS
 Action
 Beirut
 November 2006

 Beirut is a fragmented city, its areas
are exclusive on the basis of religious-ethnic
identity and class. To contest the exclusive
appropriation of key public spaces, we
annotated public space at the Corniche, Martyr
and Sassine Squares, and in Hamra, Solidere,
Monot and Gemayzeh.

 Critical acclaim, media coverage,
repetition.

 Christiaan Fruneaux,
Pascale Hares, Rani al Rajji, Joe Mounzer,
Aukje Dekker, Steve Eid, Cara and Gressy
and Layla
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DISCLALL IMING
The information transmitted through Partizan
Publik is intended to alter your thinking,
attitude and behaviour. The information
transmitted is intended not only for the person 
or entity to whom or which it is addressed. 
Unauthorised use, disclosure or copying is 
virulently applauded. Partizan Publik accepts 
no liability for the improper transmission of the 
message nor for any delay in its receipt. We do, 
however, aim that the content on this forum
one day will transform the future of our world.

www.partizanpublik.nl
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Project Descriptions
In the former Labour Council building in Rot-
terdam, 15 small housing-work units have 
been built, specially intended for young peo-
ple endeavouring, from their vocational train-
ing, to arrive at a form of specialized entre-
preneurship focused on craftsmanship. Free-
wheelers is a one-year programme intended 
to develop this venue into a breeding ground
for cultural entrepreneurship. The entrepre-
neurs selected work together on new products 
and services related to the bicycle. Freewheel-
ers was developed under the aegis of Vestia.



Marga Weimans, inspired by the Afrikaan-
dermarkt and in cooperation with local hand-
icrafts artisans and sewing studios, is devel-
oping a new fashion label for Freehouse. The
line will be shown in Paris next year. This
project is being carried out in cooperation
with Kosmopolis Rotterdam.



Cindy van den Bremen is developing
the project Suit It Yourself Sari 
with market traders. Based on 
fabrics on offer in the market 
and using simple alterations,
they are developing new prod-
ucts that can be made on site 
and to measure. This project 
is being carried out in coop-
eration with Pact op Zuid, 
Vestia and Kosmopolis 
Rotterdam.



Debra Solomon, in cooperation with local
food suppliers, is developing a collective res-
taurant that creates new cultural, culinary and 
economic links among the businesses in-
volved. The dishes are sold from a cart that, 
as a cultural embassy for Rotterdam’s Afri-
kaander district, can pop up in other parts 
of the city. This project is being carried out in 
cooperation with Kosmopolis Rotterdam and
Imagine IC.

Vakmanstad/Freehouse has been select-
ed as Intendant for Cultural Diversity by 
the Netherlands Foundation for Visual
Arts, Design and Architecture project fund.
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In the struggle against the global world order, Lieven De Cauter calls 

for a rehabilitation of social engineering and the realization that political 

choices do matter.1 And rightly so. The triumphal march of the global 

world order – at least at an ideological level – is being made possible by 

an apolitical view of society. We see it as an ‘occurrence’, a spontaneous 

play of conflicting forces that constantly short-circuit one another and 

seek out synergies. The role of politics has been reduced to merely 

‘policing’ the orderly course of this play of forces, without the ambition 

to want to guide it, as was the case during the heyday of the socially 

engineered society.2 Nonetheless ‘social engineering’ still treads the 

societal stage. Monitoring, after all, also concerns the safeguarding of the 

essential conditions for the societal occurrence, such as parliamentary 

democracy, press freedom and the free circulation of goods and capital, 

conditions that the ‘police troops’ of the global world order defend with 

force if necessary.

Remarkably, however, De Cauter also immediately puts the 

brakes on his call for a ‘repoliticization’ by immediately speaking about 

a ‘relative’ social engineering. At first glance this defensive approach is 

understandable. To again advocate total social engineering would not only 

be unacceptable, but above all not credible, given the current consensus 

on the causal link between social engineering and totalitarianism. The 

social engineering of society has become an anathema over which hangs 

a corny paternalist haze. De Cauter’s emphasis on the relative, however, 

is more than merely strategic. With it he expresses the more general con-

ceptual movement to make thinking and acting in terms of a utopia – the 

framework within which attempts at social engineering were invariably 

undertaken – acceptable once more by no longer viewing it as a ‘guiding-

image’, but as a ‘counter-image’. The term utopia no longer refers to the 

representation of an alternative model of society as the guiding thread 

for a political project. On the contrary, it is understood in terms of an 

‘unceasing indictment’ against the inequities intrinsic to the existing 

world order.3 

De Cauter himself seems not to believe in the possibility of 

repoliticizing the global world order. Within his train of thought, critical 

counterforces can at most make an ethical appeal to the global order to 

better control its excesses – what on closer examination is also the bas ic 

1. See ‘Utopia and Globalization’ in: Lieven De 

Cauter, The Capsular Society, Reflect #3 (Rotterdam: 

NAi Publishers, 2004), 184-191.  

2. We use ‘policing’ as the translation of the 

concept of ‘la police’ that Jacques Rancière defined 

in detail as a depoliticized form of conducting 

politics. See Jacques Rancière, La mésentente (Paris: 

Ed. Galilée, 1995).

3. Lieven De Cauter also situates the practice of 

relative social engineering as resistance in light of 

the formulation of an ‘absolute demand for justice’.
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position of the ‘global governance’ movement.4 This assumes that the 

global world order is not infallible, but is capable of regulating its own 

shortcomings, without external political interference. The assumption is 

that globalization, in its current, neoliberal form, is an inevitable, quasi-

natural process, which at most requires the stipulation of certain ethical 

(behavioural) codes. A defining feature of these ethical codes is that they 

are drawn up by the parties involved themselves. Think of the Dutch 

publicly traded corporations that recently formalized their own behaviour 

with the famous Tabaksblat Code. Alternative globalization ethicists, like 

De Cauter, can at most exert pressure to accelerate this natural process of 

self-regulation.

It is precisely this ultimate naturalization of the global order that 

needs to be combated. A merely ethical counterposition is not sufficient 

for this purpose.5 What is needed is a political critique of the global world 

order: the global world order must be stripped of any pretence of natural-

ness by critically reconstructing its ‘socially engineered’ character, as well 

as exposing the last fragments of utopian thinking that lend this order its 

coherence.6

The Social Engineering of Spontaneous Initiatives

A good start for such a project is to expose the superficial character of the 

‘demonization of social engineering’ in today’s society. For all that it is 

taboo these days to speak in terms of social engineering, the philosophy 

of social engineering is nonetheless being applied on a massive scale. 

Geographer Erik Swyngedouw rightly points out that, despite what 

official ideology would suggest, neoliberalism maintains an intimate 

relationship with state intervention.7 Not coincidentally, he made 

this observation in connection with the development of the Zuidas in 

Amsterdam, a large office, residential and leisure complex currently being 

4. This solution to the excesses of globalization in 

terms of ‘better management’ is advocated by such 

figures as Joseph Stiglitz, one of the most famous 

critics of neoliberal globalization. See Joseph 

Stiglitz, Globalisation and its Discontents (New York: 

W.W. Norton & Co, 2003).

5. Because of the ethical slant of De Cauter’s 

position, he can easily be forced into the position 

of the hysteric or whistleblower who continually 

challenges the global world order to respond to 

one failing or another – war yesterday, global 

warming today, something else tomorrow – without 

proposing an alternative himself. Even his call 

to politicize the global world order by creating 

alternative worlds in its margins is significantly 

undermined by the way in which De Cauter 

interprets this resistance (among other things, with 

general terms such as alternative globalism, the 

anti-war movement and environmental activism) 

as well as the idealistic selection of the margin as a 

field of action.

6. This premise is based on Slavoj Zizek, who 

argues that a critique lies, first and foremost, in 

the study of the reproduction of the existing order. 

See the introduction to The Indivisible Remainder 

(London/New York: Verso Books, 1996).
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built in the south of the city. At an official level, the Zuidas is represented 

as the spontaneous outcome of societal processes: the demand for more 

office space, trendy residential accommodation and cultural infrastructure, 

as well as the need for reliable access. The reality, however, is that the 

Zuidas is part of what the Dutch Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning 

and the Environment (VROM) calls the ‘National Spatial Framework’ of 

the Netherlands: the collection of all the spatial assets that are crucial to 

the international competitive position of the Netherlands – and which are 

therefore meticulously managed at the highest planning level: the state.8 

Here we uncover the core of the ‘relative social engineering’ intrinsic to 

present-day society in the Netherlands. Dutch society is being socially 

engineered even today – the Zuidas leaves no doubt as to this fact. It 

is simply no longer totally socially engineered. Instead, the government 

intervenes only in places that are of strategic importance to particular 

objectives. It initiates projects for which it delegates both the implemen-

tation and the direction, but intervenes in the process at well-considered, 

strategic moments. It also repeatedly responds to the particular needs and 

desires of specific target groups and facilitates these as much as possible. 

This hyperactive role in the National Spatial Framework is compensated 

by outsourcing the remaining portion of societal organization as much as 

possible to lower levels of administration (provinces and municipalities) 

and to the self-regulating capacities of the social field of forces (market 

partners, societal parties and/or enterprising individuals). A second 

characteristic of relative social engineering is the dissimulation of state 

intervention by involving every conceivable stakeholder in the develop-

ment – economic, societal and cultural players – so that even the Zuidas 

takes on a quasi-spontaneous character. 

At lower levels of scale we run into the same politics of relative social 

engineering. Every self-respecting city in the Netherlands is now hard 

at work on generating a creative quantum leap. Municipal authorities are 

frenetically mapping out creative hotspots, redeveloping sites for creative 

‘breeding places’, designing policy focusing on creative developments, 

launching promotion campaigns, mobilizing investments in creative 

sectors, and so on. Here too, in other words, in spite of all the rhetoric to 

the contrary, we are clearly dealing with social engineering based on a 

7. Erik Swyngedouw, ‘A New Urbanity? The 

Ambiguous Politics of Large-Scale Urban 

Development Projects in European Cities’, in: 

Willem Salet (ed.), Amsterdam Zuidas. European 
Space (Rotterdam: 010 Publishers, 2005).

8. See Nota Ruimte. Ruimte voor ontwikkeling 

(‘National Spatial Strategy: Room for 

Development’), finalized by the Dutch cabinet on 

23 April 2004. This illusion is being maintained 

in the face of all sorts of grave signs to the 

contrary, such as a major lack of occupancy in the 

Amsterdam office market, declining interest on the 

part of market parties, and so on.
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more or less clearly formulated ideal vision. Only this is done in a smarter, 

‘relative’ way. Instead of subjecting deprived neighbourhoods to a total 

makeover, the Dutch government is performing extremely localized 

precision operations into the social and physical fabric of the city. These 

interventions are nevertheless linked to grand utopian expectations. Not 

coincidentally, the parties involved speak of ‘gentripuncture’ in these 

cases. In a problem area, like Rotterdam’s Spangen district, creative 

groups are ‘injected’ in the expectation that their entrepreneurial zeal 

will restore the countenance of this working-class area to its former glory 

and spur its residents into action.9 Just as at the Zuidas, here too we are 

dealing with a consciously created ambiguity about the true engine of 

the process of societal change. Even though the so-called gentripunctural 

interventions would be unthinkable without the massive financial and 

organizational efforts of the government and even though they are part of 

well-defined policy programmes based on scientific reports, the operation 

is nevertheless attributed to the spontaneous entrepreneurial actions of 

creative actors. 

The Perverse Core of Relative Social Engineering

In this we come up against the paradox of the relative social engineering 

of Dutch society. On the one hand, there is consensus on the fact that 

social engineering leads to an asphyxiation of the most essential qualities 

of societal actors: their creativity, entrepreneurship and potential for 

self-regulation. At the same time, there is agreement that these qualities 

should be stimulated. This creates the hilarious spectacle of a govern-

ment that claims to be recusing itself and leaving the societal initiative 

to bottom-up developments, only to frenetically guide these processes 

along proper channels and, if they are absent, to generate them. In this 

the government is fulfilling the same role as the presenter of the popular 

television programme Dragons’ Den, in which creative individuals (the 

pitchers) try to arouse the interest of venture capitalists (the dragons) in 

order to develop their inventions. The role of the presenter is limited to 

introducing the pitchers and to laughing or crying along with the pitchers 

when they discover the market value of their creative proposals. While 

the initiative to appear before the dragons indubitably lies with the crea-

9.  In this we are alluding to, for instance, ‘De 

dichterlijke vrijheid’ (poetic licence) – as far as we 

know one of the first projects to explicitly use the 

term gentripuncture. This was a project centred on 

the Wallisblok in Spangen, set up by the Rotterdam 

Development Corporation in close cooperation 

with Steunpunt Wonen and Hulshof Architecten. 

Due to its success, this spontaneous initiative 

became best practice within the ‘Hot Spot Policy’ 

of the Dutch Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning 

and the Environment (VROM). In Rotterdam, the 

project was further developed and refined in the 

project ‘169 Klushuizen’ (169 houses to fix up). 
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tive individuals, the presenter, who always stays in the background, repre-

sents the vanishing mediator of this ostensibly spontaneous occasion.

Relative social engineering acquires a perverse quality in that 

societal actors may have more room to give free rein to their creativity, but 

under the strict condition that they not only be creative, but exploit their 

creativity in the correct, enterprising way. If they fail to do this, discipli-

nary sanctions follow. In the process the Dutch government, in the area of 

cultural policy, is increasingly taking on the guise of the Dragons’ Den ven-

ture capitalists: the financial resources of ‘uncreative’ breeding grounds 

are implacably slashed or even cut off entirely, with the resulting available 

budgets being reinvested in so-called ‘points of excellence’. These are 

top cultural institutions from which a high ‘return value’ is expected in 

the area of international allure, economic suitability or societal benefit. 

This modus operandi represents, within culture policy, the variant of the 

previously mentioned National Spatial Framework. 

This far-reaching government interference in the field of culture in 

the Netherlands is anything but an isolated case. On the contrary, it is the 

local version of the philosophy of relative social engineering that prevails 

on a global scale today. Think, for example, of the way Western powers, 

in countries like Afghanistan, Iraq or Palestine, are actively creating the 

right conditions for the facilitation of the innate thirst for democracy of 

the local populations. When the population misuses its democratic rights 

and chooses undesirable parties to defend its interests, such as Hamas in 

Palestine, extreme sanctions follow and the paternalism of the heyday of 

the socially engineered society makes a grand comeback. 

A Different View of the Global World Order Is Possible

The politicization of the global world order, therefore, lies not in an ‘ethi-

cal critique’, but in rendering visible its ‘relatively socially engineered’ 

character and hidden paternalism. A unique political moment can consist 

of the public acknowledgement of this suppressed and obscene truth as 

well as its integration in its official, post-political self-representation. The 

challenge is therefore to resist the temptation to immediate postulate 

an ‘alternative globalization’. In the first instance, the global world order 

demands an alternative historiography – new historiographic myths and 

monuments – that does justice to the denied socially engineered charac-

ter of its spontaneous guise. 

In concrete terms, we propose the following. In another context 

Lieven De Cauter, protesting the harsh immigration policy of the 

European Union, proposed nominating the wall around Ceuta – along 

with all detention centres for illegal immigrants on the European main-
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land – as the culture monument of 1998 (in the context of the Jan Hagel 

Prize) with as a tag line: ‘Observers predict that it will someday become 

a tourist attraction.’10 Building on this, we propose nominating the light 

coercion with which creatives are being sent into ‘the dragon’s den’ in 

search of microcredits – made necessary by the closure of uncreative 

‘breeding places’ and the concentration of culture budgets in elite crea-

tive institutions – as the ‘culture moment of 2008’. Without De Cauter’s 

ethical cynicism, however. We are deadly serious. Today the actions of 

the government within the creative sector might appear as cruel yet 

necessary. The future will undoubtedly tell whether this disciplinary 

state intervention will have contributed in an unprecedented way to the 

making of a new generation of self-sufficient and decisive creative entre-

preneurs, who cheerfully let their creativity be tapped for the dream we 

all share: a strong international competitive position for the Netherlands 

within the global world order.

10. See footnote 17 to the essay ‘The Capsular 

Civilization’ in: De Cauter, The Capsular 
Civilization, op. cit. (note 1), 51-54.



















IDENTIFICATIONAA
In 2005 a group of young enthusiasts who found
common ground in their urge to move & to 
move on founded Partizan Publik. Intrigued by 
the possibilities and impossibilities for people to 
manipulate their surroundings, Partizan Publik
is always looking for new ways of confrontation,
inspiration and development in the public sphere.

Partizan Publik is a think and action tank 
devoted to a braver society. The Partizans explore, 
produce and implement social, political and
cultural instruments, which generate positive and 
sustainable change to people and their surround-
ings. As such we take part in the complex and 
continuous process of global social engineering.

EXPLALL NATIONAA
‘Social engineering’ is a controversial and highly
politically incorrect term. We know. The practice
of engineering societies is associated with 
colonial and apartheid repression and oppressive
rule. We despise. In our brave new world in
which colonisators, colonials and postcolonials 
battle for identity and space social engineering
might be more complex, but nevertheless just as
present. We REclaim. Partizan Publik and others 
examine to what extent societies are shaped,
stylised, organised and eventually created by
power over people.
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VOLUME #16: ENGINEERING SOCIETY
Publication
Global

 January 2008 – June 2008
 To provoke thinking and discussion on

social engineering, and architecture as an
instrument to that end.

 Collaborative publication, due June 2008.
Project Volume is a cooperation between Archis 
Foundation, OMA, C-Lab.

ARMENIA DREA AMING
Collaborative research and exhibition.
Yerevan, Armenia

 May - June 2008
Yerevan is a dream city, a city construct-

ed out of myth, utopia, desire, dreams and
longing. Through building a Dream Depot of 
post Soviet urban imaginaries in Yerevan we 
intended to engineer an understanding of the 
intentional and unintentional forces that are 
shaping this post-Soviet city.

 Group exhibition, Dream Depot.
Dutch Art Institute, Vardan

Azatyan, Vahram Aghasyan, Utopiana.am, 
Open Society Institute.

DETROIT UNREAL ESTATT TE AGENCYAA
Research, action and exhibition.
 Detroit, Michigan
 March 2008 onward

Detroit is a post-capitalist city: the world-
famous case of the shrinking city. After Ford 
and GM ripped the economic heart out of the 
city, what is the value and use of the 90.000 
something empty plots in Detroit?

 project on-going
Andrew Herscher, Mireille 

Rodier, Malkit Shoshan, Femke Lutgerink

SOCIAL ENGINEERING IN 
THE AMSTERDAM METROPOLE

Research and action course
 Amsterdam
 February - June 2008

Social change at the Damrak, Timorplein, 
in Nieuwendam-Noord and Westerpark. To 
develop a new praxis of social engineering, to 
conjure up a result-oriented university course.

 project on-going.
 Amongst others, Martijn van Tol,

University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam Municipality,
Ymere housing cooperation, Stichting Doen.
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KAKK BUL: SECURE CITY, PUBLIC CITY
Research and publication
Kabul, Afghanistan
October 2007

 Returning refugees made Kabul one of 
the fastest growing cities in the world. A radical 
choice in this make-shift metropolis is wheather 
to strive for inclusive or exclusive security.

: To critique the appropriation of public space
and to contribute to a more just spatial politics.

Local network, publication, plans for 
a two week artist/architect/activist clinic on 
urban development.

 Amongst others, Niloufar Tajeri, 
Ajmal Maiwandi, Jolyan Leslie, Jeanno Gaussi,
Ole Bouman, George Agnew and Lilet Breddels.

MUTATT NNABI CAR BOMB WRECKS
Workshops, lectures, exhibition of 

wrecks and public action
Amsterdam, The Hague, Enschede,

Rotterdam
 June 2007 – December 2007
On March 5 2007, a car bomb exploded on 

the famous Mutanabbi Book Market in Baghdad.
What is the extend and value of our personal, 

political and moral empathy with such an act?
 A public research into the boundaries of 

personal empathy and collective responsibility.
Amongst others. Robert 

Kluijver, Saleh Hassan Faris, Abdelkader
Benali, Chris Keulemans, Aysel Sabahoglu,
Evert-Jan Grit, Jonas Staal & Jack Segbars.

ZOOM IN ZOOM OUT
 Publication
 Netherlands
 May 2007

 In the European view on the Middle East,
the oriental gaze seems to have smoothly mor-
phed in a different, equally determinist gaze:
that of the region as a conflict zone.
We compiled a 32 page magazine that
proposes an alternative cultural politics
concerning this region.

 Single issue magazine distributed
with Vrij Nederland magazine

 Robert
Fisk, Stephano Boeri, Rami Khouri, Amirali
Ghasemi, Geert van Kesteren.
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SIM POLITICS: A WAY OUT OAA F THE WAR
Simulation of Afghanistan peace

negotiation
Amsterdam, Utrecht, Ottawa

 June 2007 - September 2007
 Six years into the war, a military solution

seems a far cry. What are the possibilities to
negotiate a way out of the war? A simulation
exercise for policymakers, politicians, activists 
and academics to provoke a pro-active policy 
path for change.

 Public sessions in the Netherlands, 
closed session and media scandal in Canada.

Clingendael Institute,
Fatma Wakil, Ahmed Rashid and the Senlis 
Council.

STUDIO BEIRUT
Design workshops and public actions
Beirut

 July 2007
After the July 2006 war, Beirut is under-

taking yet another fierce project of rebuilding.
What is the role and function of public space 
in this fragmented city? Interventions on four 
public spaces: the former Central Station, the

Cola district (refugee camp), the Corniche 
(littoral boulevard) and the Garage Charles 
Helou (international transport hub).

 Research, interventions, exhibition 
and publication of design solutions.

Beirut Municipality,
American University Beirut, Academie 
Lebanais des Beaux Arts, Archis and Pearl
Foundations, and many many more.

THE LOST ROOM
Research, action and exhibition
 Beirut
 summer 2007

 The Lebanese National Museum gives
an account of the history of the country 
starting in a glorious Bronze Age, ending
halfway the nineteenth century. A modern 
national history is contested terrain. We
set out to give an account of a possible
contemporary national history.

 A real-life annotated history of Beirut 
along collective memories of favorite places and
sweet memories.

Studio Beirut workshop par-
ticipants, Edwin Gardner and Dirk-Jan Visser.
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POST SOVIET URBAN
TRANSFORMATION IN AA TBILISI

Design workshops and public actions
 Tbilisi
March 2007

 Georgia’s post soviet transformation 
is a messy process. The virulent economic
development misses out on a number of groups
in society, leading to displacement and urban
disintegration. The workshop intervened on 
three sites: Hotel Abkhazia (a refugee building),
the Varketili district (typical Soviet blocks) and
the Kirov Factory (an industrial area).

research, design, interventions,
exhibition and publication.

 F.A.S.T., Nana Qutateladze,
Levan Asabashvili and Vakhtang Kasrelishvil.

AS TURKEY TURNS
Research, debate and publication
 Amsterdam
December 2006

To provoke the discussion on the 
influence of Turkish media on sense of identity

amongst Turks in the Netherlands.
A tactical map of Turkish parties, 

media outlets and others in defense of 
‘Turkishness’.

Selli Altunterim, Nuri 
Karabulut, Mehmet Ülger and Press Now.

PUBLIC SPACE INVADERS
 Action
 Beirut
 November 2006

 Beirut is a fragmented city, its areas
are exclusive on the basis of religious-ethnic
identity and class. To contest the exclusive
appropriation of key public spaces, we
annotated public space at the Corniche, Martyr
and Sassine Squares, and in Hamra, Solidere,
Monot and Gemayzeh.

 Critical acclaim, media coverage,
repetition.

 Christiaan Fruneaux,
Pascale Hares, Rani al Rajji, Joe Mounzer,
Aukje Dekker, Steve Eid, Cara and Gressy
and Layla
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DISCLALL IMING
The information transmitted through Partizan
Publik is intended to alter your thinking,
attitude and behaviour. The information
transmitted is intended not only for the person 
or entity to whom or which it is addressed. 
Unauthorised use, disclosure or copying is 
virulently applauded. Partizan Publik accepts 
no liability for the improper transmission of the 
message nor for any delay in its receipt. We do, 
however, aim that the content on this forum
one day will transform the future of our world.

www.partizanpublik.nl
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Project Descriptions
In the former Labour Council building in Rot-
terdam, 15 small housing-work units have 
been built, specially intended for young peo-
ple endeavouring, from their vocational train-
ing, to arrive at a form of specialized entre-
preneurship focused on craftsmanship. Free-
wheelers is a one-year programme intended 
to develop this venue into a breeding ground
for cultural entrepreneurship. The entrepre-
neurs selected work together on new products 
and services related to the bicycle. Freewheel-
ers was developed under the aegis of Vestia.



Marga Weimans, inspired by the Afrikaan-
dermarkt and in cooperation with local hand-
icrafts artisans and sewing studios, is devel-
oping a new fashion label for Freehouse. The
line will be shown in Paris next year. This
project is being carried out in cooperation
with Kosmopolis Rotterdam.



Cindy van den Bremen is developing
the project Suit It Yourself Sari 
with market traders. Based on 
fabrics on offer in the market 
and using simple alterations,
they are developing new prod-
ucts that can be made on site 
and to measure. This project 
is being carried out in coop-
eration with Pact op Zuid, 
Vestia and Kosmopolis 
Rotterdam.



Debra Solomon, in cooperation with local
food suppliers, is developing a collective res-
taurant that creates new cultural, culinary and 
economic links among the businesses in-
volved. The dishes are sold from a cart that, 
as a cultural embassy for Rotterdam’s Afri-
kaander district, can pop up in other parts 
of the city. This project is being carried out in 
cooperation with Kosmopolis Rotterdam and
Imagine IC.

Vakmanstad/Freehouse has been select-
ed as Intendant for Cultural Diversity by 
the Netherlands Foundation for Visual
Arts, Design and Architecture project fund.
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In the struggle against the global world order, Lieven De Cauter calls 

for a rehabilitation of social engineering and the realization that political 

choices do matter.1 And rightly so. The triumphal march of the global 

world order – at least at an ideological level – is being made possible by 

an apolitical view of society. We see it as an ‘occurrence’, a spontaneous 

play of conflicting forces that constantly short-circuit one another and 

seek out synergies. The role of politics has been reduced to merely 

‘policing’ the orderly course of this play of forces, without the ambition 

to want to guide it, as was the case during the heyday of the socially 

engineered society.2 Nonetheless ‘social engineering’ still treads the 

societal stage. Monitoring, after all, also concerns the safeguarding of the 

essential conditions for the societal occurrence, such as parliamentary 

democracy, press freedom and the free circulation of goods and capital, 

conditions that the ‘police troops’ of the global world order defend with 

force if necessary.

Remarkably, however, De Cauter also immediately puts the 

brakes on his call for a ‘repoliticization’ by immediately speaking about 

a ‘relative’ social engineering. At first glance this defensive approach is 

understandable. To again advocate total social engineering would not only 

be unacceptable, but above all not credible, given the current consensus 

on the causal link between social engineering and totalitarianism. The 

social engineering of society has become an anathema over which hangs 

a corny paternalist haze. De Cauter’s emphasis on the relative, however, 

is more than merely strategic. With it he expresses the more general con-

ceptual movement to make thinking and acting in terms of a utopia – the 

framework within which attempts at social engineering were invariably 

undertaken – acceptable once more by no longer viewing it as a ‘guiding-

image’, but as a ‘counter-image’. The term utopia no longer refers to the 

representation of an alternative model of society as the guiding thread 

for a political project. On the contrary, it is understood in terms of an 

‘unceasing indictment’ against the inequities intrinsic to the existing 

world order.3 

De Cauter himself seems not to believe in the possibility of 

repoliticizing the global world order. Within his train of thought, critical 

counterforces can at most make an ethical appeal to the global order to 

better control its excesses – what on closer examination is also the bas ic 

1. See ‘Utopia and Globalization’ in: Lieven De 

Cauter, The Capsular Society, Reflect #3 (Rotterdam: 

NAi Publishers, 2004), 184-191.  

2. We use ‘policing’ as the translation of the 

concept of ‘la police’ that Jacques Rancière defined 

in detail as a depoliticized form of conducting 

politics. See Jacques Rancière, La mésentente (Paris: 

Ed. Galilée, 1995).

3. Lieven De Cauter also situates the practice of 

relative social engineering as resistance in light of 

the formulation of an ‘absolute demand for justice’.
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position of the ‘global governance’ movement.4 This assumes that the 

global world order is not infallible, but is capable of regulating its own 

shortcomings, without external political interference. The assumption is 

that globalization, in its current, neoliberal form, is an inevitable, quasi-

natural process, which at most requires the stipulation of certain ethical 

(behavioural) codes. A defining feature of these ethical codes is that they 

are drawn up by the parties involved themselves. Think of the Dutch 

publicly traded corporations that recently formalized their own behaviour 

with the famous Tabaksblat Code. Alternative globalization ethicists, like 

De Cauter, can at most exert pressure to accelerate this natural process of 

self-regulation.

It is precisely this ultimate naturalization of the global order that 

needs to be combated. A merely ethical counterposition is not sufficient 

for this purpose.5 What is needed is a political critique of the global world 

order: the global world order must be stripped of any pretence of natural-

ness by critically reconstructing its ‘socially engineered’ character, as well 

as exposing the last fragments of utopian thinking that lend this order its 

coherence.6

The Social Engineering of Spontaneous Initiatives

A good start for such a project is to expose the superficial character of the 

‘demonization of social engineering’ in today’s society. For all that it is 

taboo these days to speak in terms of social engineering, the philosophy 

of social engineering is nonetheless being applied on a massive scale. 

Geographer Erik Swyngedouw rightly points out that, despite what 

official ideology would suggest, neoliberalism maintains an intimate 

relationship with state intervention.7 Not coincidentally, he made 

this observation in connection with the development of the Zuidas in 

Amsterdam, a large office, residential and leisure complex currently being 

4. This solution to the excesses of globalization in 

terms of ‘better management’ is advocated by such 

figures as Joseph Stiglitz, one of the most famous 

critics of neoliberal globalization. See Joseph 

Stiglitz, Globalisation and its Discontents (New York: 

W.W. Norton & Co, 2003).

5. Because of the ethical slant of De Cauter’s 

position, he can easily be forced into the position 

of the hysteric or whistleblower who continually 

challenges the global world order to respond to 

one failing or another – war yesterday, global 

warming today, something else tomorrow – without 

proposing an alternative himself. Even his call 

to politicize the global world order by creating 

alternative worlds in its margins is significantly 

undermined by the way in which De Cauter 

interprets this resistance (among other things, with 

general terms such as alternative globalism, the 

anti-war movement and environmental activism) 

as well as the idealistic selection of the margin as a 

field of action.

6. This premise is based on Slavoj Zizek, who 

argues that a critique lies, first and foremost, in 

the study of the reproduction of the existing order. 

See the introduction to The Indivisible Remainder 

(London/New York: Verso Books, 1996).
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built in the south of the city. At an official level, the Zuidas is represented 

as the spontaneous outcome of societal processes: the demand for more 

office space, trendy residential accommodation and cultural infrastructure, 

as well as the need for reliable access. The reality, however, is that the 

Zuidas is part of what the Dutch Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning 

and the Environment (VROM) calls the ‘National Spatial Framework’ of 

the Netherlands: the collection of all the spatial assets that are crucial to 

the international competitive position of the Netherlands – and which are 

therefore meticulously managed at the highest planning level: the state.8 

Here we uncover the core of the ‘relative social engineering’ intrinsic to 

present-day society in the Netherlands. Dutch society is being socially 

engineered even today – the Zuidas leaves no doubt as to this fact. It 

is simply no longer totally socially engineered. Instead, the government 

intervenes only in places that are of strategic importance to particular 

objectives. It initiates projects for which it delegates both the implemen-

tation and the direction, but intervenes in the process at well-considered, 

strategic moments. It also repeatedly responds to the particular needs and 

desires of specific target groups and facilitates these as much as possible. 

This hyperactive role in the National Spatial Framework is compensated 

by outsourcing the remaining portion of societal organization as much as 

possible to lower levels of administration (provinces and municipalities) 

and to the self-regulating capacities of the social field of forces (market 

partners, societal parties and/or enterprising individuals). A second 

characteristic of relative social engineering is the dissimulation of state 

intervention by involving every conceivable stakeholder in the develop-

ment – economic, societal and cultural players – so that even the Zuidas 

takes on a quasi-spontaneous character. 

At lower levels of scale we run into the same politics of relative social 

engineering. Every self-respecting city in the Netherlands is now hard 

at work on generating a creative quantum leap. Municipal authorities are 

frenetically mapping out creative hotspots, redeveloping sites for creative 

‘breeding places’, designing policy focusing on creative developments, 

launching promotion campaigns, mobilizing investments in creative 

sectors, and so on. Here too, in other words, in spite of all the rhetoric to 

the contrary, we are clearly dealing with social engineering based on a 

7. Erik Swyngedouw, ‘A New Urbanity? The 

Ambiguous Politics of Large-Scale Urban 

Development Projects in European Cities’, in: 

Willem Salet (ed.), Amsterdam Zuidas. European 
Space (Rotterdam: 010 Publishers, 2005).

8. See Nota Ruimte. Ruimte voor ontwikkeling 

(‘National Spatial Strategy: Room for 

Development’), finalized by the Dutch cabinet on 

23 April 2004. This illusion is being maintained 

in the face of all sorts of grave signs to the 

contrary, such as a major lack of occupancy in the 

Amsterdam office market, declining interest on the 

part of market parties, and so on.
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more or less clearly formulated ideal vision. Only this is done in a smarter, 

‘relative’ way. Instead of subjecting deprived neighbourhoods to a total 

makeover, the Dutch government is performing extremely localized 

precision operations into the social and physical fabric of the city. These 

interventions are nevertheless linked to grand utopian expectations. Not 

coincidentally, the parties involved speak of ‘gentripuncture’ in these 

cases. In a problem area, like Rotterdam’s Spangen district, creative 

groups are ‘injected’ in the expectation that their entrepreneurial zeal 

will restore the countenance of this working-class area to its former glory 

and spur its residents into action.9 Just as at the Zuidas, here too we are 

dealing with a consciously created ambiguity about the true engine of 

the process of societal change. Even though the so-called gentripunctural 

interventions would be unthinkable without the massive financial and 

organizational efforts of the government and even though they are part of 

well-defined policy programmes based on scientific reports, the operation 

is nevertheless attributed to the spontaneous entrepreneurial actions of 

creative actors. 

The Perverse Core of Relative Social Engineering

In this we come up against the paradox of the relative social engineering 

of Dutch society. On the one hand, there is consensus on the fact that 

social engineering leads to an asphyxiation of the most essential qualities 

of societal actors: their creativity, entrepreneurship and potential for 

self-regulation. At the same time, there is agreement that these qualities 

should be stimulated. This creates the hilarious spectacle of a govern-

ment that claims to be recusing itself and leaving the societal initiative 

to bottom-up developments, only to frenetically guide these processes 

along proper channels and, if they are absent, to generate them. In this 

the government is fulfilling the same role as the presenter of the popular 

television programme Dragons’ Den, in which creative individuals (the 

pitchers) try to arouse the interest of venture capitalists (the dragons) in 

order to develop their inventions. The role of the presenter is limited to 

introducing the pitchers and to laughing or crying along with the pitchers 

when they discover the market value of their creative proposals. While 

the initiative to appear before the dragons indubitably lies with the crea-

9.  In this we are alluding to, for instance, ‘De 

dichterlijke vrijheid’ (poetic licence) – as far as we 

know one of the first projects to explicitly use the 

term gentripuncture. This was a project centred on 

the Wallisblok in Spangen, set up by the Rotterdam 

Development Corporation in close cooperation 

with Steunpunt Wonen and Hulshof Architecten. 

Due to its success, this spontaneous initiative 

became best practice within the ‘Hot Spot Policy’ 

of the Dutch Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning 

and the Environment (VROM). In Rotterdam, the 

project was further developed and refined in the 

project ‘169 Klushuizen’ (169 houses to fix up). 
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tive individuals, the presenter, who always stays in the background, repre-

sents the vanishing mediator of this ostensibly spontaneous occasion.

Relative social engineering acquires a perverse quality in that 

societal actors may have more room to give free rein to their creativity, but 

under the strict condition that they not only be creative, but exploit their 

creativity in the correct, enterprising way. If they fail to do this, discipli-

nary sanctions follow. In the process the Dutch government, in the area of 

cultural policy, is increasingly taking on the guise of the Dragons’ Den ven-

ture capitalists: the financial resources of ‘uncreative’ breeding grounds 

are implacably slashed or even cut off entirely, with the resulting available 

budgets being reinvested in so-called ‘points of excellence’. These are 

top cultural institutions from which a high ‘return value’ is expected in 

the area of international allure, economic suitability or societal benefit. 

This modus operandi represents, within culture policy, the variant of the 

previously mentioned National Spatial Framework. 

This far-reaching government interference in the field of culture in 

the Netherlands is anything but an isolated case. On the contrary, it is the 

local version of the philosophy of relative social engineering that prevails 

on a global scale today. Think, for example, of the way Western powers, 

in countries like Afghanistan, Iraq or Palestine, are actively creating the 

right conditions for the facilitation of the innate thirst for democracy of 

the local populations. When the population misuses its democratic rights 

and chooses undesirable parties to defend its interests, such as Hamas in 

Palestine, extreme sanctions follow and the paternalism of the heyday of 

the socially engineered society makes a grand comeback. 

A Different View of the Global World Order Is Possible

The politicization of the global world order, therefore, lies not in an ‘ethi-

cal critique’, but in rendering visible its ‘relatively socially engineered’ 

character and hidden paternalism. A unique political moment can consist 

of the public acknowledgement of this suppressed and obscene truth as 

well as its integration in its official, post-political self-representation. The 

challenge is therefore to resist the temptation to immediate postulate 

an ‘alternative globalization’. In the first instance, the global world order 

demands an alternative historiography – new historiographic myths and 

monuments – that does justice to the denied socially engineered charac-

ter of its spontaneous guise. 

In concrete terms, we propose the following. In another context 

Lieven De Cauter, protesting the harsh immigration policy of the 

European Union, proposed nominating the wall around Ceuta – along 

with all detention centres for illegal immigrants on the European main-
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land – as the culture monument of 1998 (in the context of the Jan Hagel 

Prize) with as a tag line: ‘Observers predict that it will someday become 

a tourist attraction.’10 Building on this, we propose nominating the light 

coercion with which creatives are being sent into ‘the dragon’s den’ in 

search of microcredits – made necessary by the closure of uncreative 

‘breeding places’ and the concentration of culture budgets in elite crea-

tive institutions – as the ‘culture moment of 2008’. Without De Cauter’s 

ethical cynicism, however. We are deadly serious. Today the actions of 

the government within the creative sector might appear as cruel yet 

necessary. The future will undoubtedly tell whether this disciplinary 

state intervention will have contributed in an unprecedented way to the 

making of a new generation of self-sufficient and decisive creative entre-

preneurs, who cheerfully let their creativity be tapped for the dream we 

all share: a strong international competitive position for the Netherlands 

within the global world order.

10. See footnote 17 to the essay ‘The Capsular 

Civilization’ in: De Cauter, The Capsular 
Civilization, op. cit. (note 1), 51-54.
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PASCAL GIELEN Since the advent of postmodernism, the idea of 
‘makeability’ has become discredited, in architecture as well as in 
philosophy and sociology. Faith in a socially engineered society, 
after all, is deemed to lead to inhuman, totalitarian regimes, 
whether they be fascist, Nazi or communist in nature. Postmod-
ernism, however, seems to be quietly fading into the background. 
We are living in a ‘post-post-era’. In this era, it seems not only 
relativism but also political indifference are being exchanged for a 
quiet new hope. Small, admittedly modest utopians are being aired 
again, and with them a longing for an ‘alternatively engineered’ 
world. Engagement is once more experiencing a boom in archi-
tecture and art, for example. In political philosophy, the narra-
tive of Antonio Negri and Michael Hardt has captured worldwide 
attention. This has also brought renewed attention to the Italian 
Autonomia movement. This suggests that social engineering can 
once again be discussed as an idea. The taboo on longing for it, at 
least, seems to have been lifted. How do you explain this new hope 
for a socially engineered society?

RUDI LAERMANS The ideal of social engineering was only jettisoned 
at the level of society, and at the same time it was re-articulated. It 
has shifted from the level of society to the level of organizations and 
the sectors in which they operate. In the process, the discourse of 
social engineering has been transmuted into that of management and 
control. This new, postmodern if you will, social engineering discourse 
was assimilated in a very short time within large transnational enter-
prises. From these private organizations it then trickled down into 
the government sphere. Today, education and health care, and there-
fore hospitals and schools, are ‘managed’. The emphasis is placed 
on flexibility and project-based focus. This is the basic hallmark of 
postmodern management, which also places the individual at centre 
stage, and therefore, for instance, the performance of an individual 
doctor or teacher. The individual is assigned all responsibility and 
his or her performance is reviewed at least once a year – but within a 
business usually a lot more frequently. Social engineering is therefore 
being shifted to a large extent to the individual. The individual has to 
constantly remake or reinvent himself or herself according to new 
objectives or projects. I think this diagnosis should be made before we 
start talking about the social engineering of society again.
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MICHIEL DEHAENE Management is social engineering without a 
social engineering idea. Never before has there been so much control 
capacity; never before has so much effort been expended to make 
things. Yet there is no pilot aboard. The credit crisis in the USA is a 
good example of this: there is a lot of management behind that, but 
they were on a collision course. Today, faith in social engineering has 
turned into disaster management.

LIEVEN DE CAUTER The word maakbaarheid (‘makeability’, or social 
engineering) does not exist outside Dutch-speaking countries. So 
right off we have a conceptual problem. What is social engineering? 
Total social engineering is indeed a totalitarian political course, 
namely the creation of both the society and the human being. I think 
there is a consensus that this can only lead to perverse systems. But 
you also have what I call ‘relative social engineering’. We are indeed 
engaged in a collision course today. This is not social engineering, 
however, but total un-social engineering. It is the invisible hand of 
rogue capitalism that is steering us towards the abyss. Social engi-
neering, on the other hand, is associated with a sovereign. It entails 
a democratic decision that says, ‘we will do this, and we will not do 
that. This is how we will organize society.’ This is how the welfare 
state was created. That is just about the best thing that humanity has 
produced in all its history. 

RL I think that social engineering, on a political level, has primarily 
become a question of occasionally significant but sectorally limited 
interventions, and therefore has indeed left the societal level. Look at 
European education policy and the Bologna Accord, for instance. Tens 
of thousands of people were involved in that, to say nothing of the 
numbers of students. In a matter of a few years, all of higher education 
was reformed. This demonstrates that things are relatively socially 
engineerable. 

MD Yet we no longer know which political course to choose, and we 
are faced with problems to which we don’t even fathom the beginnings 
of a solution. We are all, for example, convinced that the problem of 
global warming exists. But opinions on possible solutions are highly 
divergent. I’m thinking of the concrete example of the blunder of 
biofuels. What seemed to be a technological solution now seems to 
have catastrophic consequences for food prices.
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RL At the same time, there is no longer a consensus among the elite 
about the general food and the basic problems of this world. The USA 
and China, for example, do not consider the climate issue a priority, in 
contrast to the European Union.

PG Back to my initial question: where does today’s receptivity to 
social engineering come from?

MD When you look at urban development and at traffic, you see that 
it’s all jammed. If you stick with the same mobility management in 
operation today, eventually everything will grind to a halt. All the 
margins have been taken up, and we can still produce some custom-
made urban design, but at some point this margin too will be gone. So 
the demand for energetic interventions and social engineering crops 
up again. But even if you were convinced that you had reached a point 
at which a new path should be slashed through the city, as it were, 
there’s a kind of ‘path dependency’ in operation today, you have to 
deal with all kinds of historical contingencies and with all the rubbish 
from the past that seems to preclude such radical interventions a 
priori. People are absolutely not ready for this. 

PG It is therefore because of the spectacle of the ecological catas-
trophe as a product of a limitless economy that the demand for 
social engineering is becoming legitimate again. 

LDC To keep it in concrete terms: the car is a good example. In this 
area, there is hyperproduction and hyperconsumerism. Only 2 per cent 
of Chinese people own a car so far. You shudder to think what will 
happen when they all want one. We are stuck in a growth logic that 
will destroy us. The limit of social engineering is the economy that is 
without limits. 

RL On the ecological level, you should have the equivalent of the 
moral minimum of human rights. There is after all a relative consensus 
about the fact that a permanent violation of human rights is unaccept-
able. There must be a similar minimum for ecological rights. 

PG Allow me to pose an academic question. What is the difference 
between attitudes towards social engineering in the 1920s, the 
1960s and today?
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LDC You can go back even further. Things have always been socially 
engineered, in the nineteenth century for instance: the hard infra-
structure of the nation-state. There was an enormous positivist and 
technocratic faith in progress and social engineering. This is part 
of hard modernism across the board, on the political as well as the 
economic side.

RL The idea that society is not created by God but by man is the 
proverbial essence of the French Revolution. This became the model 
for the modern politics of social engineering. 

LDC But the 1920s were indeed the age of revolution, both commu-
nist and fascist. Labour was its focus. In communism, the worker was 
elevated to the dictatorship of the proletariat. In the case of fascism, 
you had a petit-bourgeoisie filled with resentment about the lost war 
and the economic crisis that experiences a resurgence as a people and 
a race. What matters is that a philosophy of planning comes to the fore. 
The 1960s, on the other hand, were reformist and concentrated on free 
time. With the emphasis on freedom and free time, the economy real-
ized that it was no longer driven by a production capitalism, but by a 
consumer capitalism. Today everything revolves around communica-
tion and information capitalism. You can no longer call this reformist. 
The most accurate label would be ‘post-historic’. Europe is in the post-
history of the welfare state. This does not mean that the welfare state 
no longer exists. Europe has managed to preserve the welfare state, 
at least continental Europe. Dubai, for example, is truly post-historic. 
How should we classify it? As theocratic capitalism? In China, on 
the other hand, you can speak of a postcommunist capitalism, and in 
America of a rabidly neoliberal capitalism. What matters is that people 
now realize that consumer capitalism has limits. In the 1960s the new 
lifestyle encouraged everyone to buy a car, and this is now turning 
into a nightmare. That too is a post-historic experience. We are experi-
encing limits, including those of democracy. How should we deal with 
this? How can we institute the mechanisms of new politics that reart-
iculate democracy? To me, these are the basic questions when you are 
discussing social engineering today. 

PG And what are the answers?

LDC Back to the nation-state! A dam has to be built against privatiza-
tion. The state has been robbed on a massive scale: public transport, 
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telephony, etcetera – in short it sold off all the infrastructures paid 
for by the taxpayer for a pittance. Nationalization is not a strategy for 
universal salvation, but at least it is a dam against this. 

PG When you say ‘nationalize everything’, you are effectively 
saying ‘re-politicize everything’ too. 

LDC: Of course.

RL In relation to that, let me note that economics are always political 
economics as well. The European telephony market, for example, is 
socially engineered. It is actually an illustration of neoliberal and tran-
snational social engineering. On the other hand we also see an influen-
tial social engineering ideal in the domain of life as such. I’m thinking 
of life extension or the battle against the aging body. Biology, certainly 
genetic technology, still adopts a classic social engineering position, 
linking progress optimism to technological determinism. Now that is 
biopolitics! 

MD Yes, but then you’re talking about the sense of social engineering. 
Because it too has no pilot. People have absolutely no idea what 
they’re doing. They’re just messing about and waiting to see what 
happens. 

PG The Frankenstein syndrome . . .
But let me pose a somewhat different question. Up to now we’ve 
been talking about social engineering as a historical category or 
a fact of history. But what is it that makes a philosophy of social 
engineering possible; what is it based on? If I look towards Jacques 
Rancière and Hannah Arendt, I see art as a base category. Politics 
is, for instance, the design of a society. That also means you have 
to be able to design things in your head; you have to dare to fanta-
size. But even science needs fiction, which is expressed, among 
other things, in the hypothesis. In that, after all, many possible 
outcomes are conceived, or to put it a better way, ‘imagined’ and 
designed. Isn’t fiction necessary to conceive possible realities?

And, if my thesis is correct, are we not today witnessing an 
expulsion of fiction from the political sphere and from science? 
Politics today, after all, has turned into policy, or ideological 
politics into management, but even in science hypothetical 
thinking is being consumed by blind faith in and an obsession 
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for methodology. Because thinking about possibilities is being 
circumscribed, thinking about social engineering is also limited 
within the boundaries of calculability and feasibility. 

LDC: One answer to your first question is in fact also an answer to the 
question ‘what is man?’ Man is ein nicht festgestelltes Tier, according 
to philosopher and sociologist Arnold Gehlen, an instinct-forsaken 
animal. He is a creature of culture. Everything that makes us human is 
taught to us. If children do not learn to walk, they cannot walk. If they 
do not learn to speak, they cannot speak. Man is a creature of culture, 
and culture, from the Latin colere, literally means to work, to till. To 
cultivate is to make. 

MD Yes, but how open is man anymore? To me, the total flexibilization 
of labour, going as far as the expropriation of speech, is the end of this 
openness, of the human project and of the ‘make-able’ human being. 
Because everything is economized, a margin that a system needs to 
evolve is disappearing. As a scientist you have to continually create 
this margin in order to think creatively. Today you have to constantly 
protect yourself, otherwise you get swallowed up in the third money 
flow. You see this in the creative industry as well. It does not create 
creativity; on the contrary, it swallows it. Creativity is being fettered, 
pushed into a standardized format. True creativity does not come out 
the proverbial ‘centres of excellence’; it lies in the periphery. 

RL Your question is interesting, but it is two-fold. On the one hand, 
politics is indeed design, which is an aesthetic category. I call this the 
pole of the Bildung, with as its extreme variant – to paraphrase Boris 
Groys – the Gesamtkunstwerk of the Stalinist state. The opposite pole 
is politics in relation with aesthetics as a sense of possibility, as the 
conception of alternatives. Every idea of social engineering presup-
poses an outside, a fictional space, a parallel reality. We actually know 
two forms of this. Both religion and art are ‘the world in the world’, 
the postulation of another horizon of possibility within the existing 
one. And perhaps the scientific experiment is the same thing.

LDC Plato’s Republic outlines a similar parallel reality. This is imag-
ining by creating a concept, a utopia. It can be read as a totalitarian 
blueprint, but perhaps also as an outline of possibilities, a fiction. Man 
is no IS creature, but a creature of possibility. Political imagination 
seems to be swallowed up in the hyperactivity of information tech-
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nology and the hypnosis of the display screens. There seems to be no 
margin for critical distance, for subversion, for imagining other forms 
of life and society.

RL In very concrete terms, I have always, for example, defended a 
baseline standpoint when it comes to policy. Reserve 10 per cent of 
policy for experimental policy. In universities, for instance, try to do 
something other than uncovering yet another empirical truth. It might 
lead to nothing, but you might also end up thinking, ten years down 
the line, ‘the model we once tried, which didn’t work in this or that 
condition, now makes sense’. 

PG Today we are seeing a rather paradoxical development in 
connection with creativity. On the one hand you see that – as I just 
indicated – creativity is being banished from politics and science. 
On the other hand you see that industry is embracing creativity. Is 
industry so much smarter? 

MD I am not all that surprised that creativity is something you can 
market. But I am pessimistic about the capacity of the economy to 
effectively produce creativity. It remains primarily a captation. 

RL That is also Antonio Negri’s analysis. You can be creative with 
others, but all creativity is immediately privatized, including in a legal 
sense. Creativity, including collective creation, immediately becomes 
property – that’s the logic. 

PG All three of you are academics. To what extent has academic 
research supported, legitimized today’s politics-without-politics? 

MD I am ambivalent about this. The new management regime, as Rudi 
Laermans calls it, is indeed highly project-centred. From an urbanism 
point of view I have always been a proponent of this project-based 
approach. Directive urbanism or ‘planism’, in which you think in 
terms of 30 years, are a thing of the past. But the big problem is that 
project-based urbanism today is in the hands of the project developer. 
As a result you end up in a logic of perfunctory action. The project 
manager just has to make sure the project happens. The question of 
which projects a city needs and why, however, is very seldom posed 
anymore. What interests me is how a city arrives at particular projects. 
What are the projects that you cannot leave up to the market and in 
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which public investment is desirable and necessary? In Flanders, for 
instance, there is discussion about public-private social housing. This 
is rather absurd, since social housing in Flanders is aimed at that 
portion of housing for which there is no market. This means that you 
can only interest market players in this segment if you guarantee their 
profits with subsidies. This is only one example of the uncritical use 
of public resources within a blind faith in project-driven financing. In 
a more general sense, urbanism, because of its insistence on working 
project by project, risks being reduced to a lubricant for commercial 
urban development. I think we are ready for a countermovement. 

RL Something similar is happening in the social sciences. There is 
a highly technocratic orientation, whereby data collection amounts 
to supplying policy-making authorities, in the broad sense, with 
information about a national population or specific groups. If one is 
already working on something socially relevant, one usually keeps 
to the problem definitions of the political establishment. The whole 
research industry into immigrant populations is a good example of 
this. No other category in society is so thoroughly researched these 
days, although ‘surveiled’ would be a better word. What bothers me 
is the attitude of ‘as a scientist I’m trying to change the world too’. 
When in reality the goal is simply to obtain research grants and have 
research results converted into academic publications. Party poli-
tics today works mainly with moral statements: something is bad, or 
something should be considered bad. The vast majority of sociological 
research rides along in that narrative. As a result what might also be 
researched, what might be conceived differently, is curbed. 

LDC The task of the intellectual lies in registering resistance. Resist-
ance against privatization, for example the privatization of the univer-
sity, against management thinking at the university, resistance against 
the erosion of civil rights and of individual freedom, freedom of 
opinion, resistance against the dualization of the world and the milita-
rization associated with it, resistance against the ecological destruc-
tion of the planet . . . That is the task of an intellectual, and a good 
academic is an intellectual. But critical academic reflection has always 
been limited. It can only exist if it is nurtured by a broader resistance 
movement. 

PG But my question was intended more broadly. Institutions like 
universities, but public broadcasters as well, always used to leave 
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a free, open space that you could occupy. The big institutions, after 
all, were the ones that scarcely asked questions about what some 
individuals or small entities do within the institution. It was 
precisely in these undefined places that creativity and alternative 
social engineering were often nurtured and other ways of thinking 
were developed.

LDC These have indeed been ‘managed away’ today. Everything has 
been rationalized, so that room for imagination is shrinking. Although 
I should add some nuance to that: Bologna has also, at least in the art 
academies, generated a new dynamic. 

MD There was indeed what the Belgian sociologist Jean Rémy calls 
a seconde réalité. Within organizational systems, another organiza-
tion was created simultaneously, and for a number of people who 
worked within that system, another reality as well. The reality of an 
academic post today, however, is ‘we’re on holiday, now we can do 
some writing’. We can finally do what we essentially consider to be our 
actual work. But this situation eats up all sorts of other things through 
which you function, your home life for instance. 

RL But critical thinking has also emigrated. Whereas in the 1960s and 
1970s critical social theory was mainly influential within the social 
sciences, for some time now its main habitat has been cultural studies. 
Moreover, a remarkable number of art academies accommodate (or 
used to accommodate) alternative thinkers, such as Peter Sloterdijk 
and Boris Groys. 

PG So there are still spaces where one can think about society in 
a critical way. But how does this relate to actual practice? Does 
this theorizing actually lead to an alternatively socially engineered 
society? Take Negri and Hardt’s or Virno’s concept of the ‘multi-
tude’. How do such theoretical, almost virtual concepts relate to 
reality? 

LDC Concepts can feed politics. You have to furnish that imagi-
nary with a critical operationability. But let’s be honest: the anti-
globalization movement did not need the concept of the ‘multitude’ 
to resist the G8. When theory becomes a sort of poetics in which the 
distinction between theory and practice vanishes, a certain perfor-
mativity does develop in both thought and action. In inventing a new 
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discourse, a new reality is also created. Ultimately, however, I expect 
concrete changes in this area only if citizens, activists and organiza-
tions such as NGOs and trade unions, and ultimately political parties 
as well, join forces. Thinking about politics has to flow through to the 
political forum. 

PG Let me round things off with a somewhat different ques-
tion. The social engineering of both man and society was very 
powerfully expressed by Michel Foucault through the architec-
tural principle of the panopticon. It was the core architecture of 
the apparatus of discipline from the eighteenth century onward, 
and therefore the instrument of social engineering as well. What 
architectural principle would you put forward as the centre of the 
current management regime?

LDC The panopticon is fairly unique. It is a philosophical machine 
to which I can think of no equivalent. What’s more, it’s actually been 
built. I would spontaneously answer that the atrium model is at the 
centre of management. Davos is more or less such a place: a congress 
centre cum hotel with separate rooms and nouvelle cuisine on the 
terrace. This is the new locus of power. It is no coincidence that 
Davos is a spa. 

RL The panopticon as a machine is a powerful metaphor because it 
touches on both the subject and society. Today, however, I would 
not think of architecture, but of networks. With an example that is an 
extension of the panopticon: the closed-circuit video that guarantees 
security and control. And more general circuits of communication, 
video conferences and Skype. In this way you can extrapolate to the 
network approach of neurology. Today, after all, we are witnessing a 
neuropolitics as well. 

LDC We are not really going to figure it out. After all, the metaphor of 
the panopticon was only put forward in the wake of historical facts 
– when the paradigm became clear, in other words. At the moment 
we are in the middle of this paradigm. It is therefore difficult for us to 
classify our situation, let alone sum it up in one metaphorical machine.
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The book Veiligheid en burger-
schap in een netwerksamenleving 

(Security and citizenship in a 

network society) ensued from 

the research programme ‘The 

Security of Citizenship’ at the 

 (Free University of Amster-

dam), where Hans Boutellier 

holds the Frans Denkers Chair. 

This book, edited by Boutel-

lier and Ronald van Steden, 

brings together contributions 

in which various authors reflect 

on developments in Western 

society, based on their par-

ticular disciplines. The book 

is based on the idea that our 

society is no longer a vertically 

structured society, but rather 

should be seen as a horizontal 

and therefore network society. 

All the writers agree that these 

new and often rapid develop-

ments call our usual concep-

tions of social reality into ques-

tion. After all, we live in an era 

of unprecedented complexity. 

Things change faster than our 

capacity to understand them. 

Although not all the contribu-

tions are equally strong, each 

text examines what specifically 

has changed or is in the proc-

ess of changing. Some con-

tributions provide a historical 

overview, in which the transi-

tion from a stable, orderly soci-

ety to a fluid society is exposed 

in an almost tangible way. 

There are contributions about 

such topics as victimhood and 

the perception of insecurity, 

the relationship between media 

and security, security in the 

public space, nodal policing 

and citizen participation in se-

curity projects.

While every contribution 

examines what precisely has 

changed or is in the process of 

changing, and something does 

this in minute detail, the book 

(as a collection of all contribu-

tions) refuse to engage in the 

more fundamental debate. In 

other words, the book stays 

neatly within the lines of En-

lightenment philosophy, which, 

precisely as a consequence of 

what the editors call a network 

society, is now under pressure. 

As the introductory article 

indicates, the book seeks out 

the complex of reasons that 

underlie the changing role 

of the state. And it is exactly 

this insistence on a causality 

that causes this collection to 

pretty much fail in realizing its 

ambitious objective. The book 

stubbornly clings to the ‘safe’ 

conceptual categorizations and 

certainties of the rational and 

functional ideas of man and 

society, so that the sweeping 

empirical observations remain 

stuck at the descriptive level 

and there is virtually no in-

depth examination. After all, 

a radical transition like that 

being shaped by the network 

society, but which is also 

shaping that network society, 

requires a different way of 

thinking, that is if we want to 

comprehend what is happen-

ing. A horizontal, complex 

reality, after all, dispenses 

with the usual concepts of ‘au-

tonomy’, ‘the individual, ‘the 

group’ and ‘the social’.

It would therefore have 

been interesting to explain 

what epistemological concepts 

and conceptual frameworks 

have come under pressure and 

are probably no longer tenable 

(at least not for long). The 

reader would then have been 

confronted with the bounda-

ries that any discipline has to 

contend with. The same obser-

vation can be made regarding 

the responses of government 

and the management of secu-

rity. In other words, however 

correct it is to the observa-

tion that the world around 

us is changing, this collection 

refuses to submit the (scien-

tific) production process to the 

same observation. As a result it 

clings to the objective position 

of the scientist who makes pro-

nouncements as an observer 

about a reality that is presented 

as objectively knowable in the 
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majority of the essays; or to the 

policymaker and the institution 

that stand outside the social 

and societal dynamics, evalu-

ate them, devise projects and 

prescribe the needed solutions. 

It is precisely this kind of self-

reflection that is lacking in this 

book, so that it blunders into 

the pitfalls of modernism.

In the process the book 

largely ignores what typifies 

late modernity: the recogni-

tion that the subject has lost 

control. He is, as Michel Ma-

ffesoli suggests, a character in 

a tragedy who, as in the old 

Greek tragedies, is prey to all 

sorts of dynamics over which 

he has no control.  Accord-

ing to Maffesoli late-modern 

society consists of an amalgam 

of subcultures, which not only 

absorb and fragment the in-

dividual, but upon which the 

individual also leaves a signifi-

cant stamp. This is a paradoxi-

cal idea of man and society, 

in which the emphasis is no 

longer on stability, balance 

and control, but on instability, 

movement and transformation: 

precisely the elements that are 

expressed in a network society. 

In late modernity the egocen-

tric paradigm is replaced by 

a lococentrism. After all, it is 

no longer the individual who 

determines his life, but the 

locus, the hub at which he finds 

himself and which he has to 

a significant extent helped to 

shape, without being able to 

exercise control over it. Linear 

thinking is replaced by non-

linear thinking. In concrete 

terms, this means that Entity A 

plays a role in the construction 

of B, which plays a role in the 

construction of C, which plays 

a role in the construction of A. 

There is no design or blueprint 

for this network. It emerges 

and maintains itself in exist-

ence self-referentially.  Social 

engineering and control are 

an illusion.

What does this mean in 

terms of security and citizen-

ship? According to many, 

Western society has evolved 

into a risk society, in which risk 

analyses, prevention strategies 

and precautionary principles 

occupy an important place. 

Social problems are often 

reinterpreted as security prob-

lems and addressed with dras-

tic measures. The perspective 

of the risk society, however, is 

a too limited, too narrow and 

too rational concept. People, 

after all, are far more flexible 

and changeable than the con-

cept of the risk society presup-

poses. The modernist concept 

(which the risk society is) tends 

to construct ‘criminality’, 

‘risk’, ‘insecurity’, ‘society’, 

‘individuals’ and ‘citizenship’ 

as separate phenomena, ignor-

ing the non-linear interactions 

out of which the phenomena 

arise. The focus is then placed 

on ‘the rational’, ‘the autono-

mous’, ‘the functional’ and 

‘the objective’. This implies 

that individuals can stand 

outside the social or societal 

dynamics and control them. 

This way of thinking results 

in the public security sector 

behaving as a cult, whereby the 

emphasis is on conformity, ac-

quiescence and obedience.  Of 

course I am not denying that 

individuals can formulate cer-

tain insights about the nature 

of social reality, criminality, 

security and the like, but these 

are merely interpretations and 

actions, which themselves will 

generate an unremitting stream 

of responses from others. In 

order to understand these new 

developments, we need, as 

I have argued elsewhere, an 

interpretive methodology – 

indeed, tragic concepts.  This 

emphasizes the importance of 

microrelationships and interac-

tions for understanding social 

reality and the transformative, 

and goes beyond the cognitive 

and the autonomous.

Of course this is not the 

place for me to set up a thesis 

on security and citizenship in 

a network society, let alone 

to expound arguments for it. 

Boutellier and Van Steden’s 

book, however, invites a re-

sponse. And that can only 

be applauded.

. P. Van Calster, ‘Re-visiting Mr. 
Nice: On Organized Crime as Con-
versational Interaction’, Crime, Law 
and Social Change, , / , , 

- . 
. M. Maffesoli, The Time of the 

Tribes: the Decline of Individualism in 
Mass Society (London: Sage, ).
. Calster, ‘Re-visiting Mr. Nice’, 

op. cit. (note ). 
. P. Van Calster, ‘De publieke Vei-

ligheidssector als cult. Over “presta-
tie” en “presteren” als cultwaarden 
in de organisatiecultuur van de 
publieke veiligheidssector’, in: A. 
Collier and E. Hendrickx (eds.), De 
politionele bedrijfscultuur (Brussels: 
Politeia, to be published in ). 
. Calster, ‘Re-visiting Mr. Nice’, 

op. cit. (note ).
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In the introduction to the 

publication, the editors of On 
Knowledge Production: A Criti-
cal Reader in Contemporary Art 
are quite critical of the con-

temporary art discourse. Maria 

Hlavajova, Jill Winder and 

Binna Choi note a ‘intellectu-

alization’ of the art field: terms 

like ‘knowledge production’, 

‘artistic research’ and ‘interdis-

ciplinary practice’ have become 

common parlance without our 

knowing what they encompass. 

Moreover, this terminology 

and its dubious and unknown 

implications are circulating in 

lectures, discussions and pres-

entations, which make them 

even emptier than they already 

are. Knowledge is merely being 

displayed and not analysed 

critically, the editors argue.

The question is whether 

and in what way On Knowledge 
Production: A Critical Reader 
in Contemporary Art can re-

flect on the issue it identifies 

without contributing to it with 

the same methods. Hlavajova, 

Winder and Choi are conscious 

of their paradoxical position. 

Nevertheless they have col-

lected contributions that are 

meant to call the status and the 

concept of knowledge produc-

tion within contemporary art 

into question. Questions such 

as ‘What is knowledge?’, ‘What 

kind of knowledge are we 

striving for?’ and ‘With what 

methodologies do we approach 

art and the knowledge it pro-

duces?’ recur in the articles. 

The book is a pocket-sized an-

thology of new and previously 

published texts. It is the sec-

ond publication in a ‘Critical 

Readers’ series published by 

Utrecht-based . What dis-

tinguishes this reader from the 

hype in nebulous expressions 

of knowledge in art?

The collection opens with 

‘Muhheakantuck – Everything 

Has a Name’, a text by artist 

Matthew Buckingham. The 

piece tells the story of a ‘for-

gotten’ passage in history: the 

Dutch conquest of America. 

We are barely aware of the 

horrendous murders carried 

out by the colonialists there. 

This is an issue of language, 

Buckingham says. After all, 

we cannot know what is not 

described. Moreover, what 

we have not observed is not 

recorded. ‘It is easy to forget 

that it is the eye that makes 

the horizon.’ 

A detailed bibliography 

serves to back up the facts 

included in the text, in fact 

a transcript of the voice-over 

for the  film of the same 

name. On the other hand, the 

division into short paragraphs 

employed by the artist here 

leads the reader to think of his 

film. The blank lines evoke 

memories of the images that 

intervene in the text. Do they 

conceptually supplement the 

written words and in so doing 

redress, despite their visual ab-

sence, Buckingham’s fictional 

account? A striking detail 

is that the same text, when 

it was previously published 

in the prestigious academic 

journal October, (Spring , 

no. , - ), lacked 

both the bibliography and the 

fragmented presentation. Is 

‘Muhheakantuck – Everything 

Has a Name’ the ideal exam-

ple of ‘artistic research’? Or 

is it being presented as such? 

Or does the text, in form as 

well as content, do what Irit 

Rogoff, later in the collection, 

describe not as the task of the 

artist, but of the theorist: turn-

ing over the ground on which 

we stand, introducing ques-

tions and uncertainties where 

consensus reigns?

The various authors agree 

that institutions are largely 

responsible for the almost 

blind conformity of outlooks 

in art. A clear example of 

this omnipresent institutional 

co-dependence is Copen-

hagen Free University. This 

self-declared university, once 

founded to undermine the 

knowledge economy that came 

out of neoliberalism, wanted to 

subvert institutional power re-

lations. Knowledge is not truth 

or property, but something 

ephemeral, something alive: 

a relationship among people. 

Knowledge is free. The mo-

ment Copenhagen Free Uni-

versity received applications 

from students and teachers, it 

had no choice, given the offi-

cial status it evidently exuded, 

but to disband. The text in On 
Knowledge Production accompa-

nies the dissolution of  and 

is a statement: We Have Won! 

Maria Hlavajova, Jill Winder, 

Binna Choi (eds.), On Know-
ledge Production: A Critical 
Reader in Contemporary Art

Ilse van Rijn

/Revolver, Utrecht/Frank-

furt am Main, ,  

( ): - - - - ; 

 (Revolver): - - -

- ,  pp.,  ,
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Sven Lütticken is less radical. 

He is more precise and even 

subtle in his formulations. The 

parameters we use in art today 

are indeed dictated by the neo-

liberal knowledge economy, 

not by the discipline of art 

history. Artistic ‘research’, 

consequently, is a parody of 

instrumentalized academic 

knowledge. In his text, Lüt-

ticken focuses attention on 

the ‘Unknown Knowns’, the 

ideological subconscious in a 

society, repressed knowledge, 

the alternative, even dubi-

ous knowledge expressed in 

symptoms that, by definition, 

are unintentional, uncontrol-

lable and unproductive. He 

discusses the work of artists 

such as Arnulf Rainer and 

Paul Sharits, who consciously 

concentrate on ‘knowledge’s 

other’. But Lütticken also 

classifies Martha Rosler’s The 
Semiotics of the Kitchen ( ) 

and Jeff Wall’s Milk ( ) 

under what he calls reflexive 

‘symptomatology’. The author 

is not particularly interested in 

celebrating this ‘non-knowl-

edge’ that escapes the grip of 

the symbol or the concept. He 

prefers to use the symptom to 

discuss technocratic knowledge 

production, in the process 

‘revealing’ the symbol that 

only seemingly ‘illuminates’ 

and produces knowledge. Be 

patient and loyal, especially 

today, towards the symptom – 

that is Lütticken’s motto.

The question is whether 

‘everything’ that art imparts to 

us can be translated in terms 

of knowledge. No, reply Eva 

Meyer and Eran Schaerf. Art 

has its own mode and ‘says’ 

more than we actually know 

about it. A multitude of possi-

ble new relationships resonate 

in art, each of which gives it a 

new direction. Art can be com-

pared to the dynamic speech 

act, in which the subject is 

constituted by the very act 

of speaking. 

No, replies Sarat Maha-

raj to the same question. A 

translation is never identical 

to its original. The ‘shadow of 

the untranslatable’ confronts 

us with what lies beyond 

the reach of our intellectual 

capabilities and cannot be 

approached by means of our 

regulated systematic knowl-

edge. Referring to Thomas 

Hirschhorn’s Bataille Monu-

ment ( ), exhibited in a 

suburb of Kassel that houses 

many immigrants, Maharaj ar-

gues that today it is vital, now 

that processes of migration are 

expanding, to rethink the bat-

tlefield of cultural translation, 

not as something unique and 

exotic, but as something ordi-

nary and everyday. 

Awareness of the other – be 

it the migrant, the knowledge 

economy or the formal and 

discursive trends in art since 

the twentieth century (in con-

trast to the current ‘retinal’ 

visual culture) – enables us to 

reflect not so much on what 

knowledge is (knowledge 

production, artistic research, 

interdisciplinarity), but rather 

on how this comes into being. 

On Knowledge Production aims 

to stimulate us to explore 

paths that are more or less 

radical, but that in any case 

deviate from what we (are sup-

posed to) know. Acknowledge 

the limits of your thinking, 

says Irit Rogoff. ‘It is better 

to do nothing than to work 

formally toward making vis-

ible what the West declares to 

exist’ is how Simon Sheikh, 

quoting Alain Badiou, con-

cludes his text. He is not 

specific about how you can be 

non-productive. 

Sheikh’s challenging words 

are also the last in ’s Criti-

cal Reader. Should the insti-

tute have kept its mouth shut 

and not produced the Critical 

Reader, in order not to fall 

into the institutional trap that 

a book in fact represents? On 
Knowledge Production does not 

aim to provide answers, but to 

provide a spectrum of concep-

tual experiments and cautious 

proposals. Although the writ-

ers, in the formulation of their 

visions, scarcely step beyond 

the ‘obscure’ discourse of art, 

the diversity of art theory texts 

testifies to the intentions of 

Hlavajova, Winder and Choi. 

Awareness of the dominant 

terminology and its implica-

tions is activated ‘otherwise’ 

in On Knowledge Production. 

’s Critical Reader stimu-

lates debate on this, even if 

on occasion it comes off as 

a little forced. 
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Delusive Spaces contains over 

 pages of articles by Eric 

Kluitenberg, written from  

to . It is an impressive 

quantity of text, certainly when 

you consider that in a certain 

sense it is the by-product of 

more than ten years of work as 

an organizer, editor and teach-

er. Kluitenberg taught at one 

the first media programmes in 

the Netherlands (Media-GN 

in Groningen) and has since 

been a tireless organizer of 

events, debates and festivals 

in the field of media culture, 

initially often in Eastern Eu-

rope and now for several years 

at De Balie in Amsterdam. 

In this capacity he combines 

cultural, technological and so-

ciopolitical themes. It is good 

that there is now a book that 

provides insight into the moti-

vations of someone who, with 

his organizational efforts, is 

involved in shaping the debate 

in the Netherlands. It reveals 

his theoretical basis, it provides 

backgrounds and it also reveals 

his personal interests.

The texts in Delusive Spaces 
– which refers to the mislead-

ing spaces of the media – come 

from three ‘sources’, or, as 

Kluitenberg himself calls them, 

three analytical trajectories. 

First there are fairly long, his-

torically tinged texts that form 

the ‘Archaeologies of the Ma-

chine’ chapter, in which, for 

instance, the way civilization 

was transformed by the estab-

lishment of clock time-keeping. 

In an extension of this, there is 

speculative media archeology, 

which examines the dreams 

new media lead to. There are 

remarkably frequent references 

to American technology his-

torian Lewis Mumford, who 

provides Kluitenberg with a 

technological philosophy that 

considers the cultural, the his-

toric and the technological in 

connection with one another. 

The second part consists 

mainly of articles with a socio-

political focus. They concern 

sociopolitical developments 

associated with the rise of the 

Internet and are mostly written 

in the context of one of the net 

culture events in which Klu-

itenberg has taken part. They 

analyse the new situation, call 

for activism, provide an outline 

of new forms of politics, iden-

tify the problems this produces 

or extrapolate and make a 

more controversial proposal. 

Here, for instance, we find 

the article about the ‘post-

governmental condition’ that 

he wrote on the occasion of the 

last ‘Next Minutes’ confer-

ence, but also his explanations 

of hybrid space and the right 

‘not to be connected’ – part of 

Open no. , for which Klu-

itenberg served as guest editor.

Finally there are several 

essays that, according to Klu-

itenberg, concern ‘the presence 

of the unrepresentable as an 

experiential rift in contempo-

rary culture and society’. (page 

) The unrepresentable here 

is a reference to Lyotard’s phi-

losophy of the sublime. Of all 

the philosophers and theorists 

examined in Delusive Spaces, 

Lyotard seems to be the one 

that occupies Kluitenberg the 

longest. Through Lyotard he 

attempts to make clear that a 

place has to be ‘outside’ – ‘out-

side the media’, ‘outside the 

system’ – in order for criticism 

to be possible.

What connects the articles is 

that they consistently consider 

culture and technology, society 

and media, in connection with 

one another: technology is not 

just about ‘the calculable and 

predictable’. (page ) In the 

introduction – the most recent 

text – Kluitenberg argues that 

theorists have to open the 

black box of technology. He 

emphasizes the necessity of 

hardware and software studies 

– a plea with which I whole-

heartedly concur. In practice, 

in the older articles, he is still 

mostly opening the cultural 

black box: in the technocul-

tural and the cultural-techno-

logical it is always culture that 

gets the attention.

A second thread is the 

emphasis on the link between 

the digital media space and 

non-digital reality. For this he 

develops the concept of hybrid 

space, which combines the flow 

of spaces or the space of flows. 

This is why he insists on an 

activist use of new media that is 

not limited to cyberspace. 

The texts offer a retrospec-

tive of the evolution of the 

‘media discourse’ over the last 

ten years. From the pre-World 

Wide Web days to the activist 

age of tactical media (when the 

Internet seemed to be turn-

Eric Kluitenberg, Delusive  
Spaces: Essays on Culture,  
Media and Technology

Arie Altena

Institute of Network Cultures/

NAi Uitgevers, Rotterdam 

,  , 

 ,
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ing into an alternative space 

to ‘the media’), to the current 

culture of always-having-to-

be-connected and its dark 

side: the total data mining and 

continuous real-time tracking 

of data bodies and products 

as well as human bodies. In 

this regard Delusive Spaces 
also traces the transition from 

mass-media spectacle society 

in which power can be exer-

cised through visibility in the 

media to a society in which 

everything is de facto visible 

and traceable. In this world, 

says Kluitenberg, ‘Power is 

vested . . . not in the ability to 

connect and become visible, 

but in the ability to disconnect, 

to become invisible and un-

traceable, at will.’ (page ) 

This is why Kluitenberg asserts 

that we have to defend the 

right not to be connected: as a 

form of resistance, in order to 

create a place from which criti-

cism is possible.

While Kluitenberg’s concept 

of hybrid space is probably 

the most interesting, the right 

not to be connected provides 

the most food for thought. Yet 

I still find his article ‘Media 

Without an Audience’ the most 

appealing. It relies heavily on a 

long quotation from Adilkno’s 

theory of sovereign media, and 

it owes its method to Adilkno 

as well. When it was written 

in , it made an issue of 

an avant-garde idea; it has 

since become an uncanny 

description of a media reality, 

in which everyone is a broad-

caster and, if you’re lucky, only 

a few friends are still tuned in. 

Messages are no longer being 

sent out into the world; there is 

only an attempt to make con-

tact. Or, as he says himself in 

‘The Pleasure of the Medium’, 

‘Self-mediation does not aim 

at communicating – at convey-

ing a message – instead it tries 

to establish affective relation-

ships.’ (page ) He views 

this as an anthropological prin-

ciple: it is an attempt to feel at 

home in an environment that 

is not naturally ours. It is pas-

sages like these, in which Klu-

itenberg encapsulates the ap-

parent paradoxes of our media 

society in words, that make 

this collection worthwhile. The 

fact that the book also contains 

a lot of familiar work, perhaps 

too many summations of other 

people’s insights, and that as 

whole it is uneven, is some-

thing you’re happy to forgive.

Kitty Zijlmans and Wilfried 

van Damme (eds), World Art 
Studies. Exploring Concepts and 
Approaches

Özkan Gölpinar

Uitgeverij Valiz, Amsterdam, 

 - - - - ,  

 pp.,  ,

It takes guts to put together a 

book about World Art Studies 

and to ask professor emeritus 

John Onians, the specialist in 

the domain of World Art Stud-

ies and the editor of the first 

Atlas of World Art, to serve 

as a reference during the first 

presentation. You run the risk 

of your search being com-

pared to the voyage Columbus 

undertook to discover the 

New World. 

The publication World Art 
Studies: Exploring Concepts and 
Approaches, edited by Kitty 

Zijlmans and Wilfried van 

Damme, both affiliated with 

Leiden University, focuses on 

the ‘broad’ question of: how 

(contemporary) art reflects 

processes of interculturaliza-

tion, how it interrogates them 

and calls them into question. 

The authors also looked for 

new interdisciplinary frame-

works and concepts to better 

understand and situate this 

new art production.

According to Zijlmans and 

Van Damme, (Western) art 

history must take up the chal-

lenge of incorporating as many 

different perspectives as pos-

sible, with the aim of making 

a new intercultural discussion 

possible. This is why the book 

contains not only contributions 

by art historians but also by 

anthropologists, archeologists, 

geographers, evolutionary bi-

ologists and neuroscientists. 

This call should be seen 

as a courageous attempt to 

counter stagnation within the 

artistic and scientific elite of 

the Netherlands in their as-

sessment of non-Western art. 

A challenge that seems to have 

been enthusiastically taken up 

in many parts of the Dutch 

art world in the last few years, 

given the multitude of debates 

and discussions on the subject. 
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A not unimportant motiva-

tion for these, incidentally, is a 

well-understood self-interest. 

The (subsidized) art world is 

increasingly facing issues of a 

political or social nature. In ad-

dition, works by artists from all 

over the world, to which a sin-

gle predicate is seldom applica-

ble, are increasingly exhibited. 

The sometimes old-fashioned 

institutions are also looking for 

a new audience, because their 

existing audience is aging. 

In practice, art deals with 

ethnically specific expressions 

of culture, all sorts of forms of 

fusion, multiple identities, dual 

cultures and subcultures. The 

fact that, from this perspec-

tive, it is suddenly no longer 

very clear what ‘Western cul-

ture’ actually is does nothing 

to simply things. The grow-

ing awareness that all sorts of 

Western art forms exist by the 

grace of non-Western influ-

ences incorporated by the West 

over time also contributes to 

this uncertainty. History is 

conveniently forgotten, dis-

missed as a primitive, exotic 

source of inspiration for ‘real’ 

art; the reproach that applying 

Western standards to non-

Western art forms can lead to 

irrelevant judgments and ex-

clusion is expressed more and 

more often. The basis of this is 

the cultural and philosophical 

debate between ‘relativists’ and 

‘universalists’. Whereas univer-

salists assume there is a qual-

ity, identifiable worldwide, that 

transcends cultural differences, 

relativists believe that each art 

form should be judged by its 

own, culturally determined 

standards of quality.

The various writers in this 

publication have made every 

effort to present a candid, 

sometimes entertaining, but 

always persuasive argument for 

a more global vision of Western 

art history. Philosophy profes-

sor Ben-Ami Scharfstein of Tel 

Aviv University, for instance, 

addresses the cultural and phil-

osophical debate between the 

relativists and the universal-

ists. It is better not to speak of 

‘Chinese’, ‘Indian’ or ‘Western’ 

art traditions or cultures but 

instead of the visual unique-

ness of individual artists. 

‘What does an ancient Greek 

potter or pottery painter have 

to do with a Byzantine painter 

of icons, a baroque sculptor or 

painter, a French Impression-

ist, a German Expressionist, or, 

to name names, a Jackson Pol-

lock or a Duchamp; or for that 

matter, what have any of these 

to do with any of the others?’ 

Scharfstein argues, ‘In India, 

what does the guild craftsman, 

with his prescribed proce-

dures and low social status, 

have to do with the Sanskrit 

poets and dramatist who both 

reflected an created the aes-

thetic doctrines of upper-class 

appreciation of art, or what 

have any of these to do with 

the Mughal miniaturist, who 

worked at the pleasure of their 

Muslim employers? In China, 

the literati, who wrote poetry 

and practiced calligraphy and 

painting learned to look down 

not only on the potter, however 

expert, but also on the profes-

sional painter, who committed 

the spiritual sin of painting 

for the sake of money and the 

lesser but still considerable sin 

of excessive decorativeness and 

ostentatious virtuosity.’ 

One disadvantage of the 

separate contributions is that 

the reader is sometimes left 

with more questions than 

answers. In her contribution, 

researcher Jean M. Borgatti of 

Clarks University in Massa-

chusetts addresses the images 

that different cultures have of 

one another and their ‘repre-

sentation’ of one another. In 

the last  years, Europeans 

have often characterized ob-

jects from China, Japan and 

India as exotic, fetishes, or as 

‘archetypes’. Only in the mid-

twentieth century did these ob-

jects move from historical mu-

seums to art museums. ‘Rather 

than bringing understanding, 

recognition as art merely ex-

tended the projection of Eu-

ropean fantasies upon these 

objects,’ says Borgatti. For in-

stance, during the colonial era, 

it was assumed that these tra-

ditional works of art were relics 

of primitive superstitions. This 

idea is so dominant that well-

educated African artists still 

find it difficult to refer to Afri-

can traditions in their work. 

In her conclusion Borgatti 

writes that ‘it is not without 

irony that a principle long 

established in many parts of 

the World underlies the new 

paradigm forming for Western 

portraiture – that the power 

of the image depends upon its 

being unseen’. But what does 

she mean by this? Were we in 

the West too late in recognizing 

the power of other cultures and 

artistic expressions? And what 

should we do differently?

The book contains more 

such ideas, set down on paper 

without a clear conclusion. 

They join the mishmash of 

divergent ideas and approaches 

that already exist in relation 

to the discussion about the 

existence or non-existence 

of Western and non-Western 

art forms.
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In her previous essay ‘Het 

kunstwerk en zijn tijd’(The 

artwork and its time), Zijlmans 

wrote, ‘Facts lie in the past, 

but they come down to us just 
like that. They are always medi-

ated; there is always a context 

in which the fact is imbedded, 

a context of research, objective 

definition, question formula-

tion, method used, vision. The 

artwork may be a historical fact 

as an artefact, but there are 

many ways of reading it, inter-

preting it and framing it. The 

interpretation of a work de-

pends to a large extend on the 

interpreter, on “the individual 
doing the reading”.’  

We are therefore being asked 

to look at art in a different way 

and to look at ourselves in a 

different way. In the process we 

are constantly working on giv-

ing ourselves a direction. 

These critical reservations 

notwithstanding, World Art 
Studies is a mature contribution 

towards opening the dialogue 

with other scientific domains 

without the pretension of hav-

ing one unequivocal answer. 

It is to Zijlmans and Van 

Damme’s credit that they want 

to participate in a highly topical 

discussion in this way.

. Kitty Zijlmans, ‘Het kunstwerk en 
zijn tijd’, Leidschrift, historical jour-
nal, volume , - .


